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Introducing 30 new varieties from 15 different suppliers.

16  Turfgrass Seed & Vegetative Stock Sources
Contact these 23 TPI supplier members for your seed and vegetative stock needs.

19  Turfgrass Seed & Vegetative Stock Listings Available by Company
Supplier companies provided their list of available seed and vegetative stock varieties.

26  Crop and Market Predictions
Suppliers give their input on the turfgrass seed and/or vegetative stock crop and market outlook.

38  Cool-Season & Warm-Season Grasses Overview
Kevin Morris, executive director, National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP), summarizes 
the data collected in the NTEP trials.

54  Sod Farm Managers Visit Workers in Mexico
Sod Shop’s visits to H-2A workers and their families provide cultural insights and stronger relationships.

58  West Coast Turf Tells the Natural Grass Story
Savvy use of social media highlights the benefits of natural grass and features company projects.

60  Inflation Busters
Check out these management strategies to help your business navigate the challenges of inflation. 

65  Drought Brings Extensive Restrictions for Natural Grass
Water use restrictions and natural grass buy-back programs challenge the turfgrass industry.

66  Coping with Heat
Educate your staff on how to prevent heat-related incidents and how to respond if they do occur.

68  Rooted in Research—Turfgrass as an Irrigated Crop in the U.S.— 
Let’s Set the Record Straight
Dr. Fidanza digs into the facts to show why turfgrass IS Not the single largest irrigated crop in the U.S.

70  Sod Checkoff Invoicing
See how a Sod Checkoff could be at no cost to the sod producer by invoicing customers for the assessment.

72  Government Affairs Update
TPI continues to work on behalf of its members in government affairs. Check out the most recent activity.

80  SCRI Drought Study Digs Deeper
Researchers seek to identify specific physiological components that give grasses drought tolerance 
response.
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Jim KeevenThe Concept of Control
During the lingering cool, stormy days that put spring on hold here in the 
Midwest, I kept thinking about the whole concept of control, especially for a 
farmer. We want to control everything on our fields and in our businesses—but 
some things we just can’t control. 

This year, that lack of control really hit home. Sod producers in the transition 
zone and further north have found grass seed shortages at a level greater 
than we’ve ever experienced before. The prolonged drought, record heat, and 
drying winds devastated the crop in the Pacific Northwest. The production 
farmers can’t control that and the companies that process the harvested seed 
can’t control it. Then the supply chain issues, especially in labor and trucking, 
have made it extremely hard to get the grass seed that is available. The farmers, 
processors, and distributors can’t control that either. Add in the supply chain 
impact on fertilizers, chemicals, parts, and equipment. Then there’s the issue of 
rising inflation and the uncertain economy. Stressing about the things we can’t 
control doesn’t change them, but it sure changes us, and not in a good way. 

What we can control is how we react to all those factors that we can’t control. 
The one thing we have the most control over is our attitude. If we keep a good 
attitude and keep it with the people around us—our staff, our customers, our 
suppliers, our family, and friends—we will all feel better. As my Mom, Vivienne, 
always says, “If you can’t say something nice to someone don’t say anything at 
all.” That good attitude changes our perspectives and the environment around 
us. It not only reduces stress, but also allows us to focus on the things we can 
change to operate more efficiently and effectively.

A good attitude prompts us to take action where we can. We can’t control the 
government, but we can provide our input to the departments and agencies 
that do have control in specific areas, including the EPA. One big win for the 
turfgrass industry was the EPA’s Interim Review Decision on oxadiazon—
we didn’t lose it. The input provided by TPI’s Executive Director, Dr. Casey 
Reynolds, and our sod producer community played a huge role in that decision. 
See Casey’s article about it starting on page 72. 

TPI also is working with the USDA Risk Management Agency (RMA) on 
developing better crop insurance for our sod producer members. We can’t 
control the weather, but we can try to control what happens when the weather 
attacks. As a part of that group, I can report that we’ve been digging into what 
is available now and what we’d like to work out. As I write this, we’ve had two 
zoom meetings with RMA, and they are listening. They’ve proposed a couple 
programs that will be on the agenda at the mid-June TPI Board meeting. Look 
for more information to come—and keep that good attitude going.

Warmest Regards, 
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For example, we are already seeking out university and 
industry partners to create a new website and resources 
for natural grass athletic fields. We are interviewing 
membership consultants. We are considering new ways to 
grow our TLI foundation, and more. 

It is essential that we know where specific initiatives rank 
among importance for our association so that we can plan 
accordingly with regard to time and finances. If you have 
something in mind that you’d like to see us pursue, please 
reach out to me, another TPI staff member, or one of our 
Board of Trustee officers or directors to share those ideas 
for discussion at the TPI Fall Board Meeting in November.

In the meantime, we are excited about returning to two in-
person events in 2023, with our TPI International Education 
Conference in Nashville, Tennessee, next February and our 
Summer Convention and Field Day in Michigan next July. 
Each of these events will provide different opportunities and 
resources for connecting with your fellow TPI members. The 
attendee brochure and exhibitor prospectus for each of these 
events will be out soon! 

As always, thank you for all you do for our industry and 
association. Please reach out to me anytime so we can 
continue to serve you in the best way possible.

Cheers,

TPI Initiatives for 2023 and Beyond

Wow how time flies… 

When I was first hired by Turfgrass Producers 
International (TPI) in 2017, I remember one of the first 
things I did with the current Board of Trustees at the 
time was to ask them to rank a list of current and potential 
initiatives regarding the value and impact that each 
could have on the next few years of TPI. They included 
items such as traveling to sod producer events, creating 
a new The Lawn Institute (TLI) website, updating TPI 
publications, working in regulatory affairs, and others. 
Each of these was ranked highly by the Board at that time, 
and as a result I have spent much of my time working in 
these areas. 

However, there also were ideas that I pitched to the Board 
at the time that were not as important and thus did not 
receive as much attention in the last few years. It is this 
type of direction that I, and our staff, constantly seek from 
the Board and TPI members alike so that we can keep 
moving TPI forward.

While 2023 is still six months away, it’s time to start 
preparing for the TPI Fall Board Meeting where we will 
have these exact types of discussions again. So this is the 
perfect opportunity for you to provide your input. Are 
there particular things you would like to see out of TPI in 
the coming years? Are there new publications or resources 
that you may find helpful to your farm or company? It 
could be a very specific idea or a broad direction, we 
welcome any and all ideas. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF

This is the perfect opportunity for you to provide your input. Are there particular 
things you would like to see out of TPI in the coming years?

Casey Reynolds, PhD

@TPITurfTalk
@TheLawnInstitute

Please follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram!

@TurfgrassProducersInternational
@TheLawnInstitute

@TheLawnInstitute
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High quality, low input turf varieties.

Use 40% less water without sacri�cing turf quality with A-LIST approved varieties.

The A-LIST is an independent, non-pro�t, industry initiative, fostering 
development of sustainable turfgrass varieties and related products that 
perform their function with less maintenance inputs, thus bene�ting the 
environment. A-LIST monitors a voluntary evaluation program including 
metrics like water conservation, reduced fertility and tra�c, heat, and 
drought stress tolerances, all with no fungicide or insecticide applications. 

Products that meet the acceptance criteria can utilize the A-LIST Approved 
symbol in their marketing and receive the  A-LIST Approved tag for use in 
packaging.

To become an A-LIST Approved Variety, a variety must have demonstrated 
superior performance in A-LIST trials as de�ned by:

The top LSD group for drought tolerance as measured by percent 
green cover for each of two years in at least two locations.

Acceptable or better turf quality for each of the two years in at least 
two locations.

Have been entered into an NTEP trial for the species.  For new 
cultivars that have met the approval standards for performance in 
A-LIST trials, �nal approval will be withheld until the cultivar(s) 
have been entered into an NTEP trial. FOR APPROVED VARIETIES VISIT WWW.A-LISTTURF.ORG

Members
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TPI NEWS
MARK YOUR CALENDARWHAT TO KNOW

EPA RELEASES INTERIM REGISTRATION REVIEW DECISION ON OXADIAZON

As part of the mandated review of all pesticides distributed or sold in the U.S. the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) reviews each registered pesticide every 15 years. One active ingredient currently under review 
that is of key interest to sod producers is oxadiazon. TPI has been working with EPA on this registration 
review since at least August of 2021. The U.S. EPA has released an Interim Review Decision for oxadiazon. 
See page 72 of this issue to learn more.

FOLLOW TPI AND TLI ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Turfgrass Producers International 

 Twitter: @TPITurfTalk  

 Facebook: @TurfgrassProducersInternational 

The Lawn Institute

 Twitter: @TheLawnInstitute 

 Facebook: @TheLawnInstitute 

 Instagram: @TheLawnInstitute

USDA TO PROVIDE DISASTER RELIEF TO SPECIALTY CROP PRODUCERS

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) announced in May that commodity and specialty crop 
producers, including sod producers, impacted by natural disaster events in 2020 and 2021 will soon 
begin receiving emergency relief payments totaling approximately $6 billion through the Farm Service 
Agency (FSA). More information can be found in the article on page 73.

EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR TPI MEMBERS

TPI Launches Employee Health Insurance Program for TPI member farms! Check out our TPI website or visit 
https://www.associationpros.com/tpi-inquiryform to start the application process and obtain the program 
details that will pertain to your operation.

TPI MEDIA KITS AVAILABLE

The 2022 TPI Media Kit is still available. Please contact Geri Hannah at 847-649-5555 or email ghannah@
TurfGrassSod.org. The full media kit can be found online at https://issuu.com/tpiturfnews/docs/tpi_media_
kit_updated_2022_2_

TPI WORKING WITH USDA ON CROP INSURANCE FOR SOD

Interested in Crop Insurance? TPI is working with the U.S. Farm Service Agency to develop potential crop 
insurance plans specific to sod production. If you are interested in learning more or willing to serve on an 
exploratory committee, please contact Dr. Casey Reynolds at CReynolds@TurfGrassSod.org or 847-737-1846 
to learn more.

FULL U.S. SOD CHECKOFF PROGRAM TEXT ONLINE

The full text of the U.S. Sod Checkoff Program proposal is now live at www.SodCheckoff.org/Resources. 
Read the full order here to learn more about this initiative and upcoming referendum.
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TPI NEWS
WHAT TO KNOWWHAT TO KNOW

WHAT TO KNOWMARK YOUR CALENDAR

TPI WORKING WITH EPA ON PROPOSED STRATEGIC PLAN

TPI is working with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on the proposed 2022-2026 EPA Strategic 
Plan to make sure that sod farmers are included in important initiatives. 

LEARN MORE AT A MEETING NEAR YOU

Want to hear more about the proposed U.S. Sod Checkoff 
program? See the Turf Industry Calendar on page 96 of this issue 
or visit www.SodCheckoff.org for a list of upcoming events.  

You can also contact Dr. Casey Reynolds at CReynolds@TurfGrassSod.org or 847-737-1846 to schedule an 
event near you!

FEBRUARY 20-22 & JULY 24-28, 2023

Save the dates for the 2023 TPI International Education 
Conference and 2023 TPI Summer Convention & Field Day! 
TPI will be in Nashville, TN, on February 20-22, 2023, for the 
TPI International Education Conference and in Detroit, MI, 
July 24-28, 2023, for the TPI Summer Convention & Field Day.

INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION
CONFERENCE  

GAYLORD OPRYLAND RESORT
     CONVENTION CENTER 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE  

MUSIC CITY U.S.A.

20
23

FEBRUARY 
20TH - 22ND 

COLORADO APPROVES $2 MILLION IN CASH FOR GRASS PROGRAM 

The bill creates a turf replacement program in the Department of Natural Resources to assist with the 
replacement of nonessential irrigated turf on residential, commercial, institutional, or industrial properties 
and transfers $2 million from the General Fund to a newly created cash fund to implement the program.
More information can be found on the Colorado Legislature’s website: https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb22-1151. 
Please see related article on page 65.

APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN FOR THE 2023 DR. HENRY W. INDYK SCHOLARSHIP 

The TLI Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship is open to all TPI members, their family, their employees, and their 
employees' families who will be pursuing a college degree or attending a trade school during the 2022-
2023 academic year.
Valued Up To $10,000
Click on the link that follows to download your application.
https://files.constantcontact.com/2f3c209b001/d094f7e5-a5ce-4570-8ddc-469804462516.pdf?rdr=true
The Application Deadline is October 31, 2022
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          THANK YOU TO ALL 2022 DONORS
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks ALL members that have already donated to The Foundation 
in 2022. In recognition of the Forever Green, Platinum Patron, Gold Benefactor, Green Partner, 
and 500 Club members, the lists below recognize those who donated as of 6/1/2022. 

500 CLUB/$500—$999
A & W Southern Sod Farm—William Head
Advanced Equipment Sales—John Janmaat
A-LIST—Jeremy Husen
Bentley Turf Farms—Dennis Brigham
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Biograss Sod Farms, Inc.—Warren Bell  
Blue Grass Enterprises, Inc.—Michael Loan
Cameron Financial—Darryl Yochem
Central Turf Farms, Inc.—Herman Wittig
Chickasha Grass Sod Farm—Oscar Nelson
Coosa Valley Turf Farms—Donald Coyle
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver 
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jeff Nettleton 
Green Acres Turf Farm—Gary Youmans
JB Instant Lawn, Inc.—Mark Tribbett
Landmark Seed Company—Larry Humphreys
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider 
McPheeter’s Turf, Inc.—William McPheeter 
Mountain View Seeds—Troy Kuenzi
Oakwood Sod Farm, Inc.—Gary Wilber
Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Pine Island Turf Nursery, Inc.—Chip Lain
Quality Turf, Inc.—Alfred Wooten
R & R Products—Tom Rogers
R.B. Farms, LLC—Robbie Brady
Royal Sod Farms LLC—Brian Shufelt
Sales Midwest—Tim Wollesen
SelecTurf Inc.—Jim Keeven 
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner 
Sporting Valley Turf Farms—Matt Wimer
TAMANET (USA)—Angel Lopez
Todd Valley Farms, Inc.—Wayne Thorson
Tuckahoe Turf Farms—James Betts
Tulsa Grass & Sod Farms, Inc.—Richard Stunkard
Turf Producers Association—Jenny Carritt
TWCA—Jack Karlin
Vandemark Sod Farms—Trevor Vandemark
West Coast Turf—John Foster
Willowlee Sod Farms Ltd—Kurt Vanclief 

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING

Hank & Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)

For more information go to: 
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/

PLATINUM PATRON/over $10,000
Heritage Turf, Inc.—Ron Nixon 
Hol-Mac—Lon Kraft
Hope Plantation—Mayfield McCraw
                          

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
A-G Sod Farms, Inc.—John Addink
Columbus Turf Nursery—Daniel Huggett
DeBuck’s Sod Farm of NY, Inc.—Greg DeBuck
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven
Heartland Turf Farms—Tom Keeven, Jr. 
Jasperson Sod Farm—Randy Jasperson 
Magnum—Steven Dover
Newsom Seed, Inc.—Allen Bohrer

Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute can be copied to hand out to your customers. 
To obtain a pdf version to copy for handouts just contact Turf News co-editor Steve Trusty at stevetrusty@TurfGrassSod.org. 
Then print and share with your customers—it’s free! 

For more information on how you can support TLI and make a donation go to: www.TheLawnInstitute.org/ and click on SUPPORT TLI. 
Contributions help support tufgrass research, education, scholarships, and the campaign to promote natural grass. Donations made in the calendar year will 
receive personal recognition in our publications and in The Lawn Institute booth at the following levels:  
    
FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING PLATINUM PATRON/OVER $10,000

GOLD BENEFACTOR/$5,000—$9,999

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999

500 CLUB/$500—$999

GOLD BENEFACTOR/$5,000-$9,999
Turf Mountain Sod, Inc.—Linda Bradley 

HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at: 
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.

HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at: 
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.

HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at: 
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.
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receive personal recognition in our publications and in The Lawn Institute booth at the following levels:  
    
FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING PLATINUM PATRON/OVER $10,000

GOLD BENEFACTOR/$5,000—$9,999

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999

500 CLUB/$500—$999

GOLD BENEFACTOR/$5,000-$9,999
Turf Mountain Sod, Inc.—Linda Bradley 
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becomes more important, particularly during the summer 
months. Proper soil preparation and aeration also are key 
so that the lawn can put down deep roots to survive during 
heat and drought. You may also want to consider raising 
the mowing height and applying protective fungicides for 
summer lawn diseases such as brown patch. While fescue 
and bluegrass may struggle during the hottest summer 
months, they will thrive during the spring, fall, and mild 
winters, and produce a nice lawn for all to enjoy.

Warm-season grasses such as Bermudagrass, Centipedegrass, 
St. Augustinegrass, and Zoysiagrass will produce lawns that 
thrive during the mid-to-late spring, summer, and early fall 
months. But they may go dormant when temperatures drop 
in the late fall and stay dormant through the winter and into 
spring, until temperatures warm. 

Warm-season grasses have superior drought and traffic 
tolerance to cool-season grasses but may struggle in heavy 
shade and in areas with harsh winters. The farther north 
warm-season grasses are planted, the more winter injury 
is likely to occur. There are newer varieties available with 
improved cold hardiness, so be sure to consider that as a 
factor if planting a new lawn in the northern parts of the 
transition zone. 

As is often the case with decisions, there are many choices 
and factors to consider when planting or managing new 
lawns. The Lawn Institute website has an entire section 
devoted to proper grass selection and management, so 
be sure to check it out before planting new lawns in the 
transition zone. Picking the correct species and variety 
will be an important key to success.

There are many species of grass available for use on lawns 
in various environments. Cool-season grasses such as 
Tall fescue and Kentucky bluegrass are often used in 
cooler climates whereas warm-season grasses such as 
Bermudagrass, Centipedegrass, St. Augustinegrass, and 
Zoysiagrass are used in warmer climates. This is due 
to a fundamental difference in the way that cool- and 
warm-season grasses metabolize carbon. This difference 
in metabolic pathways results in warm-season grasses 
trading less water for carbon than cool-season grasses do, 
thus making them more drought tolerant. So, in southern 
climates that are often warmer and drier than cooler climates, 
warm-season grasses have evolved to be more successful. 
Inversely, in cooler climates and more northern regions, 
cool-season grasses have evolved to be more successful.

The question now arises, which grass do you select if you 
live in a transition zone environment that has climatic 
conditions similar to cool- and warm-season regions? The 
answer is that you can grow cool- and/or warm-season 
grasses. Or, as the joke often goes, you can grow them 
equally as poorly. Growing grass in the transition zone 
can present some challenges, because not any one species 
of grass will be perfect for all conditions. Selecting the 
appropriate species is the most important first step.

When growing cool-season grasses in the transition zone, 
drought tolerance is a key factor to consider. Tall fescue 
is the most drought tolerant species of cool-season grass 
and Kentucky bluegrass is probably second. It is often 
common to find mixtures of these two species. When 
growing cool-season grasses in warmer climates, irrigation 

TRANSITION ZONE GRASSES
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Use this guide to learn what your supplier member companies are saying 
about their 2022 turfgrass seed and vegetative stock introductions. 

NEW VARIETY PREVIEW
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BENTGRASS

Spectrum Creeping bentgrass 
(LNS 19) is the latest release from 
the Rutgers University Center for 
Turfgrass Science. Spectrum is an 
ideal choice for fairways, tees, and 
greens. Based on preliminary NTEP 
data, Spectrum promises to be a top-
performing variety. Spectrum exhibits 
improved density and lateral growth 
resulting in excellent wear tolerance 
and rapid divot repair. Spectrum also 
has outstanding disease resistance 
against dollar spot, brown patch, 
and pink snow mold. Medium 
green in color with excellent spring 
green-up, Spectrum will blend 
well if overseeded into established 
bentgrass to provide the added 
diversity desired by Golf Course 
Superintendents. 
Landmark Seed Company

Acoustic  
(Kentucky bluegrass) Acoustic is a 
top performer in the NTEP overall 
mean quality. Acoustic has proven 
to be exceptional in the Northeast 
and Transition Regions for Turfgrass 
Quality! And with top ratings on 
summer density and dark green 
genetic color, Acoustic comes through 
loud and clear as the next Kentucky 
Bluegrass standout!
• Superior Northeast Region Turf 

Quality
• Superior Transition Region Turf 

Quality
• Excellent Dark Green Genetic 

Color
• Exceptional Summer Density
Mountain View Seeds

Arc II and Corsair II are part of our 
quest to move Kentucky bluegrasses 
into a nexus of faster germination and 
seed quality. Columbia River Seed 
is committed to the improvement 
of Kentucky bluegrass as a species. 
These two varieties are a big step 
in this direction. Rugged and robust 
bluegrasses that are ideal for all your 
blending and mixing requirements.
Columbia River Seed

Corsair II and Arc II are part of our 
quest to move Kentucky bluegrasses 
into a nexus of faster germination and 
seed quality. Columbia River Seed 
is committed to the improvement 
of Kentucky bluegrass as a species. 
These two varieties are a big step 
in this direction. Rugged and robust 
bluegrasses that are ideal for all your 
blending and mixing requirements.

BLUEGRASS BLUEGRASS

Columbia River Seed
Full Moon is a hybrid Kentucky 
Bluegrass whose parentage traces 
back to Unique, Limousine, and 
Midnight. With rich dark color and 
medium fine leaf texture, Full Moon 
has good heat and drought tolerance 
making it an excellent blending 
component with Tall Fescue and 
other Kentucky Bluegrasses. In 
addition, Full Moon has high seed 
yield potential to insure it will be 
in production and available to the 
turfgrass market. 
TMI is a founding member of 
the TWCA, The Turfgrass Water 
Conservation Alliance.
TMI’s new variety introductions have 
gone through extremes in analytical 
and field testing, including extensive 
drought trialing.
Full Moon is TWCA qualified.
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)

Southern Blue is an innovative 
cool-season cross between a Texas 
bluegrass and Kentucky bluegrass 
which was developed through a 
partnership with Texas A&M and NG 
Turf. Southern Blue outperforms all 
other cool-season grasses during 
Southeastern summers while 
remaining cold hardy and keeping 
its deep green color year-round. The 
rhizomatous root system not only 
provides heat and drought resistance, 
but also allows the grass to recover 
from stress and damage—unlike 
fescue, which requires overseeding.
The Turfgrass Group

Sun Queen, a new seeded 
Bermudagrass introduction from 
Pure Seed, offers a wide range of 
attributes, including:
• Elite seeded bermudagrass
• Excellent turf quality
• Medium-fine leaf texture
• High turf density
• Drought tolerance
• Extreme durability and wear 

tolerance
Pure Seed

BERMUDAGRASS
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FINE FESCUE

Leonidas (DLFPS-FL/3060) hard 
fescue (Festuca brevipila) is a 
versatile grass that will help reduce 
maintenance costs whether planted 
in a monostand or a mixture. It has 
shown excellent turf quality whether 
non-mown or managed as a lawn or 
fairway. Its more dwarf growth habit 
reduces the number and frequency 
of mowings and reduces clipping 
yields. In low maintenance areas, it 
forms an attractive, dark green, dense 
turf requiring minimal water and 
fertilization in both sun and shade. 
This makes Leonidas ideal for use 
on golf course slopes and bunkers 
as well as in parks, roadsides, and 
reclamation areas. It is also ideal for 
the homeowner who desires quality 
turfgrass with reduced maintenance. 
Leonidas has demonstrated fast 
establishment and superior shade 
tolerance. It has shown excellent 
resistance to dollar spot, leaf spot, 
and summer patch. In addition, 
Leonidas can be mixed with improved 
Kentucky bluegrasses, perennial 
ryegrasses, and Chewings fescues for 
a high-quality lawn mixture.
DLF Pickseed

Sword II is a complex selection of 
two hard fescue lines combined to 
meet the modern place of hard fescue
in turf. Combines darker color, better 
summer patch resistance, excellent 
seedling vigor, and superior turf
performance. Sword II with this 
combination of characteristics will 
take hard fescue to levels in turf
performance not normally thought of. 
Sword II blends well with other fine 
fescues and mixes with other cool 
season species to provide a desirable 
turf or low maintenance grasses.
Columbia River Seed

FINE FESCUE

Black Sparrow (Perennial ryegrass)
was selected for aggressive 
tillering, good growth during cooler 
temperatures, darker green color, and 
improved resistance to winter leaf 
spot. It will be an excellent choice for 
both overseeding and permanent turf 
situations. In the 2021 University of 
California Riverside overseeding trial, 
Dark Sparrow was rated highly for 
fine leaf texture and mowing quality.
• Aggressive Tillering
• Improved Winter leaf spot 

resistance
• Highly rated for leaf texture and 

mowing quality
• Excellent Overseed variety
Mountain View Seeds

Helios (DLFPS-236/3538) 
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) 
demonstrates excellent turf quality 
and dark green color across all sites 
of the 2016 NTEP test. Helios can 
survive adversity with excellent 
winter hardiness and survival. It 
has also shown high drought and 
low maintenance performance and 
qualifies as an A-LIST cultivar. Helios 
has shown high traffic tolerance and 
rapid recovery at all traffic sites in the 
2016 NTEP. In addition, it has shown 
superior Gray Leaf Spot resistance 
for use in transition zone, Northeast, 
and California. The excellent salt 
tolerance shown by Helios improves 
performance in much of the 
overseeding market and where salt is 
used for ice control.
DLF Pickseed

McKenzie (GO-141) perennial 
ryegrass was bred with the golf 
course overseeding market in mind. In 
a recent NTEP test, McKenzie placed 
in the top 3 for turfgrass quality under 
a salt tolerance study. The wider 
leaf texture and excellent seedling 
vigor coupled with a rich green color 
enable excellent performance even 

Tenacious is a modern iteration from 
Rutgers University, which possesses 
Mesotrione resistance, improved
disease resistance, and mowability 
not typically associated with hard 
fescues. Tenacious has excellent
seedling vigor and summer 
persistence that is required for the 
hard fescue category. Columbia River 
Seed is committed to modernizing 
hard fescues and Tenacious is a big 
step in the category. Tenacious blends
well with other fine fescues and mixes 
with other cool-season species to 
provide a desirable turf or low
maintenance grasses.
Columbia River Seed

PERENNIAL 
RYEGRASS
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Zoom 2 (DLFPS-236/3545) 
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) 
has shown superior turf quality in 
the 2016 Perennial Ryegrass NTEP. It 
also has shown excellent resistance 
to Gray Leaf Spot, Red Thread, Crown 
Rust, and Pink Snow Mold. Zoom 
2 has shown superior performance 
and recovery in all traffic sites of the 
NTEP. A very dark green color and 
tolerance of winter, drought, and salt 
are additional characteristics of this 
superior cultivar. High salt tolerance 
makes is excellent for areas with 
effluent water use or along areas 
where salts are used for ice control. 
Perfect for winter overseeding on 
dormant bermudagrass, Zoom 2 
exhibits superior winter color as well 
as great turf quality.
Seed Research of Oregon

PERENNIAL 
 RYEGRASS

under lower seeding rates. McKenzie 
is sure to be a favorite among those 
looking to get the most out of their 
overseeding budget.
GO Seed 

Mightier (DLFPS-236/3542) 
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) 
demonstrates superior turf quality 
across all locations of the 2016 
Perennial Ryegrass NTEP. Its dark 
green color and early spring greenup 
make it excellent for overseeding 
bermudagrass. It has shown excellent 
resistance to Gray Leaf Spot, Red 
Thread, Stem Rust, Crown Rust, and 
Pink Snow Mold. Mightier requires 
less inputs making it appropriate for 
many uses. Mightier is also wear 
tolerant at all cutting heights, with 
rapid recovery of divots from tillers 
and stolons. The excellent traffic 
tolerance makes it superior for use 
on sports fields and parks. It is able 
to survive drought and salts, so is 
suitable for use on low maintenance 
sites or planting sites with poor water 
quality. Perfect for winter overseeding 
on dormant bermudagrass, Mightier 
exhibits superior winter color as well 
as great turf quality.
Seed Research of Oregon

PortfolioTM is the perennial ryegrass 
that can handle environmental 
stresses that would decimate many 
other varieties. Portfolio has excellent 
resistance to grey leaf spot, stem 
rust, pink snow mold, and brown 
patch, saving you time and money 
in fungicide applications. It is also 
showing promise for improved salt 
and drought tolerance compared to 
most perennial ryegrasses, making it a 
great choice for winter overseeding in 
the southwest. Naturally dark genetic 
color, fine texture, and excellent 
density in spring, summer, and fall 
make it a beautiful and practical choice 
for golf, sports, and lawns. 
Barenbrug USA

Sun Hawk, a new perennial ryegrass 
introduction from Pure Seed, offers a 
wide range of attributes, including:
• Drought tolerance; TWCA 

qualified
• Wear tolerance
• Gray leaf spot resistance
• Red thread resistance
Pure Seed

Tetrasport (DLFPS-238/3014) 
tetraploid perennial ryegrass (Lolium 
perenne) is part of the 4Turf ryegrass 
for tough turf. With double the 
chromosome number and DNA it 
has many unique features. It was 
developed to be quick establishing, 
even with cold temperatures, strong 
and deep rooting, and tolerant of 
many stresses. Tetrasport is better 
able to withstand drought, cold, 
disease, and recover better from 
wear. The larger seeds contain more 
reserves for stronger and faster 
establishment. It has a deeper crown 
and superior rooting to help with 
drought resistance and recovery. 
Tetrasport has shown excellent traffic 
tolerance and recovery in 2016 NTEP. 
The dark color and moderate density 
enable it to blend better with turf-
type tall fescue, Kentucky bluegrass, 
diploid perennial ryegrass, and fine 
fescues. 
Tetrasport establishes faster and gives 
you thick green turf all through the 
year. It is perfect for part of a blend for 
homes, sports fields, or golf courses. 
Superior for use in repairing damage 
throughout the year, it opens up many 
opportunities. 
DLF Pickseed

PERENNIAL 
RYEGRASS

PERENNIAL 
RYEGRASS
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CobaltTM Hybrid St. Augustine 
(vegetative) is an ERT (Embryo 
Rescue Technology) interploid 
hybrid, a grass with excellent drought 
tolerance, very good shade tolerance 
and disease resistance, good 
establishment ratio, and excellent 
winter damage resistance, already 
ranking at the top in preliminary 
research. Cobalt has a wide leaf blade 
and stolon with dark green genetic 
color. Breeder, Dr. Ambika Chandra 
said, “Cobalt St. Augustine will cause 
people to change how they think 
about St. Augustine and water use.”
Cobalt St. Augustinegrass was 
developed by Texas A&M AgriLife 
beginning in 2003 under a sponsored 
research service agreement with 
participating members of the Turf 
Producers of Texas known as SARG 
(St. Augustine Research Group).
To express interest in licensing Cobalt 
Hybrid St. Augustine or to RSVP to 
attend the Florida Cobalt Field Day, 
visit CobaltStAugustine.com and 
submit the form.
Sod Solutions

Dorado™ St Augustine is the first 
commercially available variegated 
grass. From a distance, Dorado sports 
a light green hue, but intricate, and 
unique dark-green striping appears 
when observed up close. Offering 
a versatile option to an all-green 
lawn, Dorado can be planted as a 
full lawn or used to create a featured 
area in the yard. Dorado’s distinctive 
appearance makes it a perfect 
choice for those looking to make a 
statement in their lawn. Product set 
to soft launch in 2022 with continued 
expansion in 2023 and beyond. 
Contact Bethel Farms for more 
information. Dorado St Augustine, A 
splash of color, in your yard!
Bethel Farms 

TALL FESCUE

drought conditions.  This variety is very 
well suited for Sod Production, as well 
as any recreational application.TMI is 
a founding member of the TWCA, The 
Turfgrass Water Conservation Alliance. 
TMI’s new variety introductions have 
gone through extremes in analytical 
and field testing, including extensive 
drought trialing. Relentless is TWCA 
qualified.
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)

Soft Touch tall fescue 
Experimental Designation: CDF-
4T is the second variety along with 
Soft Blade Tall Fescue in which the 
saw-tooth edge on the leaf blade has 
been greatly reduced. The result is 
tall fescue that is softer to the touch 
and mixes better with Kentucky 
Bluegrasses. Soft Touch Tall Fescue 
is among the very darkest green 
and most drought tolerant of Black 
Beauty Tall Fescue varieties and also 
possesses good leaf density. Soft 
Touch is a breakthrough tall fescue 
variety and a wonderful addition to 
any sod seed mixture.
Jonathan Green

Tectonic tall fescue 
Experimental Designation: M-4T 
is an advanced generation of 
tall fescue cultivar which most 
closely resembles the Black Beauty tall 
fescue variety named Future. Tectonic 
was bred from a program devoted to 
improving the disease resistance in 
tall fescues, particularly to brown 
patch and rust disease. Tectonic is 
also among the most drought tolerant 
tall fescues ever released from our 
program. There is a correlation 
between reduced drought stress and 
superior disease resistance. Tectonic 
produces more tillers per plant and 
possesses great seedling vigor after 
germination. Tectonic Tall Fescue has a 
rich dark-green color and blends very 
well with the newest generation of  
Black Beauty Tall Fescues.
Jonathan Green

Daybreak Tall Fescue  
For information about this 
new cultivar introduction from 
BrettYoung, please see the company’s 
website, www.brettyoung.ca. 
BrettYoung 

Ethos turf type tall fescue is a 
modern turf type tall fescue, finer 
bladed, darker colored, increased
mowability quality, superior density 
during the growing season, excellent 
drought tolerance, and improved 
disease resistance. Ethos will blend 
and mix fantastically.
Columbia River Seed

Lafayette (GO-AOMK) tall fescue is 
one of the first products developed 
extensively at our Iowa research 
farm. In the 2020 NTEP progress 
report it tied for fourth place for 
overall turf quality in Ames, Iowa. 
Lafayette was selected for excellent 
spring green up and its ability to 
withstand the bitter cold of the 
midwestern states. The fine texture, 
lower growth habit, and deep green 
color makes it an excellent choice for 
blends with Kentucky bluegrass.
GO Seed
   
Providence (GO-RH20) tall fescue 
excels in the Transition Zone. In the 
2020 NTEP progress report it tied 
for third place in overall turf quality 
in the Transition Zone. Providence 
has shown excellent performance 
under both traffic and shade 
situations. Providence also offers 
excellent resistance to foliar diseases 
such as Brown Patch and Gray Leaf 
Spot. Featuring excellent density, fine 
leaf texture, and medium green color 
makes Providence an excellent choice 
in blends and mixtures.
GO Seed
 
Relentless (PST-5SIS) is a TWCA 
qualified, very drought tolerant 
Turf Type Tall Fescue. Highlights of 
Relentless include: 
Excellent traffic stress resistance and 
recovery, Resistance to Stem Rust and 
Brown Patch, and Good recovery from 

ST. AUGUSTINEGRASS TALL FESCUE
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Gateway Zoysia is the extraordinary 
first vegetative introduction from MVP 
Genetics/Mountain View Seeds. A 
unique all-purpose Zoysia collected in 
Kansas and bred at Southern Illinois 
University, Gateway was entered 
in the NTEP Warm-Season Putting 
Greens trials, excelling at 0.0125 inch. 
With great color, exceptional cold 
tolerance, and fast establishment 
paired with a medium leaf blade 
width and near-zero seedheads at 
higher heights of cut, Gateway’s 
broad adaptability allows it to be 
planted on golf courses, residential/
commercial landscapes, and even on 
low-impact sports fields! Initial sod 
producer plantings will be available 
the summer of  2022, with limited 
availability for sale the summer of 
2023.
• Broadest Adapted Zoysia
• Aggressive Stolons
• Exceptional Color
• Faster Establishing
• Zero Seedheads
MVP Genetics/Mountain View 
Seeds

Lobo™ Zoysia (XZ 14069) is a mid-
fine textured vegetative zoysia variety 
that was sought and selected for 
its low maintenance capabilities. In 
addition to being a top performer in 
the 2018 NTEP low-input trial, Lobo 
displayed the ability to thrive with 
little to no inputs in roadside trials 
conducted by the North Carolina 
Department of Transportation in 2018 
and 2019. Also, Lobo delivered the 
highest cumulative turf performance 
index among 30 entries in the 2018-
2020 Low Input Trial by the USGA. 
Lobo will offer superior performance 
with reduced inputs from end-users: 
less mowing, fertilizing, and watering. 
Lobo was developed by the North 
Carolina State University Turfgrass 
Breeding and Genetics program under 
a sponsored research agreement with 
the North Carolina Sod Producers 
Association and Sod Solutions 
under the name Turf Research North 
Carolina (TRNC).
To express interest in licensing Lobo 
Zoysia or to RSVP to attend the 
North Carolina Lobo Field Day, visit 
LoboZoysiagrass.com and submit the 
form.
Sod Solutions 

ZOYSIAGRASS ZOYSIAGRASS ZOYSIAGRASS

Stadium Zoysia™ is the newest 
release from Bladerunner Farms. This 
exceptional zoysiagrass is suited for 
use on golf courses and sports fields.
Due to its rapid rate of spread and 
density, Stadium Zoysia is ideal for 
sports turf use.
Preliminary test results from the 
University of Tennessee highlight 
Stadium’s attributes and will 
be published soon through the 
University.
Stadium has the darkest green color 
in our collection.
The Turfgrass Group
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TURFGRASS SEED AND VEGETATIVE STOCK SOURCES
The following TPI member companies provided information for the turfgrass seed and vegetative stock listing. Turf News is 
not responsible for companies that did not submit information by the deadline. You also can use this listing to see the location of 
company advertisements.

Barenbrug USA
33477 Highway 99E
P.O. Box 239
Tangent, OR 97389
Contact: Margaret Childers
Tel. 509-321-8873
Cell 509-202-3981
Fax 509-319-3181
mchilders@barusa.com
Contact: Dylan Prentiss
Tel. 541-926-5801
Cell 541-619-2277
Fax 541-926-9435
dprentiss@barusa.com
www.barusa.com

Bethel Farms
8780 NW Bethel Farms RD
Arcadia, FL 32466
Contact: Cherie Velez
Tel. 800-226-3057
Direct 863-441-0819
cvelez@bethelfarms.com
www.bethelfarms.com
Page 61

BrettYoung
PO Box 99 Stn St Norbert
POSTAL Station
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Contact: Travis Unger
Tel. 780-985-7307
travis.unger@brettyoung.ca
www.brettyoung.ca 

Columbia River Seed
187405 S. Plymouth 
Industrial Road
P.O. Box 66
Plymouth, WA 99346
Tel. 509-783-4052
Fax 509-783-4056
Contact: Ryan Jeffries
Cell 303-522-6296
ryan@columbiariverseed.com
Contact: Paul Hedgpeth
Cell 509-832-0287
paul@columbiariverseed.com
www.columbiariverseed.com

Columbia Seeds 
130 NW Hickory St.  
Albany, OR 97321 
Contact: Scott R. Harer 
Tel. 888-681-7333 
Cell 541-990-8865
Fax 541-791-7540 
sharer@columbiaseeds.com 
www.columbiaseeds.com 

DLF Pickseed
P.O. Box 229
Halsey, OR 97348
Contact: Sean Chaney
Tel. 800-445-2251
Direct 541-918-1001
Cell 541-409-7201
schaney@dlfna.com
www.dlfpickseed.com

Doguet Ventures/ 
Bladerunner Farms Inc.
4406 Merle Drive 
Austin, TX 78745 
Contact: David Doguet
Tel. 830-276-4455 
Fax 830-276-8618
david@doguetventures.com
www.doguetventures.com

GO Seed
4455 60th Avenue NE
Salem, OR 97305
Contact: Jerry Hall
Tel. 503-566-9900
Cell 503-559-1823 
Fax 503-566-9901
jhall@GOSeed.com
www.GOSeed.com

Jersey Seed, Inc. 
18B Jules Lane 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901  
Contact: Ken Griepentrog 
Tel. 800-828-5856 
Fax 732-247-3514 
ken@jerseyseed.com 
www.jerseyseed.com 

Jonathan Green, Inc./
Cascade International Seed 
Company
Contact: Barry K. Green II
P.O. Box 326
Farmingdale, NJ 07727
Tel. 800-526-2303
Cell 908-217-0818
bgreenii@jonathangreen.com
www.jonathangreen.com
Contact: David Bradley
Cell 828-606-7186
dbradley@jonathangreen.com
Contact: Michael Vanden Bosch
Cell 732-804-1743
mvande@jonathangreen.com
Contact: Bruce Rose
brose@grass-seed.com
Contact: Rob Harris
rob@grass-seed.com 
www.cascadeinternationalseed.com
Page 3

Landmark Seed Company
PO Box 13009
Salem, OR 97309
Contact: Larry Humphreys
Tel. 541-248-3087
Cell 440-785-8873
Fax 440-930-2775
lhumphreys@landmarkseed.com
www.landmarkseed.com
Outside Back Cover

MVP Genetics 
8955 Sunnyview Rd. NE
Salem, OR 97305
Contact: Adam Russell
Cell 971-718-4525
arussell@mvpgenetics.com
www.mvpgenetics.com

Mountain View Seeds 
8955 Sunnyview Rd. NE 
Salem, OR 97305
Contact: Duane Klundt
Tel. 503-588-7333
Cell 503-877-8855
dklundt@mtviewseeds.com
www.mtviewseeds.com
Page 89
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Newsom Seed 
PO Box 510 
Fulton, MD 20759 
Contact: Allen Bohrer 
Tel. 240-554-0359 
allen@newsomseed.com 
www.newsomseed.com 

Pennington Seed, Inc.
1280 Atlanta Hwy
Madison, GA 30650
Contact: Michael Deaton, PhD
Tel. 706-752-4187
Cell 706-319-9827
mdeaton@penningtonseed.com
www.pennington.com 

Profile Products LLC
Formerly Summit Seed 
22110 S. SR 27 
Rockford, WA 99030 
Contact: Ron Edwards 
Tel. 800-457-6748 
Direct Tel. 509-413-0713
Cell 815-405-8810 
Fax 815-468-7450
redwards@profileproducts.com
www.summitseed.com 
Page 63

Pure Seed
29975 S. Barlow Rd.
Canby, OR 97013
Contact: McKayla Fricker
Tel. 503-651-2130
info@pureseed.com 
www.pureseed.com

Seed Research of Oregon
PO Box 229
Halsey, OR 97348
Contact: Sean Chaney
Tel. 800-445-2251
Direct 541-918-1001
Cell 541-409-7201
schaney@dlfna.com
www.sroseed.com

SiteOne Landscape Supply 
1130 Liberty Street SE, Suite #3 
Salem, OR 97302 
Contact: Debra Barnes 
Tel. 503-363-6668 
Cell 503-507-7139  
Fax 503-364-1244 
dbarnes@siteone.com 
http://www.SiteOne.com
http://www.Lesco.com

Sod Production Services 
18161 Sandy Point Road 
Charles City, VA 23030
Contact: Chad Adcock
Tel. 757-345-1120 
chad@sodproservices.com
www.sodproductionservices.com 
Page 87

Sod Solutions, Inc. 
P. O. Box 460 
Mount Pleasant, SC 29465 
Contact: Tobey Wagner 
Tel. 843-284-2332 
Cell 843-224-1435  
twagner@sodsolutions.com 
www.sodsolutions.com 
Page 77

The Turfgrass Group, Inc.
1225 Savannah Lane
Monroe, Georgia 30655
Contact: Bill Carraway
Tel. 770-710-8139
Cell 404-276-4141 
bcarraway@theturfgrassgroup.com
www.TheTurfgrassGroup.com

Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)  
33390 Tangent Loop 
Tangent, OR 97389
Contact: Nancy Aerni
Tel. 541-926-8649 or 
800-421-1735
Cell 503-508-6437
Fax 541-926-4435
nancy@turfmerchants.com
info@turfmerchants.com
www.turfmerchants.com
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TURFGRASS SEED AND VEGETATIVE STOCK LISTING
Turf News invited suppliers to provide a list of turfgrass seed and/or vegetative stock currently offered by their 
company. Suppliers are listed alphabetically. Lists are in the order supplied by the companies.

BARENBRUG USA
For more information:
www.barusa.com

WEEPING ALKALIGRASS
(Puccinellia distans) 
Salt Survivor
Fults 

POA TRIVIALIS
Havana

SEEDED 
BERMUDAGRASS
Monaco 
Hollywood
Chilly Verde
Transcontinental
Bargusto

ANNUAL RYEGRASS
Panterra 
Panterra V
BarTerra

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Peak
Pinnacle
Parkside
Pinnacle III
Premier III
Portfolio *(new for 2022 crop)
Barlennium
Barbeta RPR
Barlibro RPR
Barprium RPR
Accent
Accent II
Caddieshack II
Goalkeeper II
Infusion
Revenge GLX
Spyglass
Top Gun
Top Gun II

FINE FESCUE
EcoStar Plus - hard
Contender – strong creeping red
Audubon – strong creeping red
JF-209 – strong creeping red
Bridgeport II – chewings
Sandrine – chewings
J-5 - chewings
Barcrown II – slender creeping red
Barpearl - slender creeping red
Sprinkler - slender creeping red
Marco Polo - sheep

TALL FESCUE
BarRobusto
Barvado
Zion
Xanadu
Arid 3
Bonfire
Dallas
KY-41
Inferno
Jaquar 4G
Quest
Siesta
Summer

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Barvette HGT
Barserati
Barrari
Barrister
Barimpala
Baron 
Barduke
Action
After Midnight
Award
BlueChip
Camas
Everest
Impact
Jackpot
Midnight
Navy
NuBlue Plus

NuGlade
Rugby II

CREEPING BENTGRASS
Kingdom
L-93 XD
Nightlife
T-1
V-8

COLONIAL BENTGRASS
Capri

BETHEL FARMS
For more information:
www.bethelfarms.com

ST. AUGUSTINE
Dorado™ *(new for 2022 crop)
Scotts™ProVista® – Florida only 
CitraBlue®
Floratam™
Palmetto®
Seville

BERMUDAGRASS
BIMINI®
TifTuf™
Celebration®

ULTRADWARF  
BERMUDAGRASS
Imperial®

ZOYSIA
EMPIRE®
ICON®
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BRETT YOUNG
For more information:
www.brettyoung.ca

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Reservoir
Sunburst
Riptide
Sunstreaker
Dominator
IQ
Citation III
Passport
Plateau
Catalyst

TALL FESCUE
Showdown
Swagger
Daybreak *(new for 2022 crop)
Doubletake
Deputy
Coronado Gold
Fury
Fastlane

FINE FESCUE
REV – creeping red
Aberdeen – creeping red

COLUMBIA RIVER SEED
For more information:
www.columbiariverseed.com

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Zip
Aviator II
Corsair
Dauntless
Blue Coat
Pivot
Rubix
Blue Devil
Blue Gem
Arc
Arc II *(new for 2022 crop)
Corsair II *(new for 2022 crop)

HARD FESCUE
Gladiator
Sword
Sword II *(new for 2022 crop)
Tenacious *(new for 2022 crop)

TURF TYPE TALL FESCUE
Black Tail
Talladega II
Tank
Thor
Thunderstruck
Tough
Temple
Warrior
Ethos *(new for 2022 crop)

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Pillar II
Process
Prominent

DLF PICKSEED
For more information:
www.dlfpickseed.com

TALL FESCUE
Nightcrawler
Mustang 4
Crossfire 4
Firewall
Bladerunner II
Fayette
Rhizing Moon
Bloodhound
Houndog 8
Turfway
Unitus
Essential
Garrison
Rhizing Star
Foxhound
Paraiso
Palomar
Escalade

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Armada
Granite
Mercury
Blue Velvet
Jackrabbit
Fielder
Blue Ghost
Rhythm
Sombrero
Heidi
Keeneland

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS – 
DIPLOID
Fiesta Cinco
Allstar Fore
Helios *(new for 2022 crop)
Wicked
Karma
Fiesta 4
All Star 3
Express II
Thrive
Aspire
Bandalore
Diligent
Banfield
Hancock
Stamina
Gator 3
Brea
Pinstripe II
Ringer II

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS – 
TETRAPLOID
Tetrasport *(new for 2022 crop)
Tetradark
Replicator

FINE FESCUE
Leeward - Chewings
Windward - Chewings
Longfellow 3 - Chewings
Wrigley 2 - Chewings
Chancellor - Chewings
Garnet - strong creeping red
Jasper II - strong creeping red
Chantilly - strong creeping red
Class One - strong creeping red
Cindy Lou - strong creeping red
Eureka II - hard
Spartan II – hard
Leonidas – hard *(new for 2022 
crop)
Granite - hard
Samanta – slender creeping red
Shoreline - slender creeping red
Quatro – sheep
Dall - sheep
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INTERMEDIATE  
TURF-TYPE RYEGRASS
Remedy
Transit 2600
TransAm

ANNUAL TURF-TYPE  
RYEGRASS
Candidame
Quickston
Quickdraw
Nusprint
Greenlinks

CREEPING BENTGRASS
MacKenzie
Cobra 2
Macdonald

BERMUDAGRASS
Yukon
Mirage 2
Pyramid 2

POA TRIVIALIS
Darkhorse
Racehorse
Sabe III

POA REPTANS
Two Putt

MICROCLOVER
Microclover

DOGUET VENTURES
For more information:
www.doguetventures.com

ST. AUGUSTINE
FJ’s Select Turf

ZOYSIAGRASS
Cutlass
JaMur
Trinity (L1F)
Lazer
LeisureTime (Y2)
Zeon
Prizm
Stadium

GO SEED
For more information:
www.GOSeed.com

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Milagro
Prosperity
Skye
Starr (GO-2628)

TALL FESCUE
Birmingham 
Memphis
Olympus
Wichita
Lafayette (GO-AOMK) *(new for 
2022 crop)
Providence (GO-RH2O) *(new for 
2022 crop)

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Barbados
Belize 2 (GO-142)
Cayman (GO-143)
Fiji II
Oahu
McKenzie *(new for 2022 crop)

JONATHAN GREEN 
INC./ CASCADE  
INTERNATIONAL 
SEED CO.
For more information:
www.jonathangreen.com
www.cascadeinternationalseed.com

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Blue Gem Texas Bluegrass Hybrid
Deepblue
Krypton
Madison
Pivot
Solar Texas Bluegrass Hybrid

FINE FESCUE 
Carson - chewings 
Eugene - creeping red
Harpoon - hard
Heron - hard
Hood – chewings

TURF TYPE  
TALL FESCUE
Compacta
Future
Golconda
Montana
Tara
Thunderbolt
Toltec
Soft Blade
Soft Touch *(new for 2022 crop)
Tectonic *(new for 2022 crop)

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Frontier
High Life
Pasco
Pershing
Singular
Spirit

LANDMARK SEED  
COMPANY
For more information, please visit:
www.landmarkseed.com

BENTGRASS  
Luminary
MatchPlay
Memorial
Spectrum *(new for 2022 crop)

BLUEGRASS
BlueBank
BlueStar
Fullback
Gaelic
Hampton
Lunar
Midnight
Noble
Shannon
SPF30
United (NAI-13-14)
Yellowstone

TURF TYPE TALL FESCUE
Maestro
Meridian
Reflection IRT 
Regenerate IRT 
Xtender IRT 
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PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Approach (Improved annual)
Benchmark
Expedite
Gallop
Fade (Improved annual)
Intense 
Red Hawk
Sox Fan
Spark
Xcelerator

FINE FESCUE
Marvel - creeping red 
Minimus - hard 
Sword - hard              
Woodall - chewings

MOUNTAIN VIEW SEEDS
For more information:
www.mtviewseeds.com

BENTGRASS
Piranha (DC-1) - creeping
Barracuda - creeping
Shark - creeping 
Heritage - colonial
Musket - colonial

BERMUDAGRASS
Rio (Seeded)
IronCutter (Vegetative)

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Acoustic *(new for 2022 crop)
Arrowhead
BlueNote
Bolt
Geronimo
Kelly
Legend
Merit
Volt
Fahrenheit 90 (Texas Hybrid)

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Academy III
Big League
Black Cat II
Black Pearl
Black Sparrow *(new for 2022 crop)
Blackstone
Confetti III

Apple 3GL
Apple SGL
Fastball 3GL
Fastball RGL
Grandslam GLD
Homerun LS
Slider LS
Slugger 3GL
Stellar 3GL
Stellar 4GL
Superstar GL
Torsion

FINE FESCUE
Compass II - chewings
Radar - chewings
Sonar - chewings
Cardinal II - creeping red
Navigator II - creeping red
Orbit - creeping red
SeaMist - slender creeping red
Beacon - hard
Jetty - hard
Blue Hornet - sheeps

POA TRIVIALIS
Starlite II
Laser

TALL FESCUE
Avenger II
Avenger III (PPG-TF 308)
Dynamite G-LS (PPG-TF 254)
Dynamite LS
Firecracker G-LS (PPG-TF 315)
Firecracker SLS
Raptor III
Raptor LS (PPG-TF 336)
Screamer LS
Spyder 2LS (ZRC-1)
Spyder LS
Stealth (PPG-TF 238)
Stingray
Supersonic
Titanium 2LS
Titanium G-LS (PPG-TF 255)
Valkyrie LS

TRANSITIONAL
RYEGRASS
Breakout II
Solstice II
Breakout

ZOYSIAGRASS
Gateway (vegetative) *(new for 2022 
crop)

PENNINGTON SEED INC.
For more information:
www.penningtonseed.com 

TALL FESCUE
Rebel Advance
Rebel IV
Rebel V
Rebel XLR
Rebel Xtreme
Virtue II  
Justice
Pennington RK4
Pennington ATF 1258
Pennington ATF 1376

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Mallard
Ridgeline
Aries

AMERICAN RYEGRASS
Minuteman

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Trek
Legato
Pennington APR 2237

BERMUDAGRASS
Arden 15

PURE SEED
For more information:
www.pureseed.com

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Gray Wolf
Silver Sport
New Sealand
Silver Sun
Gray Hawk
Gray Fox
Brightstar SLT
Silver Dollar
Citation Fore
Carly
Sun Hawk *(new for 2022 crop)
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TALL FESCUE
GLX Aced
Lifeguard
Rain Dance
Saltillo
Cumberland
Inspiration
Tar Heel II
Endeavor II
Dynamic II 
Coronado TDH
Gazelle II

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
New Moon
Desert Moon
Endurance
Tirem
Full Moon
Jumpstart
Right 
Moonlight SLT 

FINE FESCUE
Xeric - creeping red
Bighorn GT - hard
Soil Guard - hard
Enchantment - chewings
Shademaster III - creeping red
Seabreeze GT – slender creeping

CREEPING BENTGRASS
Pure Eclipse
PC 2.0
Pure Distinction
Pure Select
Crystal Bluelinks
Penn A1/A4
Penn A1
Penncross
Seaside II
Pennlinks II

BERMUDAGRASS
North Shore SLT (seeded)
Chilly Verde (seeded)
Sun Queen (seeded) *(new for 2022 
crop)
Transcontinental (seeded)

SEED RESEARCH OF 
OREGON
For more information:
www.sroseed.com

TALL FESCUE
Grande 3
Rebounder
Rowdy
SR 8650
Guardian 41
Speedway
Blackwatch 2
Trending
Raceway

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
SR 2150
Arcadia
Fielder
Granite
SR 2284
SR 2100
Mercury
Heidi
Quantum Leap
Blue Ghost

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS – 
DIPLOID
Mightier *(new for 2022 crop)
Zoom 2 *(new for 2022 crop)
Sideways
SR 4650
SR 4660ST
SR 4600
SR 4700
Harrier

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS – 
TETRAPLOID
Tetradark
Tetrasport *(new for 2022 crop)

FINE FESCUE
SR 5130 – Chewings
Ruddy - strong creeping red
SR 5250 - strong creeping red
SR 3150 - hard
Shoreline - slender creeping red
Samanta – slender creeping red
Quatro – sheep

INTERMEDIATE TURF-
TYPE RYEGRASS
TransAction

CREEPING BENTGRASS
007XL
777
007
Flagstick
MacKenzie
SR 1150

BERMUDAGRASS
Yukon
Royal Bengal

POA TRIVIALIS
Darkhorse
Racehorse

POA REPTANS
Two Putt

MICROCLOVER
Microclover

SITEONE LANDSCAPE 
SUPPLY
(List of LESCO seed varieties 
as offered by SiteOne Landscape 
Supply)
For more information:
http://www.SiteOne.com or 
http://www.Lesco.com

TALL FESCUE
Bandit
Bravo 2
Copious
Catalyst
Kingdom
Padre
Padre 2
Reunion
Stetson II
Technique

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Align
Align II
Allsport 5
Evolution
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Evolve
Peridot
Prosport 4
Virte

FINE FESCUE
Foxfire 2 – creeping red
Brittany 2 - chewings
Foxfire – creeping red
Lacrosse - chewings

CREEPING BENTGRASS
Princeville
S1

BERMUDAGRASS
Dune
Pyramid 2
Sunstar

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Shamrock
Gladstone
(Also marketing two cultivars below
for Columbia River Seed)
Amaze
Jersey

SOD PRODUCTION 
SERVICES
For more information:
SodProductionServices.com
Tahoma31Bermudagrass.com

BERMUDAGRASS
Tahoma 31

SOD SOLUTIONS
For more information:
www.sodsolutions.com

ST. AUGUSTINE
Palmetto®                                
CitraBlue®                                            
Cobalt™ *(new for 2022 crop)  

ZOYSIAGRASS
EMPIRE® 
CitraZoy™
Innovation     
Lobo™ *(new for 2022 crop)  

BERMUDAGRASS
Celebration®                
Latitude 36®                 
NorthBridge®

ULTRA-DWARF 
BERMUDAGRASS
Sunday®                                                                              

CENTIPEDE
Lawnifi Santee™ Seed

THE TURFGRASS 
GROUP, INC.
For more information:
www.TheTurfgrassGroup.com

BLUEGRASS
Southern Blue™ *(new for 2022 
crop)  

BERMUDAGRASS
TifTuf
TifGrand

ZOYSIAGRASS
Zeon
Trinity (L1F)
Stadium™ *(new for 2022 crop)  
JaMur

CENTIPEDEGRASS
TifBlair (Seeded)
 

TURF MERCHANTS, 
INC. (TMI)
For more information:
www.turfmerchants.com

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
Bedazzled
Bewitched
BlueMagic
Bonaire
Brooklawn
Full Moon™ *(new for 2022 crop)  
Gnome

TALL FESCUE
Adventure II
Aquaduct
Aquavita
Aztec II
Bonsai 2X
2nd Millennium
4th Millennium
Relentless™ *(new for 2022 crop)  
Rhambler SRP
Rhambler 2 SRP
Traverse 2 SRP

PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
Allaire 3
Evening Shade
Manhattan 5 GLR
Manhattan 7 GLR
Pangea GLR
Paradox GLR
Paragon 2 GLR
Patriot 4
Rainwater
Rodeo 3

FINE FESCUE 
Intrigue EWS - chewings
Heathland - chewings
Celestial - red
Nanook - hard

TURF TYPE ANNUAL 
RYEGRASS
Froghair
Gamechanger

BENTGRASS 
Trueline
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BARENBRUG USA 
Provided by David Johnson, Director of Production

Grass seed production faces numerous challenges this year: 
production costs continue to increase; fertilizer prices are 
higher; labor costs are higher; fuel costs are higher; and 
the cost to replace equipment is high. Growers have the 
additional stress of getting equipment when they need 
it, with new equipment difficult to find and months on 
backorder. Even parts are in short supply and some growers 
have started hoarding things like oil filters. All of these 
issues make the upcoming harvest season a little more 
stressful than usual, but our growers are resourceful and 
motivated—they will find a way to make it work! 

The long, cool spring in the Pacific Northwest this year is a 
welcome change from the hot, dry spring of 2021. The cool 
weather has slowed things down across most species but 
yields in the Columbia Basin are looking better than last 
year and we are hoping for at least average yields. 

Despite the more optimistic outlook for 2022, seed will still 
be short across all species—fine fescue, tall fescue, ryegrass, 
etc. Prices are still high and will remain there. Since 
ryegrass and tall fescue are still in short supply, it is creating 
extra demand on Kentucky bluegrass and pushing prices 
higher. Kentucky bluegrass is a very specialized crop, and 
the increased demand from consumers is difficult to match 
in production. Most growers prefer to grow tall fescue and 
ryegrass because of the bigger seed, which is easier to clean, 
plus higher yields, and lower production costs.

BETHEL FARMS 
Provided by Will Nugent, President

Observations and Expectations. We are thankful for 
continued success and are expecting to maintain great sales 
in the future. Our prediction is that post-pandemic sales 
will normalize as consumers shift spending habits from 
stay-at-home gardening and resume travel. As an industry 
we continue to see cost pressures like fuel, fertilizer, 
chemicals, and labor with no immediate signs of relief.

As Florida continues to grow, housing demand has kept 
the builder market strong. As a result, we continue to see 
demand for sod and sod related products from builders 

CROP AND MARKET PREDICTIONS
Compiled by Suz Trusty 

Each year, Turf News invites suppliers to provide their input on the turfgrass seed and/or vegetative stock crop and market outlook 
based on: Their assessment of the impact of weather conditions on crops to-date and on the anticipated impact of weather conditions 
predicted in their area; Trends they are seeing in their market; The production they are anticipating in terms of quality and 
quantity; And their assessment of anticipated pricing for those crops as: stable, higher or lower.

Industry comments for the seed and vegetative stock crop outlook were provided from mid-May to the end of May. Please note 
that weather conditions can impact final yields, and that seed harvests in July and August may differ from the forecasts shared 
here. In addition, there are multiple factors, other than weather conditions, that impact the crop and the overall market within the 
sod industry. Turf News welcomed input from your seed and vegetative stock sources on these factors as well. Though no one can 
accurately predict the future, these industry perspectives provide insights into the outlook for these valuable crops. 

Turf News thanks all those who provided the information for this article. That input is arranged in alphabetical order, by the 
respondent’s company name. 

President Will Nugent reports that BIMINI®, the Bermudagrass cultivar 
introduced by Bethel Farms (and pictured in this photo), is building a 
strong market.
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and landscapers throughout Florida. As growth in Florida 
has remained strong, sports turf has continued to be in 
high demand and BIMINI® Bermuda is in no exception. 
BIMINI Bermuda fields have continued to sell in advance 
and are currently presold through 2023. The BIMINI 
network of growers continues to expand throughout the 
southeast to support future demand.

Ecommerce sales have continued to remain solid as 
consumers convert their shopping habits. Selling online 
is no longer an option, it’s a must. Retailers have focused 
their efforts on faster delivery, improved consumer content, 
and omnichannel experiences like buy online - pick up 
in store. Social selling is one of the biggest digital trends, 
with retailers focusing advertising dollars on popular social 
platforms.

As pandemic restrictions have eased, we have enjoyed 
getting back to traditional business practices and the 
resumption of industry events. Tradeshow traffic this year 
has been strong, welcoming new business relationships and 
increased visibility to new innovations in our businesses. 
Field days and industry related meetings have also resumed 
allowing for renewed collaboration.

Investments. Bethel continues to remain focused on 
the future with investments in Bethel Innovations. 
Collaborations continue with universities and breeders 
to develop better products for the consumer and for 
the planet. Our focus remains on sod cultivars like 
Zoysia, Bermuda, and St Augustine. As an example, 
our upcoming release Dorado™ St Augustine is the first 
commercially available variegated grass. We will also focus 
on diversification in our offerings with research in new 
varieties like Ornamental Peanut, growth in new sectors 
like Pet, and expansion into new categories like our new 
fertilizer item, NutriPod™. 

As our company grows, our legacy continues. We are 
excited to announce the return of Jason Nugent to 
Bethel. Jason will rejoin the company as part of a long-
term succession plan. Jason brings years of retail and 
selling experience as well as a passion for growth. We 
look forward to watching the impact he will make on 
our company and our industry. We will also continue to 
invest in our team, our systems, and our culture. In 2022, 
we will be undergoing a massive system change that will 
impact logistics, ecommerce, accounting, and more. As an 
organization, we will focus on providing quality, solution-
based products to our customers and service they can 
depend on.

We look forward to seeing each of you as we continue to 
reconnect with our partners across the industry. The future 
remains bright for us all!

COLUMBIA RIVER SEED 
Provided by Ryan Jeffries, North American Sales 
Director, and Paul Hedgpeth, General Manager

Bluegrass – Irrigated acres in the Columbia River Basin are flat 
compared to the 2021 harvest. Today, we are late maybe by about 
five to seven days compared to normal. Yields are projected to be 
average to slightly above average. Dryland bluegrass production 
is also later than normal. The crop looks good, but some stands 
went into winter looking a little rough. We are expecting average 
to slightly better than average yields in this region. It is projected 
that acres are down in the dryland area. 

Perennial Ryegrass – The crop looks good in the 
Columbia River Basin and Willamette Valley. Both areas 
will be a little late. The quality of the Valley fields is a little 
rough with Poa annua and other grassy weeds being a 
problem. Yields in both areas are projected to be average to 
above average. Northern Minnesota and Central Canada 
are just waking up from winter. There appears to be a very 
slight loss due to winter kill but nothing major. 

Tall Fescue – The crop looks good in the Columbia River 
Basin and Willamette Valley. A very small amount of fields 
will come out due to poor stands. This harvest will also be 
late compared to normal. In the Willamette Valley, yields 
are projected to be off slightly compared to normal due to 
some marginal and older fields. 

Fine Fescue – The crop looks good in the Columbia River 
Basin and Willamette Valley. This crop will also be a little later 
than normal. In the Willamette Valley, not many fields were 
allowed to be burned over the last two years due to high fire 
danger. Time will tell what that has done to this crop. The 
Canadian creeping red fescue crop is just waking up in Alberta. 

Looking forward – Mother Nature has a way of throwing us 
a curve ball between now and harvest for the above crops and 
growing regions. As commodity prices in other grain crops 
continue to strengthen and we continue to have low carryover 
grass seed inventories, this will put upward pressure on placing 
acres in all growing regions during the fall of 2022. 

Sword II, a new hard fescue cultivar from Columbia River Seed, combines 
darker color, better summer patch resistance, excellent seedling vigor, and 
superior turf performance.
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DLF PICKSEED
Provided by Sean Chaney, Vice President, Professional 
Turf Division

Weather Impact: Conditions this spring have been 
favorable for growing grass, even though spring was a bit 
late this year. It has been cooler than normal in many of 
the grass producing regions of the U.S., but moisture has 
been abundant. Here in Oregon’s Willamette Valley, we 
are about ten days behind in terms of GDD (growing 
degree days) and the same, if not slightly further behind, 
in Minnesota and Washington State. This will likely push 
harvest back later than normal as we are running out of 
time for the GDDs to fully catch up. This will put added 
strain on the industry to get seed out fast enough, and 
in time, to meet early fall demand. Carryover inventory 
remains very low so everyone will be reliant upon the new 
crop to be processed this summer for these fall needs. 

Market Trends: The late spring has limited overall 
movement but inventories in general are so low that we are 
not too concerned with it. Landscapers and golf courses are 
still busy and healthy financially, so they are still buying the 
products that they need, even at the current price levels. New 
golf courses are being built at a pace not seen in a long time. 
Additionally, many courses around the country are being 
improved and renovated. Homeowners are still interested 
in keeping their green space looking nice, so landscapers in 
many areas of the country are booked out well in advance. 

Anticipated Production Quality and Quantity: Lingering 
effects from the severe drought we experienced in Oregon 
last year (which lasted well into the fall) has limited the 
yield potential of many Tall Fescue fields due to poor fall 

regrowth. Tall Fescue relies heavily on reproductive tillers 
being sent out by the plant during fall regrowth and, since 
rain didn’t come until toward the end of fall, the plants didn’t 
have enough time to fully recover and prepare for another 
harvest. For Tall Fescue, we are anticipating a lower-than-
average yield on this crop in Oregon. Perennial ryegrass acres 
are slightly up year over year, but the pipeline is empty, as 
it is for Tall Fescue. Perennial ryegrass fields look healthy, 
and at this point we are anticipating average yields overall. 
Bluegrass acres in Oregon and Washington are suffering 
from the same issues surrounding lack of fall recovery from 
drought. That lack of good recovery led to thin stands and 
higher than normal weed levels. Bluegrass yields will be 
reduced from normal as well. There has been very high 
pressure from Poa annua and Poa trivialis in western Oregon 
production fields this spring so we anticipate this year’s crop 
will have more quality issues than normal. 

Assessment of Anticipated Pricing: We anticipate fall 
prices being stable or higher on all major turfgrass species. 
Carryover is very low across the board, and the industry 
will run into processing capacity issues that will be the 
limiting factor on the supply throughout the fall season. 
What happens with prices once we reach spring of 2023 
will largely depend on how much seed is able to make it 
into the market in the fall. 

GO SEED 
Provided by Jerry Hall, President

DLF Pickseed’s new perennial ryegrass cultivars Tetradark and Helios 
make a good showing in these overseeding trials at the University of 
California Riverside.

Starr Kentucky bluegrass, a 2020 cultivar introduced by GO Seed, shines 
in a test plot in this photo.
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From a seed outlook standpoint: Early shipments are 
going to be a problem as carryover of good, clean seed is 
practically non-existent. This coming fall is shaping up to 
be one that no one will ever want to repeat. With every 
specie being in short supply, there will be a lot of demand 
for cleaning space. Cleaners will be operating at high 
speed in order to fulfill as many orders as possible and 
while that may sound good, it isn’t. This year we have had 
an abundance of precipitation and the fall-applied pre-
emergent herbicides didn’t stick around for nearly long 
enough. Production fields have high populations of annual 
bluegrass, annual ryegrass, and rough stalk bluegrass. 
Rough stalk bluegrass used to be confined to the South 
end of the valley, but this is the first year that I have ever 
seen so many contaminated fields in the North end. Higher 
contamination and fast cleaning speeds are not a good 
combination, as it will lead to a lot of marginal seed getting 
bagged up. We are actively scouting fields to identify those 
that can make sod quality. 

JONATHAN GREEN, INC. 
Provided by Bruce Rose, Cascade International Seed 
Company and Barry Green

Western Oregon has had another tough year in our 
grass production growing region. We are all well aware 
of the huge impact last year’s heat wave had on grass 
seed production. With that being said, stands going into 
fall were pretty beat up and stressed out. As a result, fall 
herbicides were either not applied or half rates were used 
as to not cause any more damage to fields. For this reason, 
some fields have weed issues. 

With a very mild, wet winter and spring, we have had some 
favorable growing conditions for all species of grass. At the 
time this was written in mid-May, we were at 50 degrees 
and more rain was in the forecast. If Mother Nature is kind 
to us, I believe Oregon will have an average to normal yield 
this year. 

Now to pricing thoughts. We all have felt the crunch of 
higher prices for most all grass seed species and 2022 
doesn’t look like they will be dropping. The Oregon 
Ryegrass and Tall Fescue Commissions and Dealers will 
be meeting in mid to late June to negotiate pricing for the 
2022 crop. With fertilizer and labor costs at an all-time 
high, I believe growers are going to push for even higher 
prices than those of 2021. Only time will tell.

Perennial Ryegrass: Perennial Ryegrass acres seem to be 
stable with maybe a few more in the ground. With as wet 
a spring as we were having, it had been difficult to get into 
fields and apply fungicides and growth regulator. Fields were 
looking very nice and healthy as of the time of this writing. 

Tall Fescue: With the higher prices on Tall Fescue last 
year, a fair number of acres were planted in the fall of 2021. 
A wet spring was also hampering fungicides and growth 
regulator applications for this crop. Most fields appear to be 
healthy, and yield should be up from a year ago. 

Kentucky Bluegrass: Bluegrass acres are stable again 
this year and we have seen a very nice winter and spring 
with excellent growing conditions for bluegrasses in the 
production areas. Yield should be closer to normal but with 
still higher pricing. 

Fine Fescues: Fine Fescue production has really taken a hit 
as almost none of the production was burned again last fall. 
Stands are very weak and weedy. Some increase in acres was 
planted this spring, but those fields won’t see production 
until the 2023 harvest. Pricing should remain high as yields 
will be off again this harvest.

The beauty of Eastern Washington stands out in this shot of a Jonathan 
Green/Cascade International Seed bluegrass production field..

Tectonic Tall Fescue, a 2022 cultivar introduced by Jonathan Green, has 
a rich dark-green color and blends very well with the newest generation of  
Black Beauty Tall Fescues.
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LANDMARK SEED COMPANY 
Provided by Ben Boehme, Accounts Manager

With a complete weather flip-flop from last spring, this 
year’s cool, wet conditions have the crop yields looking 
favorable and our production team is expecting average 
yields. That said, excessive moisture has led to increased 
weed pressure resulting in additional labor and material 
usage to help mitigate that. 

Additionally, the cool spring has caused the crop to mature 
at a slower pace. We are expecting pollination to be 10 to 
14 days later than normal. If the cool trend continues, we 
could see harvest being delayed five to seven days from 
what is typical. Fortunately, we work with some incredible 
producers, which helps to ensure optimum yield and 
quality of our crop. 

With very little crop carry over from the previous season and 
the poor crop yield from last year, we will still be experiencing 
some tight inventories. This coupled with an increase in the 
cost of inputs, freight, labor, and other variables will force the 
price of seed to reflect these conditions.

Retail markets have slowed slightly from their record-
breaking consumption that we experienced the previous 
few years, but we are still seeing steady demand in the 
commercial and professional markets. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW SEEDS
Provided by Duane Klundt, Vice President of Turf

As for the 2022 crop and market assessment, the last two 
years have taught me that nothing is firm until it’s behind 
you, so take this as you wish. Our weather this year in the 
Pacific Northwest is a complete opposite of what it was 
last year at this time. Our rainfall has been great, maybe a 
little too good in April, but out west we are learning not 
to complain about rainfall. Our temperatures have been 
cooler than normal so the crop is lagging a little behind 
where is should be for the end of May. With all that being 
said, other than being behind, it looks to be an average crop 
going into June.

This close-up photo shows Landmark Seed Company’s United, an Elite 
Kentucky Bluegrass, developing well in a production field.

Blue sky, white clouds, and deep green turfgrass provide this stunning 
image of Mountain View Seeds’ Titanium G-LS Tall Fescue in this 
production field.
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As for the markets, in the consumer products space (retail) 
we are starting to feel the aftereffects of the Covid bubble 
winding down, as we all have. Now the cost of living is 
a little higher than before, so our volumes may be more 
similar, and demand may not be as robust as it has been 
these last two years. Cool, wet weather across most of 
the upper United States seems to have slowed down 
consumption, or is it the higher prices? Only time will tell 
on that, I am not an economist, I sell seed.
Regarding the production again, quantity at this point 
will be better than last year, once we get through fall when 
processing will have caught up with harvest. As for quality, 
it is getting harder and harder every year for the farmers to 
maintain the standards that were set all these decades ago. 
Lack of rotations, loss of chemistry, and the higher price of 
labor are making it more difficult and more expensive each 
year to keep the production fields clean. Fields are not grown 
in a bubble, they are open to whatever is happening around 
them, and with the cooler weather this year Poa pressure 

is higher than normal. They will endeavor to maintain the 
quality expected for sod production fields grown, but at some 
point, it costs more money, so growers have to determine if it 
is a good return on investment. In other words, if they spend 
more money to produce a clean crop, can they get a higher 
value for it when they sell it?
Lastly, on the question of pricing, production costs are higher 
than they have ever been, competition for acres is as strong 
as it’s ever been, and the markets are still relatively good. All 
of which makes us think prices will remain pretty stable.

PURE SEED 
Provided by Lucas Solis, Vice President of Pure Seed 

The crop is looking better than last year, with better 
spring moisture, but in mid-May, it is still too early to tell. 
Growers are happy with the amount of rainfall so far this 
spring. The summer months will need to be dry to have a 
successful harvest season, however, the anticipated weather 
is calling for above-normal temperatures and rainfall. 

Total production across major species is more than the 
prior year, but remains below average consumption, 
so supply will certainly be tight through early fall. 
Acre placement remains competitive with record high 
commodity prices and an assortment of options for growers 
to plant. 

The primary challenge with this coming crop is related 
more to low carry-in inventories, and logistical challenges. 
We are experiencing delays with outbound shipments and 
high surcharges. Export shipments are backed up with 
limited service to smaller markets and record high prices. 
With low inventory levels, and freight congestion, it will 
put added pressure on getting seed harvested, cleaned, 
packaged, and shipped in a very limited timeframe. 

 
 Acres are up slightly across North America in most major 
species. Perennial ryegrass has better acres, but the biggest 
increase in production was in Minnesota where seed yield 
is less stable. Tall Fescue continues to be grown largely 
in Oregon with the primary production increase being 
in Washington State. Tall Fescue Acres are up slightly, 
but still not near where they would be in a “normal” year. 
Kentucky Bluegrass is up as well, but also shows lower than 
average total production. Poa trivialis production is limited 
and its primary production region is under severe drought 
and experiencing water restrictions. 

Prices are expected to remain high as well with supply 
being tight, and record high input costs such as fertilizer, 
fuel, and labor.

This production field of Mountain View Seed’s Stellar 4GL perennial 
ryegrass fits the description of a sea of grass.
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SOD PRODUCTION SERVICES 
Provided by Chad Adcock, Vice President of Business 

Market Trends: Trends that I’m seeing in the marketplace 
are, first and foremost, golf is really on a rebound 
economically. There are many, many projects that are 
opening in the golf sector for renovations, and, for the 
first time in a long time, there is some new U.S. course 
construction. There are lots of renovations happening, 
overall improvement projects that may not be complete 
renovations but may be bunker improvements and similar 
projects, which require re-grassing on a small to very large 
scale. I think that’s being driven by a good economy for 
golf and the need for reducing water usage and pesticide 
usage on golf courses.

Golf course superintendents, architects, and others who 
specify grasses really like these newer turfgrasses that 
are very fine-bladed, very dense, and hold up well to 
environmental stress such as drought, cold, and disease. 

The majority of our licensed growers have had Tahoma 
31 for several years now and they have been providing 
samples to golf courses whose projects are coming to 
fruition. These golf courses have had ample time to trial 
the grass and are really falling in love with it. They’ve 
trialed it for environmental impacts versus other varieties 
and the beneficial environmental features are becoming a 
selling point to their board members and general managers 
because of the way the grass performs under all of these 
stresses. They know it can save them tremendous amounts 
of money on fungicide, water, and labor.

As an offshoot of Covid, golf seems to have made a vast 
comeback. From a 20-year veteran of the golf business, I 
thought golf was nearly dead, but Covid brought people 
back to the game. And now we are seeing big money being 
spent on golf for the first time in decades. To give you an 
example, Sod Production Services’ home farm is Riverside 
Turf, a sod producer in Charles City, VA. Five years ago, 
golf was three percent of our overall business in the Mid-
Atlantic. Now it’s as much as 15 to 20 percent of Riverside 
Turf ’s business. That is truly a significant change.

Beyond the uptick in golf created by Covid, we continue to 
see the increase in golf courses and other grassing projects 
in traditionally cool-seasons regions switching out grasses 
from cool-season to warm-season grasses like Tahoma 
31 that have improved cold tolerance. We are seeing this 
because of the effects of climate change and because of 
the environmental benefits associated with warm-season 
grasses such as lower water use, drought tolerance, and 
better resistance to disease.

Anticipated Production: About 90 percent of our 
licensed farms that are growing Tahoma 31 are in the 
production phase now, meaning they are producing, 
harvesting, and selling, versus previous years when many 
of our licensees were gearing up for production. Tahoma 
31 is now growing and selling worldwide, in North 
America, Europe, Asia, and Australia. Tahoma 31 has 
licensed farms on four continents. 

Anticipated Pricing: Almost all turfgrass crops have 
increased in price by about 20 percent and most of that is 
economy-based because of cost increases on fuel, pallets, 
fertilizers, chemical inputs, and labor. We are seeing 20 
percent to 25 percent increases in sales prices across the 
board. Everything associated with the sod business has 
gone up 20 to 25 percent. Pallet pricing has gone through 
the roof, and those price increases are being passed on to 
the customer. In some parts of the country, pallet prices 
have more than doubled. Fuel surcharges on every load are 
common, and the price of chemicals and fertilizers, which 
are a direct reflection of the war in Ukraine on the global 
economy, has really had an impact on turfgrass pricing. 
The increase in the cost of production is rolled into the 
customers’ cost. I have not seen a slowdown, but I would 
expect a slowdown of sales because of the price increase. 
Sod is 25 percent higher and shipping to get the sod there 
is 25 percent higher, and everything rolls downhill.

Sod Production Services’ Tahoma 31 Bermudagrass thrives on the slope in 
this photos taken by Central Sod of Maryland..
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SOD SOLUTIONS 
Provided by Tobey Wagner, President

Rapid Change in the Economics of Turfgrass 
Production: Demand for turfgrass from the pandemic 
slowdown continues to surge. The massive infusion 
of federal money, historically low interest rates, and a 
slowdown in the production of necessities have created 
a perfect storm of economic shock. A sudden shift is 
occurring with inflation surging and interest rates rapidly 
increasing. What's next for our industry? What’s in store 
for the remainder of 2022 and beyond? 

We believe that the turfgrass industry will remain strong, 
recognizing there may be a slowing trend in the purchase 
of first-time homes due to rising interest rates and a less 
severe softening in the middle “move-up” housing market. 
People may be more likely to stay in their current homes 
and look to remodeling or adding-on to preserve their low 
interest rates. Our sources say the big difference in what is 
happening now and what happened in the last inflationary 
period is the major housing shortage—a result of pent-
up demand after the pandemic slowdown. Commercial 
development and multifamily housing are expected to 
remain strong to address the shortage of housing across the 
country. What does all this have to do with a Turfgrass Seed 
and Vegetative Stock Report? Everything! 

Sod Solutions encourages all turfgrass growers to 
strategically plan and reassess in this changing economic 
environment. Many businesses are “in the fog” of being 
overwhelmed with daily tasks just to keep up with demand. 
Meanwhile, there is a major shift in the broader economic 
climate, transportation, and supply chain that will require 
strategic maneuvering for businesses to remain profitable 
and successful.

First and foremost, know your numbers! Fertilizer, 
equipment, and chemicals are all currently in short supply 
resulting in a rapid upward trend in cost. Fuel costs 

are unpredictable. Growers have reported that even an 
immediate ten cent increase in the price per square foot 
of turfgrass will be insufficient to cover rising costs in 
production and transportation. Understanding changing 
costs and educating your customers and competitors 
is critical at this time. An important step is regularly 
and frequently analyzing cost of production during 
this inflationary period. Many growers we talk to are 
overwhelmed with costs increasing so quickly that they 
are not successfully accounting for it in time to reflect 
appropriate increases in their pricing and bids. Software 
management platforms like Turf Logistics can also be 
an effective tool that will allow closer oversight of sales 
and costs in real time during an unstable economy. Visit 
turflogistics.com for more information. As an industry, we 
must work cooperatively to upwardly adjust pricing to 
maintain profitability.
  
Don’t forget about your customers and the importance of 
relationships! No matter what market conditions are, it is 
best to operate as if you need your customers more than 
they need you. This mentality will prepare your business for 
times when rising prices soften demand. A communication 
plan that keeps your customers in the loop about supply 
and pricing changes will be another invaluable tool. The 
old saying that “satisfaction is based on expectation” is 
especially true in a changing market. The final ingredients 
to a successful navigation of business growth in a period of 
economic uncertainty are quality products and exceptional 
service. When demand softens, consumers are more 
selective. Product offerings that are either reliable, tried-
and-true proven standards or on the cutting edge of new 
technology advancements can set your business apart from 
the competition. 

Sod Solutions takes a two-pronged approach to providing 
turf varieties in each of these categories. First, we offer 
a portfolio of warm-season varieties that have stood the 
test of time and are considered standards in the industry 
because of their performance and proprietary protection. 
When coupled with quality control measures, the brands 
of these standard varieties are a valuable tool in combatting 
the swings in the commodity markets for turfgrass. 
Secondly, Sod Solutions and groups of regional growers 
have invested heavily in turf variety research with numerous 
major land grant universities in the United States to breed 
and develop the next generation of turf varieties. These new 
grasses will offer reduced water and pesticide requirements, 
elevated shade performance, improved color, and desirable 
texture. Many of these research programs are yielding new 
releases that will initially be available to regional growers 
that supported the research, and later to the industry at 
large. A summary of Sod Solutions’ major turfgrass variety 
offerings follows.

Sod Solutions’ CitraBlue St. Augustine found a home on this lawn in 
Valencia Palms, Florida.
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Plant Stock Report: 
Standard Varieties – Palmetto® St. Augustine, EMPIRE® 
Zoysia, Celebration® Bermuda, Latitude 36® Bermuda, 
Northbridge® Bermuda, Innovation® Zoysia - Limited 
licensing opportunities exist for these standard varieties in 
some areas depending on the saturation of licensed producers 
in the region. Because these grasses are highly sought after, 
plant stock is in high demand. It requires planning and 
patience to secure plant stock in almost every instance.

New Technology Varieties- CitraBlue® St. Augustine and 
CitraZoy™ Zoysia (in cooperation with the University of 
Florida), Lobo™ Zoysia, and XSA 11377, whose trademark 
variety name still undetermined (in cooperation with North 
Carolina State University), Cobalt™ St. Augustine (in 
cooperation with Texas A&M University), Celebration 
Hybrid™ (in cooperation with Mississippi State University) 
- Plant stock for these varieties recently released (or poised 
for release) from sponsored land grant university research 
is very limited and is being made available first to growers 
that participated in the sponsored research programs as 
applicable. Licensing and evaluation opportunities will 
become available as plant stock inventory is mature. 

Details By Type And Variety: 
St. Augustine New Technology Varieties CitraBlue®️ St 
Augustine is often described as the most beautiful St 
Augustine on the market. It’s also a tough grass with 
excellent drought tolerance, disease resistance, and shade 
tolerance. CitraBlue requires significantly less mowing. It's 
a standout performer, particularly in central and southern 
Florida and California. Plant stock is limited. Licensing is 
closed in Florida but open in most other  states/countries.

Cobalt™ St Augustine is rapidly expanding across Texas 
and Florida. Expansion is also planned for South Carolina. 
Cobalt is the first true hybrid St. Augustine in which 
the embryo rescue process was used to breed a grass that 
has extreme drought tolerance, cold tolerance, disease 
resistance, and shade tolerance. The breeder, Dr. Ambika 
Chandra, stated, “Water is an extremely important resource 
and data shows that Cobalt is one of the most drought 
resistant St. Augustinegrasses ever developed.” Plant stock 
is limited. Licensing is closed in Texas but open in other 
states/countries. 

Zoysia New Technology Varieties: CitraZoy®️ Zoysia is 
expanding rapidly across Florida. It is a medium/fine grass 
with unique disease resistance and winter color retention. 
Plant stock is limited. Licensing is closed in Florida but 
open in most other states/countries

Lobo™ Zoysia is a unique medium/fine zoysia that is 
designed to be a low input grass. The North Carolina 
Department of Transportation has been a part of the 

research and selection process and has confirmed the 
toughness of Lobo. Lobo is a top performing NTEP grass as 
well. Plant stock is limited, and licensing is closed in North 
Carolina but will open soon to outside states/countries. 

Bermuda New Technology Variety Celebration Hybrid™ 
Bermuda is currently being expanded with golf courses 
that have been testing it and specifying it for jobs in 2023. 
Celebration Hybrid is top rated in drought tolerance, shade 
tolerance, has few to no seed heads, and is a beautiful grass. 
Experts are saying its golf and sports potential are unlimited 
and although there is no perfect grass, Celebration Hybrid 
Bermuda is the closest they have seen yet. Stock is limited 
and licensing will soon be open in all areas. Sod Solutions 
predicts Celebration Hybrid will be a grass in high demand 
going into next year. 

For additional information regarding the varieties and 
licensing opportunities for all of Sod Solutions’ varieties, 
please visit SodSolutionsPro.com.

The use of outdoor recreation spaces that increased during the Pandemic 
shutdowns continues at a high level, creating a stronger market for sod 
sales to sites such as this Midwest park that features a walking/biking 
trail. Photo by Suz Trusty
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TURF MERCHANTS, INC. (TMI) 
Provided by Nancy Aerni, Vice President

Higher costs, limited availability of just about everything, 
social distancing, Russia and Ukraine. What a rollercoaster 
ride we’ve been on this past year including everything from 
seed supply shortages to transportation delays.

Regarding turfgrass seed: We are entering this fall seed 
season with no carryover in virtually every specie—which 
is unprecedented in history. What this means to you; that 
we will be waiting for new crop seed to be mature, cut, 
dried, processed, and tested and then hope we have enough 
transportation equipment available when the new crop of 
seed is ready. I anticipate tensions will be running high in 
order to get seed shipped to you in as timely a manner as 
possible. Be patient with your seed supplier—they will be 
doing the best they can.

Weather: This April and May our weather has, thus far, 
been more typical of what we are accustomed to here in 
the Willamette Valley of Oregon, unlike last year when we 
were in extreme drought in the spring followed by a week of 
unprecedented heat in June. It has been raining in Oregon and 
now, in mid-May, it’s time for it to stop! We even saw spitting 
snow mixed in with rain the beginning of May. Temperatures 
remain mostly in the upper 50s to the low 60s as an average. 
You can actually see the grass growing this year. 

It is a bit early to provide an accurate estimate of the 
crop, but all indicators are that we will be seeing what we 
consider a fair average crop overall. Within the Valley, 
there are scattered reports of some fields showing damage 
from last year’s heat event and mice and voles continue to 
be a problem. A slightly above average crop would be very 
welcomed considering this past year of disappointments. 
Now on the East Side of the Cascade Mountains of 

Oregon, we have a different scenario with 
water right wars in several counties where 
the Poa trivialis crop is produced. It seems 
most farmers are receiving around 20 
percent of their normal water allotments 
this year within those counties, devastating 
to their operations. In addition, the 
Klamath Basin is also amid a record 
drought, which is pitting farmers against 
native tribes with historic water rights to 
protect endangered species of fish. Farmers 
of all crops and ranchers in these areas are 
united in finding a way to preserve their 
way of life and sustain a living for all.

Washington state is the largest producing 
state of Kentucky Bluegrass including 
“dryland” Kentucky bluegrass acreage. 
Irrigated acreage in Washington/
Idaho is looking average, though some 

“circles” were lost. A pivot irrigation circle is equivalent to 
approximately 125 acres, or an average of 150,000 pounds 
of final clean Bluegrass seed. 

Other producing regions: Canada – Production looked 
good going into winter this year. A later crop than what is 
typical is evident due to weather patterns. Midwest – Very 
much the same as the Canadians are experiencing.

To break all the above down to Specie Relevance: 
Perennial Ryegrass appears to be an average, perhaps 
slightly above average crop.
Tall Fescue acreage is spotty with last year’s heat event 
affecting fields. Overall consensus is an average crop.
Kentucky Bluegrass – Irrigated fields are looking good while 
dryland acreage is reduced and looking marginal at best.
Fine Fescue – (Oregon) –  Two years of extremely limited 
burning leaves a big question on how well this crop will 
reproduce for this harvest.
Creeping Bentgrass –  A few varieties were affected by 
the heat of last year, but with inventory and the crop in the 
ground looking good, we do not anticipate any shortages.
Poa trivialis – Very little seed will be available due to water 
restrictions in producing areas.

Pricing: Production farmers are experiencing the same 
higher input costs as you, the sod producers, are. While 
we have experienced the highest cost seed in our lives this 
past year, time will tell as our world resources become more 
readily available, as to where new crop costs will land.

BlueMagic, a New American Type Bluegrass cultivar introduced by TMI in 2021, shows off its 
dark green color in this turfgrass research plot.

All photos and graphics were provided by the supplier 
company unless otherwise noted. 
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COOL-SEASON AND WARM-SEASON
GRASSES OVERVIEW
By Kevin Morris 
2022 is the twenty-third year that Kevin Morris has 
provided Turf News with an update on the data collected on 
commercial varieties and experimental turfgrasses entered in 
the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP). This 
information helps turfgrass producers choose the varieties that 
will best perform in their specific growing area and under their 
management programs. TPI and Turf News wish to thank  
Mr. Morris for the significant amount of time and effort he puts 
into providing this valuable overview. 

At any one time, the National Turfgrass Evaluation 
Program (NTEP) is evaluating over 600 cultivars and 
experimental selections in nationwide tests. Data collected 
and summarized from these trials can be obtained directly 
from the NTEP website (www.ntep.org). We also will 
provide printed copies of reports on request. 

NTEP Data Presentation
 NTEP information includes data collected 
on many descriptive and performance characteristics. 
Descriptive characteristics describe the entries tested, 
i.e., genetic color, leaf texture, and density characterize a 
grass’ appearance. Performance characteristics document 
the response to various stresses, such as disease, cold, and 
drought. For instance, the percent ground cover rating, 
although not necessarily affected by a single stress, reflects 
the grass’ ability to withstand and/or recover from a stress 
or a series of stresses.  
 The most widely used data in NTEP reports 
are the turfgrass quality (TQ) ratings. Quality ratings are 
collected monthly during the growing season using a 1-9 
scale with 9=ideal turf. Turfgrass quality ratings are collected 
by evaluators considering all the factors that make good turf, 
i.e., good green color, density, adequate ground cover, freedom 
from disease, and other stresses, etc. Quality ratings show a lot 
about the grasses, that is why they are so important.  
 NTEP turfgrass quality tables focus on grouping 
by region or management level. In addition, we have 
the data from each state available on our website. 

The surge in golf course renovation and new construction is creating a demand for top performing grasses for greens, tees, fairways, and roughs. Photo by 
Steve Trusty
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Hopefully, this makes the data more useful to growers 
within their geographical region or under their specific 
management level. NTEP recommends that growers first 
review data collected in their state or region, also under the 
management regime most suited to their needs. To find data 
for a specific state, go to www.ntep.org/states/states.htm.

NTEP Implemented Improved Data 
Reporting Procedure 
 NTEP is committed to improving its data collection, 
analysis, and reporting. To that end, NTEP spent ten years 
researching new statistical methods and has implemented a 
new reporting procedure, the ’Location Performance Index’ 
or ‘LPI,’ on its trials. The LPI is based on ‘AMMI,’ a more 
complete, accurate statistical analysis program for predicting 
cultivar performance across many locations. 
 The LPI is only used on turfgrass quality data, 
but in reading the turfgrass quality tables, you will notice 
that locations may not be grouped by any apparent 
geographical orientation. For instance, in the 2012 data 
from our 2011 Kentucky bluegrass trial, ‘LPI Group 1' 
included Amherst, MA, W. Lafayette, IN, Urbana, IL, St. 
Paul, MN, Manhattan, KS, and Pullman, WA. It seems that 
these locations have nothing in common, geographically 
or climatically. However, what they do have in common 
is a very important similar ‘interaction pattern,’ i.e., the 
varieties performed in a similar manner, relative to each 
other, at each of these locations in that year. For that reason 
and most appropriately, the LPI groups them together for 
analysis. And that ‘interaction pattern’ can, and very often 
will, vary from year to year. Therefore, investigate the LPI 
Group data containing locations that are closest to you, or 
your market. 
 The LPI is used on new trials as they initiated. Go 
to the NTEP website, www.ntep.org, to read more about 
the LPI and the reasons for utilizing this new procedure. 

Focus On Specific Traits 
 NTEP is designing its trial programs such that 
more data on specific traits are collected. For instance, 
standard trial locations, conducted at university sites using 
prescribed management schemes, collect traditional data, 
such as turfgrass quality, color, density, any diseases present, 
etc. NTEP also sponsors ancillary trial locations that collect 
data on specific traits, such as shade tolerance, traffic 
tolerance, and sod strength. These ancillary trials must often 
be conducted in unique locations (i.e., under shade trees) 
or using specialized equipment (i.e., a traffic simulator). 
Because ancillary trials are applying unique stress to the 
entries, the data from these locations are often summarized 
and reported in separate tables.  
 NTEP will continue sponsoring ancillary trials in 
the future and is in fact, co-sponsoring with USGA, trials 
evaluating cool-season and warm-season grasses for drought 
resistance and water use. The cool-season water use trial was 
established in fall 2016 and completed in 2020 with a new 

cool-season trial planned for establishment in 2022. The 
warm-season version of this trial was established in summer 
2018, with second-year data from warm-season grasses 
being included in this report. In addition, NTEP sponsored 
a low input trial for cool-season grasses and mixtures in fall 
2015, while also establishing a warm-season low input trial 
in summer 2018. It is our hope that this type of data will 
provide much needed information to consumers on these 
important traits. 

Update On Cultivars  
 With Covid-19 restrictions subsiding in most 
locations, NTEP data collection was back to a normal 
level in 2021. The following is an overview of the latest 
information on commercially available and experimental 
cultivars.

Kentucky Bluegrass 
Our latest trial of Kentucky bluegrass was 

established in 2017, with this article reporting on fourth 
year data (2021). Typically, first year data strongly reflects 
rate of establishment, as well as the performance without 
significant thatch development. Second-year data is the 
first indication of longer-term performance. Year three data 
and beyond, particularly from Kentucky bluegrass often 
contains responses to stresses such as disease, shade, and/or 
drought. In addition, significant thatch may have developed 
in Kentucky bluegrass by year four, which can affect drought 
tolerance, encourage disease development, and contribute to 
other problems. In this summary, we look at locations in the 
different regions and identify top performers.  
 It was surprising that 2021 data yielded small or no 
statistical significance among entries at sites such as Knoxville, 
TN, Ames, IA, Stillwater, OK, and Logan, UT. Sites that did 
produce good statistical differences and separation among 
entries can be divided into Midwest/North Central U.S. or 
Mid-Atlantic/Transition Zone regions.  
 Midwest/North Central locations West Lafayette, 
IN, and Mead, NE, had Barserati as the top entry, while 
it also finished as a top five entry at East Lansing, MI. 
Bombay was the top entry at East Lansing while also 
finishing in the top statistical group at West Lafayette, 
Mead, and St. Paul, MN. Other entries finishing in the 
top statistical group at three or four of these sites include 
Electric, Skye, Cloud, and Syrah. 
 Locations in the Mid-Atlantic and Transition 
Zone with excellent statistical separation include 
College Park, MD, Blacksburg, VA, North Brunswick, 
NJ, Adelphia, NJ, and Raleigh, NC. The only entries 
finishing in the top statistical group at all five locations 

COOL-SEASON
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were Barserati and J-1138. Other entries performing well 
and finishing in the top statistical group at most of these 
locations include Starr, Cloud, and Midnight. 
 As with past trials, the 2017 Kentucky bluegrass 
trial consists of several ancillary locations testing for 
tolerance to various stresses. Shade tolerance was evaluated 
at Ames, IA, in 2018-2020 and again in 2021, no statistical 
differences were noted among entries. Billbug tolerance 
was another ancillary trial evaluated in 2021. Although 
differences were noted in billbug damage, no statistical 
differences were detected among the entries. 
 Traffic tolerance was evaluated at North 
Brunswick, NJ, and Amherst, MA, in 2021. At Amherst, 
DLFPS-340/3556, BAR PP 7309V, and Finish Line were 
the top entries for wear tolerance and overall quality. The 
North Brunswick, NJ, site evaluated traffic tolerance in 
spring, summer, and fall 2021. Consistent top performance 
in each season at North Brunswick was delivered by 
Barvette HGT®️, PST-K15-172, DLFPS-340/3550, 
DLFPS-340/3552, PPG-KB 1131, and BAR PP 7309V. 
 Data on various diseases such as summer patch 
(Magnaporthe poae), dollar spot (Clarireedia spp.), and stem 
rust (Puccinia graminis) were reported in 2021. Summer 
patch, one of the most devastating diseases on Kentucky 
bluegrass, was seen, and data collected, at Raleigh, NC, 
with Barserati, Barvette HGT, DLFPS-340/3550, 
PPG-KB 1304, and A06-8 finishing with high tolerance 
on at least one rating date. Dollar spot ratings collected 
at West Lafayette, IN, identified DLFPS-340/3550, 
DLFPS-340/3438, Dublin, and After Midnight with 
no dollar spot damage. Stem rust ratings, also from West 
Lafayette, showed Barserati, A13-1, and RAD-1776 with 
the least disease damage.

Tall Fescue    
 Third year data from our latest tall fescue trial, 
established in fall 2018, is now available. This new trial contains 
132 entries, of which almost all are experimental. Year one data 
typically reflects establishment rate, with year two data and 
beyond being a better reflection of future performance. 
 Turfgrass quality ratings from 2021 can be 
considered from four broad U.S. geographical regions – 
northeastern, southeastern, midwestern and western. In 
eight northeast U.S. locations (including Canada), entries 
such as AH2, TD2, PPG-TF-262, Raptor LS, and AH1 
performed well and produced statistically significant turf 
quality ratings. In the southeast, performance varied over 
the four sites (Griffin, GA, Knoxville, TN, Mississippi 
State, MS, and Raleigh, NC), but the Raleigh and 
Mississippi State locations showed the most statistical 
significance. DLFPS-321/3705, Firenza II, and RH1 
scored the highest for turf quality at Raleigh, while PST-
5GLBS and Titan GLX were the best at Mississippi State 
in 2021.    
 Small statistical differences among entries were 
noted in the seven Midwest U.S. locations that submitted 
data, i.e., 40-60 percent of entries finished in the top 
turf quality group at any one location. Greater statistical 
significance was seen at two western U.S. locations – 
Corvallis, OR and Logan, UT. Entries such as RHL2, 
AH1, AH2, and Raptor LS performed well at both 
Corvallis and Logan. 
 Tolerance to stresses such as traffic, shade, drought, 
and brown patch are being evaluated throughout the 
trial period. Shade data collected at Ames, IA, yielded no 
statistical separation again in 2021. Similarly, data collected 
in 2021 from a low mowing height trial (1.5 in/3.81 cm) at 
Blacksburg, VA, and drought data collected at Logan, UT, 
resulted in small or no statistical significance.  

NTEP trials of specific grass species, like this Kentucky bluegrass trial 
in Michigan, gather data on descriptive and performance characteristics. 
Photo by Geoff Rinehart 

Grass Species trials, such as this Tall fescue trial in Griffin, GA, shown in 
July of 2021, examine cultivar characteristics. 
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 Some of these studies initiate after full 
establishment, and the second year of data was initiated 
in 2021. Traffic applied at Amherst, MA, yielded good 
statistical separation with AH1, BY-TF-169, and Bandit 
with the highest wear tolerance ratings, but not necessarily 
top turfgrass quality ratings. At Amherst, Dragster 
finished with the highest turfgrass quality mean, while still 
finishing in the top statistical group for wear tolerance. 
Intensive traffic was applied on the tall fescue trial at North 
Brunswick, NJ, during spring, summer, and fall 2021. Large 
differences in uniformity, ground cover, and canopy fullness 
were noted, although statistical differences among entries 
for turf quality were small or non-existent.   
 Brown patch (Rhizoctonia solani) is typically the 
most prevalent disease on tall fescue, and as is typical, 
several locations noted and rated the disease in 2021. Year 
three data yielded more statistical significance for brown 
patch than year one. Some of the highest-ranking entries 
for brown patch in 2021 include TD2, DLFPS-321/3701, 
DLFPS-321/3705, and PPG-TF 312.

Perennial Ryegrass 
 Perennial ryegrasses are occasionally used in 
sod mixtures because of positive attributes such as fast 
germination, better establishment under low and high 
temperatures, and traffic tolerance. A new trial of perennial 
ryegrass, established in 2016, consists of 114 entries, most 
being new experimentals. The fifth and final year data from 
this trial (2021) is now available on our website. 
 Eleven locations submitted data in 2021, with 
entries including Apple 3GL, Pharaoh, and 02BS2 that 
finished the year in the top statistical group at several 
locations. Drought tolerance was tested for the final time 
at Logan, UT, alongside a standard irrigation trial regime. 
As in previous years, statistical differences were not large 
among entries, but Slugger 3GL, Mystique, Paradox 
GLR, and Slider LS were the highest rated entries in the 
drought tolerance evaluation. Entries performing in the top 
statistical group under both normal irrigation and drought 
included NP-2, PPG-PR 370, and Slugger 3GL.  
 Traffic tolerance was tested again at two locations, 
Amherst, MA, and Corvallis, OR, in 2021, with each site 
using different methodology. Even though several entries 
performed well in only one of the two sites, there are several 
that performed well at these two diverse sites, 3,000 miles 
(4,828.032 kilometers) apart. Entries 02BS2, SR4700, 
Furlong, Apple 3GL, Stellar 3GL, and Stellar 4GL, among 
several others, finished at the top of quality rating averages at 
Amherst, while also finishing in the top group at Corvallis. 
 Diseases and other pests were rated on these trials 
in 2021. Data from red thread (Laetisaria fuciformis) and 
brown patch, collected at Columbia, MO, showed small 
statistical differences among entries. Crown rust (Puccinia 
coronata), seen at the St. Paul, MN, site in 2021, delivered 
much larger statistical significances with Gator Fore, 

Furlong, and Stellar 4GL with the highest ratings (7.7), 
where the damage ratings ranged as low as 1.7 (LSD=1.6). 
Finally, percent Poa annua infestation was evaluated at 
Adelphia, NJ, with entries such as DLFPS-236/3546, 
Furlong, Mystique, and Stellar 4GL, among a few others, 
with zero Poa annua in their plots. 
Fineleaf Fescues 

 The term “fineleaf fescue” includes several species. 
Strong creeping red fescue (Festuca rubra spp. rubra) and 
slender creeping red fescue (Festuca rubra var. littoralis) 
possess rhizomes and therefore add knitting ability to a sod 
mixture. Chewings fescue (Festuca rubra ssp. fallax) has a 
bunch-type growth habit and traditionally better disease 
resistance than the creeping red-types. Hard fescues (Festuca 
brevipila) are also bunch-type grasses but have generally 
better drought tolerance than Chewings or creeping types. 
Sheep fescue (Festuca ovina L. ssp. hirtula) is best suited for 
low maintenance sites because of its unique, swirly, growth 
habit from within the crown of the plant.  
 A new fineleaf fescue trial was established in 2020 
consisting of forty-three (43) total entries, broken down 
into hard fescue (11), strong creeping red fescue (14), 
slender creeping red fescue (2), chewings fescue (13) and 
sheep fescue (3). The trial was planted at fourteen standard 
trial locations and ten ancillary trial locations.  
 Data from 2021 is analyzed and sorted based on 
groups of species that performed well at selected locations. 
Multiple year analysis will be needed to evaluate long-term 
performance. Seven LPI groups were identified in this year 
one data, which typically reflects establishment rate and 
performance before thatch develops.  
 LPI group 1 top performers are primarily hard 
fescues, including PPG-FL 128, DLFPS-FL-3104, and 
PVF-PDB-2020. However, several other LPI groups 
showed Chewings or strong creeping red fescues as top 

NTEP ancillary trials collect data on specific traits and often require 
specialized equipment or unique locations, such as under shade trees for 
this fine fescue shade trail in Newark, DE.
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performers. For instance, LPI group 2, (New Jersey and 
Michigan locations), and LPI group 4 (Indiana and 
Washington locations) had Chewings fescues PPG-
FRC 127, PPG-FRC 130, and DLFPS-FRC-3105 
in the top spots. And both LPI groups 5 and 6 showed 
strong creeping red fescues STB1 and 5Z2 as the highest 
turf quality performers, followed by several other strong 
creepers and Chewings fescues.  
 Several ancillary trial locations were initiated with 
data collected from some of these sites in 2021. The Fort 
Collins, CO, location was managed with saline irrigation, 
but few statistical differences were noted. Trials were 
planted under tree shade in Newark, DE, and Ames, IA, but 
statistical significance among entries was negligible. Data 
collected in future years will hopefully separate these entries. 
 Fairway mowing tolerance of entries in this 
trial was evaluated at St. Paul, MN. Chewings fescues 
PPG-FRC 127, BAR FRC 130, Brittany 2, and NAI-
CHU1, along with Sword II (hard fescue) were the best 
performers. And under simulated traffic at Amherst, MA, 
both Chewings fescues (PPG-FRC 127, PPG-FRC-130, 
and Brittany 2), and hard fescues (Gladiator, DLFPS-
FL-3104, and PPG-FL 128, among others) finished in the 
top statistical group. 
 Two important diseases were evaluated in 2021. 
Leaf spot damage (various species) was significant at 
New Brunswick, NJ, with hard fescues PVF-PDB-2020, 
DLFPS-FL-3104, and DA5-RHF, strong creeping red 
fescue PPG-FRR-134, and Chewings fescue DLFPS-
FRC-3105 performing best. Pythium blight (Pythium spp.) 
developed during establishment at Kennett Square, PA, and 
hard fescues Tenacious and PPG-FL 128 had the lowest 
infection rate (1.0 percent).

Bentgrass 
 New trials of bentgrass were established in fall 
2020 with the first data released in spring 2022. Two 
species are included in these trials: creeping (Agrostis 
stolonifera) and colonial (Agrostis tenius). The first-year 
summary is now available on our website and is the basis 
for the bentgrass discussion that follows.

Putting Green Trial 
 This trial, containing twenty creeping bentgrasses, 
was established at nine standard trial locations and ten 
ancillary trial locations. Turfgrass quality ratings collected 
throughout year one of the trial have revealed several new 
cultivars that can exceed the quality delivered by previous 
top performers such as Declaration and Penn A-1. In 
two LPI groups, encompassing data from ten locations, 
statistical significance was not large, but Piranha, PST-
0HR, 007XL, and Oakley finished with high turfgrass 
quality ratings. 

 Ancillary trials of reduced fungicides, traffic, and 
golf course use were conducted at a limited number of sites. 
PST-0HR was statistically superior to all other entries in 
traffic evaluations conducted at Amherst, MA, in 2021. The 
West Lafayette, IN, site managed their trial by reducing 
fungicide use, resulting in LNS 19, DLFPS-AP-3084, 
Piper, 007XL, Oakley, PVF-PV-1, and PST-0DSF 
landing in the top statistical turf quality group. 
 This trial was also evaluated ‘on-site’ at four golf 
courses, Olympia Fields Country Club in Olympia Fields, 
IL, Shadow Glen Golf Club in Olathe, KS, Karsten 
Creek Country Club in Stillwater, OK, and Tokatee Golf 
Club in McKenzie Bridge, OR. No single entry was a top 
performer at all four of these diverse locations. The top 
turfgrass quality performers at Olympia Fields include 
LNS 19 and PVF-PV-2, while Barracuda and Oakley 
were the highest scoring entries at Shadow Glen G. C. 
Top finishers in 2022 at Karsten Creek were PS-T0HR 
and PSU-CBG3, and at Tokatee Golf Club, Piranha, 
Penncross, and Piper were top performers. 
 Disease ratings were collected at several locations 
in year one, but only small statistical differences were noted. 
Therefore, it seems that much of the statistical significance 
is a result of density improvements. Piper, PST-0HR, 
and PSU-CBG1 demonstrated increased summer and fall 
density in 2022, especially compared to Piranha, a previous 
highly rated cultivar for density. 

Fairway/Tee Trial 
 The 2020 trial provides data on new experimental 
entries that may become commercialized in the future. 
This latest trial consists of eighteen creeping entries and 
one colonial bentgrass entry, planted at eight standard trial 
locations and seven ancillary trial locations.  
 Turfgrass quality analyzed was divided into two 
LPI groups, with only small statistical separation among 
entries. Several new entries delivered promising results, 
however, Penncross, the well-established standard finished 
as a top for turfgrass quality at two locations, possibly due 
to superior seedling establishment. Density ratings had an 
impact on quality scores as Piper and PST-0MRN were 
top statistical group entries in both spring and fall ratings.  
 Disease resistance is an important feature of any 
fairway or tee bentgrass and is a major need for golf course 
superintendents. Brown patch and dollar spot were major 
diseases noted over the trial period. Brown patch data 
collected at two locations showed the creeping bentgrass 
entries with the best tolerance overall, as entries such as 
PST-0MRN, PVF-PV-2, and PVF-PV-1 exhibited very 
little disease. Dollar spot rated at four locations showed 
the colonial bentgrass Musket at the top (7.2, scale is 1-9, 
9=no disease. LSD=0.7). Also in that top statistical group 
for dollar spot is the creeping bentgrass Spectrum (6.8). 
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Low Input Cool-Season 
 In 2015, NTEP established its first management-
based trial, with seventeen locations that manage under ‘low 
input.’ The first trial of this type includes cool-season grass 
cultivars, experimentals, blends, and mixtures of grasses and 
other species. Thirty-two entries were submitted by sponsors, 
including single cultivars and blends of Kentucky bluegrass, 
fine fescue, tall fescue, and perennial ryegrass; mixtures of 
several grass species, with some including strawberry, white, 
or Microclover® (Trifolium spp.); and even a western yarrow 
entry (Achillea millefolium L.).  
 Management is minimal for the five-year 
trial, with no fertilizer applications or irrigation after 
establishment, no pest control at any time during the trial, 
and mowing at 3-3.5 in. (7.62-8.89 cm) on the thirteen 
standard trial sites. Three ancillary trial sites evaluate the 
effect of one annual grass pre-emergence application 
(spring 2016) only, then following standard trial protocols 
for the remaining four years of the trial. One additional 
trial location (West Lafayette, IN) made an additional 
fertilizer application on one half of each plot for 2016 
and 2017 only, to evaluate the effect of the small increase 
of fertilizer on performance and survival. Overall, these 
locations are maintained very minimally, which is of 
interest to an increasing number of our customers. 
 The entries in this low input trial, with no 
annual grass or broadleaf weed control, need excellent 
establishment, and then good ground cover to resist weed 
invasion and deliver good quality. With many different 
species, mixtures with clovers and even non-grasses 

(western yarrow), turfgrass quality ratings are more difficult 
to assess, sometimes leading to less significance among 
entries. And considering the trial length, entry performance 
in a low input trial was expected to decline over time. 
         With five years of data and the trial complete, analysis 
of the results and trends is needed. With various mixtures 
of species, including clovers, it is difficult to identify any 
single species, blend, or mixture that provided superior 
performance under the low input regime. Obviously, 
establishment rate was important in the first year as each 
entry competed with weeds for cover. Therefore, entries 
with a significant percentage of tall fescue or fine fescue 
such as DLFPS TFAStC, DLFPS TFAM, Vitality Low, 
CS Mix, and CRS Mix #3 performed well in year one. Year 
two (2017) finished with mixtures with high percentages of 
either tall fescue or hard fescue as top performers in many 
locations. The exception to that was in West Lafayette, IN, 
St. Paul, MN, and Logan, UT, where Yaak western yarrow 
was very good.  
 Data from 2018 was similar to 2017 as tall fescue 
or hard fescue dominate mixes were very good, along with 
Yaak in cooler, less humid sites in the Midwest or Pacific 
Northwest. In addition, in 2018, DLFPS TF AStC a 97 
percent tall fescue, 3 percent strawberry clover mixture 
performed well. 2019 delivered similar results except for 
ratings being so low in sites such as Kennett Square, PA, 
and Lincoln, NE, that no entry reached the acceptable 
quality level threshold. 
 The final year of data, 2020, saw mixtures 
containing the three percent of less aggressive clovers 
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(Microclover or strawberry clover) with some of the most 
consistent performance, either mixed with improved tall 
fescue cultivars (DLFPS TFAM or DLFPS TFAStC), 
or chewings and strong creeping red fescue (DLFPS 
ChCrM). Possibly, the clovers’ nitrogen-fixing ability 
added density and survivability to the turf stands. The tall 
fescue blend DLFPS TF-A and hard fescue MNHD-15 
were also consistently good in 2020, along with Vitality 
Double, a 90 percent tall fescue/10 percent Ky. bluegrass 
mixture, and Vitality Low Maintenance Mixture. 
 Yaak, the western yarrow entry that is interesting 
as it is not a grass, nor a legume, was initially a good 
performer, but has declined the last three years. Yaak was 
still a top entry at Logan, UT, and performed reasonably 
well at Mead, NE, W. Lafayette, IN, St. Paul, MN, and 
Raleigh, NC. Yaak’s performance at Blacksburg, VA, and 
Corvallis, OR, has declined however since 2019. Yaak 
performance may have suffered from the fact that it is a 
‘non-traditional’ lawn species and therefore its appearance 
is quite different from grasses, which may hurt its quality 
ratings. Therefore, Yaak may still have a place as a lawn 
species or ground cover where low maintenance and native 
plants are requested. 
 Percent living ground cover ratings, averaged 
over the five years by season showed interestingly, Yaak 
with the highest spring and summer cover percentage, tied 
with Southern Mixture (70 percent tall fescue, 10 percent 
Kentucky bluegrass, 10 percent perennial ryegrass and 10 
percent chewings fescue) in spring ratings and just above Ky-
31 E+ tall fescue in summer ratings. Fall ground cover ratings 
had several tall fescue mixtures, led by DLFPS-TFAM at 
the top. Ground cover under low input is an important factor 
in weed suppression and overall quality. Percent weed cover 
ratings in the different seasons also reflected those high 
ground cover ratings as several tall fescue dominated mixtures 
also contained the lowest weed percentages.  
 Overall, the five-year trial yielded some interesting 
results, both consistent with past research and in some 
cases, surprising and promising. For instance, two mixtures 
with small percentages of clover, DLFPS TFAStC 
(97 percent tall fescue, 3 percent strawberry clover) 
and DLFPS TFAM (97 percent tall fescue, 3 percent 
Microclover) finished in the top 25 percent of turfgrass 
quality ratings at 75 and 50 percent of all locations, 
respectively. It is presumed that the nitrogen-fixing 
capability of the clover provides much needed nutrients to 
the turf. Not surprisingly, tall fescue entries such as Vitality 
Double, a 90/10 tall fescue/Kentucky bluegrass mixture 
performed well overall (finished in top 25 percent of entries 
in 58.3 percent of all locations), along with Bullseye tall 
fescue, a standard entry in the trial (top 25 percent of all 
entries at 50 percent of all locations). And a hard fescue, 
Chewings fescue mixture, Vitality Low also finished in the 
top 25 percent of all entries at 50 percent of all locations. 

Cool-Season Water Use 
 With the need to reduce turfgrass water use, the 
United States Golf Association (USGA) is partnering with 
NTEP to evaluate both cool- and warm-season grasses for 
water efficiency and performance under lower water use. 
The USGA has paid to install rain exclusion shelters at ten 
sites, five in the northern or transition zones (to evaluate 
cool-season grasses) and five shelters in the southern U.S. 
to evaluate warm-season grass water use and drought 
tolerance. Within these shelters, cooperators restrict 
irrigation for a period of 100 days on cool-season grasses, 
or 120-150 days for warm-season grasses. These ‘drought 
seasons’ under the shelters are part of Approach 1, which is a 
measurement of the amount of water needed to maintain a 
prescribed level of green during that period.  
 Ten trial locations in the drier western U.S. 
states (five each for cool-season and warm-season 
grasses) manage under Approach 2, which utilizes three 
evapotranspiration replacement rates (ETo). In Approach 
2 locations, researchers replace either 40, 60 or 80 percent 
of ETo (as determined by local weather station data) for 
cool-season grasses, or 30, 45, or 60 percent ETo for warm-
season grasses. This scenario is more typical of irrigation 
patterns in the western U.S. with 25 inches (63.5 cm) or 
less of annual rainfall. Approach 2 data indicates the reduced 
irrigation level each entry will survive, and at what level 
each entry will deliver acceptable turfgrass quality. 
 Therefore, the two approaches address the needs 
across the U.S., from the humid, eastern U.S. with 30-plus 
inches (76.2 cm) of annual rainfall but with occasional 

NTEP’s first management-based trial on low input started in 2015. This 
cool-season grass low input trial in Michigan is shown in June of 2020. 
Photo by Geoff Rinehart
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prolonged drought periods, to the arid western U.S. where 
annual summer drought periods are expected.  
 The warm-season version of this trial was 
established at ten locations in summer 2018. The cool-
season version of this trial was established in fall 2016 
or spring 2017 at ten total sites, five under rain exclusion 
shelters in the eastern U.S. (Approach 1) and five in western 
U.S. field sites (Approach 2). The cool-season version 
includes fifteen Kentucky bluegrasses, nineteen tall fescues, 
and one perennial ryegrass (as a control entry). 
 The first data from the cool-season trial was 
collected in 2017 at six of the ten locations. Four 
Approach 1 (shelter) locations collected data during a 
100-day induced drought period, and in some cases, large 
differences were noted in the amount of water used by 
entries, however very small statistical differences were 
noted among entries. For 2018, we changed the re-
watering procedure threshold to 65 percent green cover, 
as well as expanded our statistical analysis for all sites to 
include separate Kentucky bluegrass and tall fescue tables. 
In 2018, all Approach 1 locations noted large differences in 
water needed to maintain 65 percent green cover. 
 Four locations that were unable to collect three 
years of data by 2019, concluded their data collection in 
2020. The Fayetteville, AR site’s (Approach 1) seasonal 
water needed ranged from 34.0 mm to 80.7 mm in 2020. 
No statistical differences were noted among water needed 
when comparing all Kentucky bluegrass and tall fescue 
entries. However, there was some statistical significance 
among tall fescues when compared only to other tall 
fescue entries. Nonet (38 mm), MRSL TF15 (47 mm), 
BarRobusto (51 mm), Stetson II (51 mm) and Titanium 
2 LS (51 mm) used the least water of the tall fescue group. 
 Various factors resulted in limited data collection 
in 2019 at the Amherst, MA, site (Approach 1), therefore 
they collected 2020 data using two distinct dry-down 
‘seasons.’ The first dry-down season of 2020 showed 
excellent entry differences under the rainout shelter with 
NAI-13-14 and PST-K11-118 Kentucky bluegrass 
requiring the least water to maintain green cover (8.7 mm). 
Other bluegrasses such as Everest, Babe, Midnight, and 
NAI-13-132 also finished in the top statistical group, 
surprisingly ahead of every tall fescue entry. The second 
dry-down season delivered very similar water use numbers, 
but with much less statistical significance. NAI-13-14, 
PST-K11-118, Babe, and Everest needed the least water 
again in ‘dry down Season 2’ but with several tall fescues 
performing equally well. 
 Two sites, Logan, UT, and Fort Collins, CO, 
collected 2020 data under the Approach 2 regime. In 
2018 and 2019, no Kentucky bluegrass season average 
reached the acceptable lawn quality level at any ETo level 
in Logan, with many falling below even the minimally 
acceptable quality score for low maintenance (5.0). This 
trend continued in 2020, except a few bluegrass entries 
did finish with turf quality averages of at least 5.0. Under 

the 40 percent ETo regime, Dauntless, NAI-13-14, and 
PST-K13-137 finished at 5.0 or 5.1 in turf quality. Under 
the 60 percent ETo level, those same entries were at or 
above 5.0, also with PST-K13-141 and PST-K11-118 
(6.0). At 80 percent ETo, only PST-K13-141, Dauntless, 
and NAI-13-14 finished above 5.0. 
 Tall fescues again performed better overall than 
Kentucky bluegrass at Logan as several entries maintained 
lawn turfgrass acceptable quality (6.0+) under 40 percent 
ETo. Tall fescue entries Kingdom, Thor, and PST-5SDS 
finished with the highest turfgrass quality under the 40 
percent ETo replacement with season average turfgrass 
quality scores of 6.6, 6.5 and 6.4, respectively. Also 
noteworthy is that the turf quality scores of those three tall 
fescue entries did not fall below acceptable (6.0) for any of 
the last eight weeks of the drought ‘season.’  
 The story with the 2020 Fort Collins, CO, data 
was 1) statistical significance was very small, and 2) 
no entries delivered acceptable turfgrass quality scores 
(6.0 or above), even under the optimum 80 percent ETo 
replacement level. All entries struggled under 40 percent 
ETo replacement as tall fescues DLFPS 321/3677 and 
PST-5SDS had the highest average turf quality at 4.3. 
The 60 percent ETo level did deliver one tall fescue entry 
(Thunderstruck) with a minimally acceptable average 
score of 5.0. Several tall fescues, but no Kentucky bluegrass, 
finished with a minimally acceptable average quality under 
80 percent ETo replacement. The best tall fescues under 
this level were PST-5SDS (5.5), DLFPS 321/3679 (5.4), 
Kingdom (5.4), and Thor (5.4).  
 Data collection is complete with this trial and 
all data is available on our website. A new cool-season 
trial, focusing on grasses for fairway turf, mainly bentgrass 
and fineleaf fescue, will be co-funded with USGA and 
established in fall 2022.

Other Species 
 Other cool-season species, such as prairie junegrass 
(Koeleria spp.), tufted hairgrass (Deschampsia cespitosa), 
rough bluegrass (Poa trivialis), supina bluegrass (Poa 
supina), and annual bluegrass (Poa annua) are potential sod 
products, although limited in their utility and geographical 
area of adaptation. 
 Native species, such as junegrass and tufted 
hairgrass, under low maintenance can form a dense sward 
with an appearance somewhat like perennial ryegrass or 
Kentucky bluegrass. One tufted hairgrass cultivar has been 
tested by NTEP (1998 NTEP Fineleaf Fescue trial). The 
other bluegrass species, rough, annual and supina, are still 
very much under development without a lot known about 
their performance characteristics and production needs. 
Other native species, such as inland saltgrass (Distichlis 
spicata) and poverty grass (Danthonia spicata), have special 
traits such as salt tolerance (inland saltgrass) or tolerance to 
infertile soils (poverty grass), but are probably several years 
away from commercialization.
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 Last year’s article reported on first year data 
(2020) from our new warm-season trials: bermudagrass, 
zoysiagrass, and warm-season putting green, all established 
in 2019. Second year data, collected in 2021, is discussed in 
this article and is now available online. 

Bermudagrass 
 The 2019 bermuda NTEP trial contains thirteen 
(13) seeded entries and twenty-two (22) vegetative 
entries, established at twenty-one (21) locations across the 
southeast, Transition Zone, and southwest U.S. Many of 
these entries are experimental cultivars or new commercial 
cultivars. NTEP evaluates warm-season grasses by 
comparing seeded and vegetative entries, also by separately 
comparing seeded vs. seeded and vegetative vs. vegetative.  
 Turfgrass quality data from eleven standard trial 
sites were analyzed. Seeded and vegetative groups were 
compared separately as well as against each other. As in the 
past, the best vegetative entries often outperformed the best 
seeded entries in 2021 turfgrass quality data. 

 At six Transition Zone trial locations, 
experimental vegetative entries FB 1628 and MSB-1042, 
joined by commercial entries Tahoma 31, Latitude 36, 
and TifTuf TM were consistently good to excellent top 
performers. At five sites in the southeastern U.S., FB 1628 
and MSB 1050 were top experimentals, but commercially 
available entries TifTuf, Tahoma 31, and Latitude 36 also 
performed well. More data will be needed, but it seems 
that renovating a fairway or athletic field by replacing these 
existing commercial cultivars with new experimentals may 
be a difficult decision. 

 Ancillary trial testing started in 2020 with 2021 
delivering some interesting data. Drought tolerance is 
being evaluated at both College Station, TX, and Riverside, 
CA. These two sites utilize different methods to impose 
drought, with College Station eliminating irrigation for a 
block of time (‘acute’ tolerance) and Riverside managing 
using a reduced ETo replacement (‘chronic’ tolerance). 
Large statistical difference was noted among entries at 
Riverside in 2020, and again in 2021, with only TifTuf 
in the top turf quality statistical group. TifTuf, as well 
as FB 1628, had the best recovery from drought in 2021 
at Riverside. Like 2020, fewer statistical differences were 
noted in 2021 data from College Station. FB 1628, JSC 
77V, and TifTuf finished with the highest quality ratings. 
In addition, drought dormancy differences were noted 
among entries, even though statistical differences were 
again small. 
 Traffic tolerance was collected at Raleigh, NC, and 
Knoxville, TN. Small statistical differences were noted at 
Knoxville, but the Raleigh site saw more entry separation. 
The best ground cover at the end of the eight-week fall 
traffic season was delivered by TifTuf, MSB-1075, SB-
1017, and JSC 77V.  
 Other ancillary trials include salinity tolerance, 
shade tolerance, spring dead spot (Ophiosphaerella spp.) 
tolerance, and divot recovery. In 2021, like 2020, no 
statistical differences emerged from the Las Cruces, NM, 
salinity tolerance evaluations. Spring dead spot ratings 
collected at West Lafayette, IN, did show statistical 
differences as Astro, Tahoma 31, and JSC 77V showed the 
least disease. Year two shade evaluations at College Station, 
TX, delivered overall low-quality ratings (TQ range = 4.6 – 
1.9). However, several entries including Tahoma 31, MSB-
1017, and JSC 77V exhibited better tolerance of shade 
than about one-third of the entries.  
 Divot recovery was rated again at Stillwater, OK, 
in 2021. Divots cut in early July were measured regularly 
throughout the next four weeks to assess speed of fill-in and 
recovery. Recovery averaged over six ratings varied from 82.9 
percent - 66.9 percent (LSD = 6.9). Several seeded entries 
including OKS2015-7 (82.9 percent), JSC 2013-10S (81.7 
percent), JSC 2013-5S (81.6 percent), Tahoma 31 (81.4 
percent), Riviera (81.3 percent), and FB 1630 (81.2 percent) 
demonstrated the fastest recovery from divot injury.

Zoysiagrass 
 Meyer zoysiagrass was released in the early 1950s 
and has been a standard in the industry ever since. Meyer 
is known for its medium leaf texture (for a Zoysia japonica 
type) and excellent winter hardiness. Zeon is a Zoysia 
matrella type that is finer textured that Meyer. Zeon is a 
standard for use on golf course fairways and tees because it 
can develop a dense turfgrass at mowing heights of 0.5 in. 
(1.27 cm) or lower. Both grasses are included in this trial as 
standard entries.  

WARM-SEASON

The NTEP Bermudagrass trails that began in 2019 include 21 locations 
spread across the Southeast, Transition Zone, and Southwest U.S.
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 Our latest zoysiagrass trial, established at nineteen 
locations in 2019, consists of thirty-nine (39) vegetative 
entries, almost all experimental. These new entries are 
demonstrating how far zoysiagrass breeding and development 
has advanced in the last few years. At least some of these 
new experimentals are destined for commercialization within 
the next few years, which is exciting news for the future of 
zoysiagrass use and adaptation. 
 Turfgrass quality ratings collected in 2021 reflected 
a full year of performance after establishment. Data from 
Southeast U.S. locations, including Griffin, GA, Fayetteville, 
AR, and Auburn, AL, showed many promising experimental 
zoysias. Entries, such as FZ 1727, FZ 1723, FZ 1722, and 
FAES 1319 were good performers at these sites.  
 Florida locations, which represent a huge potential 
market for zoysia, delivered data that included many new 
top-performing entries as well. Excellent grasses at Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL, include FAES 1319, 16-TZ-12783, FZ 
1440, FZ 1727, and FZ 1732. The Gainesville, FL, site 
entries that performed well were FZ 1732, DALZ 1613, 
and FZ 1722. The trial at Jay, FL, had several new entries 
with high turfgrass quality ratings but with no statistical 
significance among the entries.  
 Data from Transition Zone locations in Raleigh, 
NC, College Park, MD, West Lafayette, IN, and 
Manhattan, KS, also showed significant improvement in 
performance of new entries such as DALZ 1808, DALZ 
1707, and FAES 1319. The Columbia, MO, and Stillwater, 
OK, locations had the standard entries Emerald and 
Zeon as top performers, but add to that list newcomers 
such as DALZ 1707, DALZ 1701, and FAES 1319. Top 
performers at our only western U.S. location, Riverside, 
CA, were new names FAES 1335, DALZ 1802, and 
DALZ 1807.  
 Ancillary trials of traffic, drought, and shade 
tolerance were initiated in 2020 and continued in 2021. 
Second-year data from Raleigh, NC, again ended with 

good entry separation as DALZ 1714, FZ 1368, DALZ 
1802, and FAES 1319 finished with the highest ground 
cover scores after eight weeks of traffic. Shade tolerance 
was tested at College Station, TX, but less entry separation 
was noted as compared to 2020. FZ 1410, DALZ 1808, 
and DALZ 1311 were the highest scoring grasses under 
shade, however, more than twenty other entries fell in the 
top statistical group.  
 The Dallas, TX, site evaluated performance under 
drought (reduced irrigation) with DALZ 1601 and FAES 
1319 at the top (turfgrass quality mean = 7.9), followed by 
DALZ 1714 (TQ=7.8), DALZ 1311, and DALZ 1713 
(TQ=7.6). These entries were not only able to maintain 
quality during the induced drought, but were also some 
of the better entries to recover following re-watering. 
Interestingly, winter injury was significant at the Dallas 
site, with entries such as DALZ 1601, FAES 1319, DALZ 
1311, and DALZ 1707 at <2.0 percent kill, and Meyer at 
80 percent kill (LSD=21.9). 

Warm-Season Putting Green 
 In 2013, the U.S. Golf Association (USGA) co-
funded a trial with NTEP to identify warm-season grasses 
that can provide acceptable putting surfaces where course 
owners want to save water, and pesticide and fertilizer 
inputs. That trial included not only bermudagrass, but also 
zoysiagrass and seashore paspalum. Seashore paspalum has 
been utilized on putting greens for the last decade or so, 
but zoysiagrass has almost no history as a putting green 
surface in the U.S. (zoysia has been a mainstay of ‘summer’ 
putting greens in Japan for decades). Including three 
different species in one trial offered challenges, particularly 
in management specifics that may differ from one species 
to another. 
 The 2013 trial is complete and a new trial 
containing nineteen entries (nine bermuda, six zoysia, and 
four seashore paspalum) was established at ten locations in 
2019. Data from the second year (2021) is now available, 
with data being reported by location and not summarized 
over all locations.  
 Data from 2020 showed significant differences 
in establishment, genetic color, leaf texture, and density. 
Differences were also noted in spring greenup, fall color 
retention, and seedhead production. Entries were mostly 
well established in 2021 so data performance reflects 
putting green mowing height and maintenance. 
 Thus far, several zoysia entries have been excellent, 
outperforming many bermudagrass entries. FZ 1710, 
FZ 1717, and FZ 1714 zoysia were top performers in 
Riverside, CA, Griffin, GA, Mississippi State, MS, and 
College Station, TX. DALZ 1814 and DALZ 1815 zoysia 
were high ranking entries at Jay, FL, Mississippi State, MS, 
and College Station, TX. DALZ 1814 was also excellent at 
the Columbia, MO, location, while DALZ 1815 finished at 
the top of turf quality ratings at Las Cruces, NM. Overall, 

Species-specific trials, such as this zoysiagrass trial pictured, often show 
marked differences in performance characteristics.
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it is surprising how well these new zoysiagrasses have 
performed thus far under putting green management.  
 Bermudagrass is still the preferred putting 
green surface in warm climates. Bermuda entries that 
have performed well at two or more locations include 
OKC0920, MSB-1050, OKC0805, and Tahoma 31, a 
commercially available cultivar that has been a top entry 
under fairway or athletic field type management.  
 Ball roll distance is an important evaluation factor 
for these grasses. Establishment delayed collection of this 
data but in 2021, two locations collected ball roll data. Two 
grasses that have had the highest ball roll distance thus far 
in this trial include the bermudagrasses Mini-Verde and 
FB 1901. 
 St. Augustinegrass and seashore paspalum cultivar 
development has been fairly limited in the U.S. for a 
long while. The situation changed in the early to mid-
2000s when new plant breeders were hired at southern 
universities like Texas A&M, the University of Florida, 
and North Carolina State University. With those folks in 
place, along with established programs at the University 
of Georgia and Mississippi State University, and with 
a major federal (USDA) grant from the Specialty Crop 
Research Initiative (SCRI), an increase in breeding of 
warm-season species is occurring across the southern U.S. 
Growers and consumers are now seeing new cultivars of St. 
Augustinegrass and seashore paspalum in the marketplace. 
These new cultivars will have improved drought and salt 
tolerance, as well as other improvements. To evaluate 
some of those new experimental grasses, NTEP initiated 
new trials of St. Augustinegrass and seashore paspalum in 
summer 2016. The final year data from those trials (2021) is 
now available and is discussed below.

St. Augustinegrass 
 St. Augustinegrass is a species where several older 
cultivars are still competitive in the marketplace. Floratam, 
developed by the University of Florida and Texas A&M 
and released in 1973, Raleigh, a cold tolerant cultivar, and 
newer releases Mercedes and Palmetto still compete in the 
U.S. market. In some areas, sod producers grow and market 
their own local selections while there are still common-type 
cultivars, like Texas Common sold extensively in some 
markets. New releases such as TamStar and CitraBlue are 
making their way into the marketplace, which means more, 
and better cultivar choices will soon be available for sod 
growers and homeowners alike. 
 Our newest St. Augustinegrass trial includes three 
standard entries (Floratam, Raleigh, and Palmetto) and 
twenty-four experimental entries, planted at ten locations. 
Five trial years provide data on performance of these new 
entries, with a final summary now available. Turfgrass 
quality data from each year varied based on the region and 
LPI Group. Year one data (2017) showed several entries 
with southeast U.S. breeding origin (FSA 1601, FSA 1608, 

XSA10403, and FSA 1604) as the best performers in that 
region (LPI Group 1), with Dallas-based bred entries 
(DALSA 1502, DALSA 1618, DALSA 1501, and DALSA 
1401) as the top performers in LPI Group 2 (south-central 
U.S. locations). 2018 showed a similar trend, but CitraBlue, 
a newly released Florida cultivar moved up and joined FSA 
1601 as a top performer in the southeast U.S.  
 In 2019, our statistical analysis led to LPI Groups 
with a mixing of southeast and south-central U.S. locations, 
which meant that the Florida and Dallas bred entries 
shifted positions somewhat. Finally, in 2020, with our 
statistical analysis resulting in regionalized groups, entries 
shifted again as FSA 1613 joined DALSA 1618, DALSA 
1502, and DALSA 1501 with excellent turf quality in 
the south-central U.S. Also, DALSA 1501 moved up 
in the southeast U.S. with top performance, along with 
CitraBlue, FSA 1610, DALSA 1613, and FSA 1606.  
 Various ancillary trials demonstrated the 
improvements made in breeding. Four years of data from 
our drought tolerance ancillary trial in College Station, 
TX, showed DALSA 1618, DALSA 1501, DALSA 1502, 
DALSA 1623, and FSA 1613 with the highest overall turf 
quality. Other entries, including Palmetto, DALSA 1404, 
and UGA TX SA26 also performed well under the induced 
drought conditions.  
 At Ft. Lauderdale, FL, we maintained our 
trial using both reduced nitrogen (about one-half of 
standard recommendations), as well as standard nitrogen 
recommendations. Surprisingly, several entries, including 
CitraBlue, FSA 1606, and FSA 1610 performed equally 
well under the reduced and standard fertilizer rates. 
CitraBlue was the top statistical entry over the trial period 
under the reduced fertilizer scenario at Ft. Lauderdale. 
 Chinch bug, a common pest on St. Augustinegrass 
was evaluated at Gainesville, FL, in both the lab and in the 
field. Laboratory feeding and mortality studies indicated 
differences among some entries for chinch bug tolerance, 
but unfortunately, these results did not correlate to field 
performance, as few statistical differences were noted 
among entries. 
 Disease resistance is a very important trait for an 
improved St. Augustinegrass cultivar and these trials did 
yield some results. Brown patch is commonly seen on St. 
Augustinegrass, as it was with this trial, however statistical 
significance was negligible. Grey leaf spot (Pyricularia 
grisea), another important disease, was noted and rated 
at several locations during the trial period as CitraBlue, 
FSA 1610, XSA 11168, and DALSA 1404 demonstrated 
consistency in resistance. 
 Other notable traits evaluated include winter kill 
and fall color retention. Winter survival is important as 
St. Augustinegrass is utilized in Latitudes 32 degrees and 
above. A cold snap or prolonged lower than normal winter 
temperatures can either kill St. Augustinegrass stolons, or 
damage them and delay spring green-up. In any case, cold 
temperature tolerance is an important trait for the utility 
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of St. Augustinegrass in many locations. Winter kill was 
rated at three locations, and ratings were lowest (i.e., winter 
survival was best) for UGA/TX SA26, DALSA 1502, and 
Palmetto.  
 Fall color retention is also an important 
characteristic, particularly in southern regions where 
turfgrasses are expected to provide green turf for eight 
months or more. CitraBlue and FSA 1606 showed 
consistently good fall color, even as the temperatures 
dropped in fall. Other entries with good fall color retention 
include FSA 1605, FSA 1601, FSA 1610, and FSA 1604.

Seashore Paspalum 
 Seashore paspalum is known for its salt tolerance, 
however turf managers are now considering paspalum for 
its unique turfgrass quality as well. NTEP initiated testing 
of seashore paspalum in 2007. Eight new entries plus two 
standards are included in the current seashore paspalum 
trial, planted at eight locations in 2016.  
 Data from the five years of the trial has now been 
summarized and is available. Summarized turfgrass quality 
data from 2016-2020 showed that good progress has been 
made by breeders as several new experimental entries are 
performing well. In 2017, only UGP 73 finished in the top 
statistical turf quality category in each LPI Group. Data 
from 2018 had UGP 94, Salam, Sea Isle 1, and UGP 73 
as overall top performers. Two of the three LPI groups in 

2019 did not show large statistical significance, however we 
can note that UGA 1743, UGP 94, and UGP 73 finished 
as top performers in all groups. For 2020, at most locations 
in the final year of the trial, small or little statistical 
significance of overall turf quality ratings was noted among 
entries. SeaStar did however, finish at or near the top of 
turf quality average scores at four of the six locations. UGP 
73 was consistently good at four locations as well. The 
greatest performance difference was observed at Auburn, 
AL, with UGP 94, SeaStar, and UGA HYB2 alone in the 
top statistical group.  
 Ancillary trial locations testing winter kill and 
traffic tolerance were established and evaluated. Our 
northernmost location, Fayetteville, AR, rated winter kill 
as UGP 73 and UGA HYB2 exhibited the least kill (9.2 
and 14.2 percent respectively; range is 9.2 – 65.8 percent; 
LSD=10.4). Traffic tolerance was evaluated at College 
Station, TX, in two growing seasons. UGA SR15-15, UGA 
SR15-14, UGP 73, SeaStar, UGA 1743 and UGP 74 
delivered the highest quality ratings under traffic stress. 
 Dollar spot was the disease rated on this trial 
in 2017-2019, however no statistical difference among 
entries was noted. Fall color retention was rated by several 
locations but only small differences were noted among 
entries. And finally, establishment rate was evaluated in 
the first year of the trial. Salam had the highest percentage 
establishment at four of the five reporting locations.
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Low Input Warm-Season 
 In 2018, a new warm-season grass trial, including 
multiple species managed under low inputs, was established 
at eleven locations. Year three data from that trial, 
(collected 2021) is now available on the NTEP website.  
 The trial, partly supported by the U.S. Golf 
Association, intends to determine adequate to high 
performing warm-season grasses under golf course rough 
or similar-type maintenance. Maintenance parameters 
include mowing at two inches (5.08 cm) or higher; weekly 
or less frequent mowing; two lbs. (0.907 kg) of nitrogen or 
less per 1000 sq. ft. (92.903 sq. m) per year; irrigation only 
to relieve severe drought stress; and minimal pest control. 
The trial consists of ten total entries, of which four are 
bermudagrass, four are zoysiagrass, one is buffalograss, and 
one is a mixture of buffalograss, curly mesquite (Hilaria 
belangeri), and blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis). 
 Data collection in 2021 concentrated on turfgrass 
quality along with percent living ground cover, weed 
invasion, and canopy height measurements between 
mowings. In year three, entry performance reflected 
the effects of reduced nitrogen and irrigation since 
establishment. 
 Turfgrass quality ratings collected in 2020 had 
Tifway and Midirion bermuda, both old standards, along 
with XZ 14069 zoysia as the most consistent performers, 
finishing in the top statistical group at seven of eight sites. 
Entries also performing well overall in 2020 included Meyer 
and 16-TZ-14114 zoysia, along with FB 1628 bermuda.  
 Data collected in 2021 at eight locations showed 
a shift in performance, particularly in the southeast 
U.S. Zoysia entries overall, performed better than the 
bermudagrasses in the southeast, presumably responding to 
the reduced nitrogen applications. XZ 14069 zoysia was a 
top performer at Citra, FL, Mississippi State, MS, Raleigh, 
NC, Stillwater, OK, and College Station, TX. 16-TZ-14114 
zoysia was also good at Raleigh, Stillwater, and College 
Station. In those southeast U.S. sites, Meyer, the seventy-
year-old standard cultivar, continued to perform admirably. 
 Standard cultivar Tifway bermudagrass continued 
to produce good turfgrass quality at Jay, FL, Stillwater, OK, 
and College Station, TX, finishing in the top statistical 
group at each site. Midirion bermudagrass joined Tifway 
as a top performer not only at College Station, but also at 
Las Cruces, NM, and St. George, UT. FB 1628 bermuda 
was also a top performer at Las Cruces and St. George, 
as higher pH soils in the western locations likely had a 
negative effect overall on zoysia performance. The only 
location with buffalograss as a top performer was St. 
George, UT, a site where that species is better adapted than 
the southeastern U.S. 
 Canopy height measurements were collected at 
several locations in 2019, 2020, and again in 2021. Data 
from 2021 was consistent with the previous years’ data as 
zoysia entries, XZ 14069 and FAES 1322 frequently had 
the lowest canopy height between mowings.

Warm-Season Water Use 
 As described in the cool-season water use 
section, this trial features ten initial sites evaluating 
water-use, five under rain exclusion shelters and five 
managed using reduced levels of ETo  replacement. 
The seventeen total entries (eleven bermudagrass, four 
zoysiagrass, and two buffalograss) were planted in 2018, 
but due to slow establishment of some entries, water use 
evaluations were first initiated in 2020. As stated above, 
management procedures were slightly different for the 
warm-season version of this trial, with irrigation restriction 
in the shelters (Approach 1) conducted for 120-150 days 
(compared to 100 days for the cool-season trial). Plots were 
rewatered when percent green cover reached 65 percent.  
 The reduced irrigation sites (Approach 2) utilized 
30, 45, or 60 percent ETo as their replacement levels (as 
compared to 40, 60 and 80 percent ETo for the cool-season 
trial). Approach 2 sites were also designed to conduct their 
evaluations for 120-150 days (sixteen to twenty weeks); 
however, one location (Ft., Lauderdale, FL) ran their trial 
for thirty-three weeks. Another difference with the warm-
season version is that the mowing height is 0.5 – 1 in. (1.27 
– 2.54 cm), where the cool-season trial was managed at a 
more typical lawn mowing height (2 – 3 in. (5.08 – 7.62 
cm). This change did affect some species, particularly the 
buffalograsses, which struggled at some locations due to the 
low mowing height.  
 Due to facility and staff changes, two sites did not 
submit 2021 data. The eight remaining sites collected and 
submitted 2021 data, allowing us to make inferences about 
second-year performance of this trial. Approach 1 sites 
(Mississippi State, MS, Griffin, GA, Jay, FL, Stillwater, 
OK) collected data on percent green cover, carefully 
watered plots with less than 65 percent green, recorded 
watering of each plot, and then presented total water 
applied per entry. 

Entries in this St. Augustinegrass trial, shown in Griffin, GA, in July of 
2021, show varying performance characteristics.
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 At the Approach 1 site in Stillwater, OK, the amount 
of water needed to maintain at least 65 percent green cover 
over the drought period varied from 0 – 67.7 mm (0 – 2.6 
inches). Bermuda entries FB 1628, TifTuf, and Tifway did 
not require any water to maintain 65 percent green cover. 
Joining those bermudas in the top statistical grouping were 
Stellar zoysia (8.3 mm), Tahoma 31 bermuda (8.3 mm) and 
FAES 1306 zoysia (16.7 mm). More water was required to 
maintain 65 percent green cover at the Approach 1 site in 
Mississippi State, MS. The lowest water users were all either 
bermudagrasses: Monaco (50.7 mm), Tahoma 31 (51.0 
mm), Rio (67.7 mm), ASC 119 (93.0 mm), ASC 118 (135.7 
mm) or buffalograsses: Cody (118.3 mm) and Prestige 
(135.7 mm), where the entry with the greatest water use 
needed 313.7 mm (12.3 inches). 
 At the Approach 1 sites in Griffin, GA, and Jay, 
FL, statistical significance was much smaller than at the 
Mississippi State and Stillwater locations. At the Griffin 
site, TifTuf required the least water (8.3 mm) of all entries, 
followed by Meyer zoysia (13.3 mm) and Tifway bermuda 
(25.3 mm), two standard entries in this trial. However, at 
Griffin, no statistical differences were noted in water use 
among entries with total water used ranging from 8.3 – 
71.0 mm (LSD=77.8 mm).  
 At Jay, FL, bermudas TifTuf, FB 1628, OKC 
1221, Rio, and Tahoma 31, along with Meyer zoysia did 
not require any water during the test period. Other entries 
requiring only one-half inch (1.27 cm) of water or less at 
Jay include Monaco bermuda (4.3 mm), Stellar zoysia (8.3 
mm), and FAES 1306 zoysia (12.7 mm). These entries and 
seven others are included the Jay, FL, top statistical group 
for water use in 2021.  
 The Ft. Lauderdale site’s growing season is twelve 
months, therefore their Approach 2 testing period is much 
longer than the others. As in 2020, the surprising result 
from 2021 was how well the entries performed even at the 

30 percent ETo replacement. On most turf quality rating 
dates, all entries had scores at or above the minimum 
acceptable quality level of 6 under the 30 percent ETo. 
As a result, sixteen of the seventeen entries finished the 
season in the top statistical group. This is the second year 
we have seen the lowest ETo level producing adequate for 
turf quality in south Florida. The entries finishing with the 
highest overall turf quality include TifTuf (TQ=7.0), FB 
1628 (6.9), and Tifway 6.9). 
 The Riverside, CA, Approach 2 location, again in 
2021 reported much different results from the subtropical 
Ft. Lauderdale site. Turf quality averages were below 
the minimum overall turf quality average of 6.0 under 
30 percent ETo replacement. TifTuf, finishing with the 
highest overall quality at 5.2, posted an acceptable turf 
quality rating in five of the first eight weeks, the most of 
any entry. Over the twenty-week drought stress period, 
besides TifTuf’, Dog Tuff, FB 1628, Tifway, Monaco, 
and five others had statistically equal overall turf quality 
averages. At the 45 percent ETo replacement level at 
Riverside, TifTuf (TQ=6.2) was the only entry to deliver 
acceptable turf quality averaged over all rating dates.  
 At the College Station, TX, and Las Cruces, 
NM, locations, the entries also performed surprisingly 
well under the 30 percent ETo level with several finishing 
at turf quality above 6.0. TifTuf bermuda and Prestige 
buffalograss were the only entries in the top statistical 
group to maintain at least a 6.0 quality score on each rating 
date across the twenty-week trial period at College Station. 
Similarly, the Las Cruces, NM, 30 percent ETo level 
data showed five entries, TifTuf, FB 1628, and Tifway 
bermuda, and FAES 1307 and Meyer zoysia, with a 6.0 
or higher on each rating date. FAES 1307 and TifTuf 
finished tied for highest overall turf quality (6.9) at Las 
Cruces.

The Warm-Season Water Use Trial, picture here in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, tracks cultivar performance at reduced percentages of ETo replacement.
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Kevin Morris is executive director of the National Turfgrass 
Evaluation Program (NTEP).

All photos by Kevin Morris unless otherwise noted.

Buffalograss
 There has not been sufficient interest to start a new 
buffalograss trial, therefore, the data that we compiled from 
2002-2006 is the most recent we have available. Considering 
the four years of data from the 2002 trial, cultivar 
performance depended mainly on geographical location. 
The vegetative cultivar Density had high quality ratings in 
the southern locations of Tucson, AZ, Riverside, CA, and 
Dallas, TX, with lower turfgrass quality ratings, relative to 
other entries, at more northern locations. Legacy, another 
vegetative entry, had the highest quality rating at Logan, UT, 
Manhattan, KS, and Lincoln, NE. Several seeded entries 
again performed well during the trial period, with Tech 
Turfgrass 1 and Bowie each performing well at more than 
one location. In addition, Tech Turfgrass 1, Density, and 
SWI 2000 were consistently the fastest to establish. 
 A few buffalograss cultivars have been released 
since our last NTEP trial was initiated, two of those 
cultivars from the University of Nebraska. Prestige is a 
commercially available vegetative cultivar released in 2003. 
And most recently, the University of Nebraska released the 
seeded cultivar Sundancer. 

Centipedegrass 
 Centipedegrass performs well in the more acidic, 
dense soils of the southeast U.S. and does so with probably 
the least maintenance required of any warm-season species. 
Curiously though, improved centipedegrass cultivars have 
been slow to become commercialized. In fact, NTEP has 
never tested centipedegrass due to the lack of a significant 
number of cultivars available. Seeded centipedegrass 
cultivars are dwarfed in the marketplace by common 
centipede, the major centipedegrass seed sold. One of the 
few improved cultivars, TifBlair, reportedly more cold-
tolerant than other cultivars, has been commercialized 
within the last several years. 

Water Use Trials under rain exclusion shelters, such as this one shown in 
Griffin, GA, in July of 2021, evaluate cultivar efficiency and performance 
during extended periods of restricted irrigation.

Searching for new improved varieties takes place in the lab and then in 
research plots like these at Rutgers University in New Jersey. Photo by 
Steve Trusty.
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For the past two winters, a sod farm operation in Kansas has 
started doing something pretty unusual during its off months 
from production. Instead of staying put on their farm, upper 
management of Sod Shop Companies has flown down to 
Mexico to visit their H-2A employees, who had returned 
home for their winter break, and their families.

Co-Owner of Sod Shop Companies, Wade Wilbur, said 
this has been such a rewarding opportunity for them to 
see the lives their temporary agricultural employees are 
building for themselves and their families back home. 

Sod Shop, founded by Wade’s father, Tony Wilbur, and 
uncle, Ted Wilbur, has expanded from growing just 
row crops in the 1990s into two full-scale sod farming 
operations today. Ted manages the original Wichita, KS, 
sod farm and Wade, who came on board in 2004, is the 
President of the Lawrence, KS, location they purchased 
in 2012. The Lawrence Sod Shop is the division of the 
business that utilizes H-2A labor.

“This is our fourth year of using H-2A labor, which is 
basically a visa to bring seasonal workers in from other 
countries for nine to ten months. Then they go home in 
the off-season, or winter months,” Wade said. He explained 
this works well with their sod business because they slow 
down tremendously during the winter. Sod Shop has 
hired H-2A employees from Mexico and South Africa in 
the past, but over the past two years, they’ve solely used 
workers from Mexico due to travel complications during 
the Covid restrictions.

SOD FARM MANAGERS VISIT WORKERS IN 
MEXICO—SEE BENEFITS OF H-2A PROGRAM 
By Cecilia Brown

With their landscaping and sod business, Wade said 
they’ve had Hispanic employees on staff since the early 
1990s. “We’ve always had invitations to go down and visit 
the areas that they were from but never really had the 
right opportunity. So, last winter we went down with an 
employee from our staff who grew up in Mexico and was 
bilingual,” he shared. “Not only did we travel around to 
visit existing employees, we also interviewed potential new 
employees and searched for more workers with specific 
skills that we needed.”

In 2020, between Wade and Sod Shop Vice President 
of Operations, Mike Howard, they traveled over 6,500 
KM (4,000 plus miles) for 17 days across 10 states in 
Mexico to visit six different H-2A families. The two took 
turns traveling to Mexico so they weren’t away from their 
business in Kansas at the same time. Each chose the same 
flight route, from Kansas to Denver to Mexico, and after 
arriving in Mexico, each set out in a rental car. Traveling 
between 9 and 13 hours per day between six different 
families, both Wade and Mike said although the trip was 
long, it was well worth every mile.

One reason behind their initial visits was the Sod Shop’s 
need for more truck drivers. Wade explained that, currently, 
a Mexican CDL (Commercial Drivers License) is 
recognized in the United States. “This is a huge advantage 
for us when we need drivers because we can bring people 
up and the day they arrive their license is valid. That’s a 
whole process we don’t have to go through.”

Pictured is Wade Wilbur, co-owner of Sod Shop Companies and 
president of the Lawrence, KS, location, with Luis, an H2A employee 
from Chihuahua that grew up on a farm, has three kids, and built his 
house in two years.

Sod Shop’s Wade Wilbur (right) visits H-2A employee Erick, from 
Chihuahua, and his family. Erick has one daughter and is building his 
own house.
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Culture
Wade said when they arrived at each of their H-2A 
employees' homes, they were greeted and welcomed with 
a family-style meal that was like a feast. “It was like we 
had a Thanksgiving dinner every single day,” he laughed. 
Some families would put on parties to welcome them. One 
even hired a mariachi band to play for them while they ate 
dinner with their family.

Wade’s favorite part of visiting their families is getting the 
opportunity to experience their culture and food inside 
their homes. He admired that every home they visited had 
a TV, but he never saw the TV get turned on the entire 
time they were there. “When the meal was over, we would 
sit around the table for sometimes two hours just having 
conversations with each other. I think about in the U.S. 
when we get together for Thanksgiving or whatever we eat 
the meal and then everyone plops in front of a TV to watch 
football. That wasn’t the case there. Everyone really enjoys 
each other’s company,” Wade reflected.

This past winter, Mike returned again to Mexico to visit 
their H-2A employees with an employee that helped as 
an interpreter and as a guide. Mike said his favorite part 
of the visits, aside from meeting everyone, was the fresh 
guacamole. “Both years, the mother or the matriarch of the 
family would pluck fresh onions, fresh avocados, and fresh 
cilantro and literally make it right there in front of us, fresh 
out of the ground and off of the tree.” He said that he also 
admires how everyone is so appreciative there giving hugs 
and kisses.

Opportunity
Wade noted that every employee there would tell him an 
opportunity to come work in the United States was like 
winning the lottery for them. After they would finish a 
meal, the families would tell him there was a group of 
people outside that wanted to speak to him. “I would go 
outside and 20 to 30 people from the community would 
be gathered and asking for an opportunity to come and 
work in the U.S. too. It’s interesting to hear that in this day 
and age in our country,” Wade said. “We’re having a hard 
time finding people who want to do manual labor here, but 
down there, people were lining up wanting us to take their 
names and begging for the opportunity to come.”

Wade said their trips have significantly strengthened 
their H-2A program, and their relationships with their 
employees, while it also allowed him to find more 
employees for the future. Sod Shop only has 12 H-2A 
spaces available, and Wade said he could have easily come 
home with several hundred people that were eager to work.

“Although I would preface, there are a lot of restrictions, 
guidelines, and other things we have to do such as provide 
housing, transportation, and meet a lot of government 
guidelines to be able to have this kind of workforce. But it 
also gives us a dedicated and committed workforce when 
they get here,” Wade said. “They are a workforce that comes 
up for nine months specifically focused on working and 
trying to get as much work done while here and work as 
many hours as they can.” He said, unlike their average 
worker, “These H-2A employees don’t seek days off; they 
come up and work as hard as they can and then they go 
home to enjoy their time with their families.”

Building a Better Life
Wade explained when it comes to visiting their employees, 
it gave him insight into what their culture is like which 
then led them to respond differently to him as a business 
owner when they returned to Kansas. “There was a lot of 
pride. It’s pretty uncommon for an American business 
owner to travel down to meet their employees in their own 
country. So the people had a lot of pride in showing off 
their homes and a lot of them are constructing new homes 
with their earnings that they’re making here,” Wade said.

Wade Wilbur and Mike Howard agreed that a favorite part of visiting their 
employees and their families was being welcomed into their homes and 
having the opportunity to experience their culture and their food. Here a 
family member is making tortillas the traditional way, over the fire.

Mike Howard, Sod Shop vice president of operations, (in cowboy hat) 
gathers with H-2A employee Erick and his extended family.
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“You can see when you’re down there how their money is 
being used and how it makes their families, and extended 
families, and extended-extended families, just have a better 
life,” Mike said. “I think they said they’ll work 10 to 12 
hours a day in Mexico and make around 6 to 12 dollars a 
day, and here they’ll work 10 to 12 hours a day and make 
[the prevailing American wage for their position]. So they 
kind of say three years of wages in Mexico is nearly nine 
months of wages in the United States.” 

Mike recalled 
walking into 
one home 
where he was 
greeted by the 
employee’s 
mother who 
was crying. He 
turned to the 
interpreter to 
find out what 
was wrong. 
The mother 
told him she’d 
never seen 
an American 
boss come to 

Mexico to see their workers and couldn’t believe he was in 
her kitchen. He told the mother that’s why he was there, to 
thank her for allowing her son to come work for them. Mike 
said almost every family had a reaction like hers, of pure 
shock that an American businessman came to visit H-2A 
employees and their families. 

Mike said while the H-2A employees are really 
appreciative of what Sod Shop does for their lives, on the 
other hand, Sod Shop management is really appreciative of 
the work the H-2A employees do because they wouldn’t be 
able to do what they do without them.

Rewarding
Wade said it was rewarding and put a lot of meaning into 
why they run an H-2A program when they were able to 
see what their paychecks are being spent on to support the 
families in Mexico. Wade said it was very humbling to see 
homes in various construction phases and hear how proud 
they were to be able to afford a new home with what they 
made while working in America. Mike said it was pretty 
surreal traveling for two weeks to meet their employees' 
children, parents, friends, and even meet potential 
employees for other sod farms or farmers in the U.S. that 
he personally met and vetted their experience.

“It makes you realize they’re taking nine months away from 
their families and they’re so appreciative because of what 
they’re able to go back and do, like buying a vehicle for 
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Cecilia Brown is media and content manager for Sod Solutions. 
This article was developed for the company’s Producers Update 
series and is posted on their website, SodSolutions.com.  
All photos courtesy of Sod Shop.

Wade Wilbur (left) visits H-2A employee Lalo 
(right) in Lalo’s own home in Mexico. Lalo works 
construction with his father during his winter break.

Mike Howard (in The North Face tee shirt) joins in harvesting with 
Lalo’s family. They grow agricultural products such as alfalfa, carrots, 
and peanuts.

This is an inside view of the house that Luis built, putting the wages he 
earned in the U.S. to work for his family in Mexico.

their family who’s never had a vehicle,” Mike said. “Some of 
their parents are in their 60s and they’ve never owned a car. 
Four of the guys have actually started building their own 
homes now and are slowly working towards that.”

He encourages any business owner utilizing H-2A or 
visa employees to take the opportunity to visit their home 
countries and meet their families. Mike agrees with Wade 
that it’s not just life-changing for them, but it also puts 
into perspective how it impacts a specific employee's family 
and life back home. “It allows them to see how it makes 
the life that they know 20-fold better. You can go into 
these communities and almost see the American dollar at 
work,” Mike said. He said driving through a town, they’d 
suddenly see a house that their employee had put their 
hard-earned money into fixing up by painting it or adding 
doors and windows where there were none before. He said 
it’s amazing to see what it changes for their families and 
how it helps them.

For more information about Sod Shop, go to the link that 
follows. https://sodshops.com/lawrence-kansas-city-area/.
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Who will know the great stories about natural grass if you 
aren’t bold enough to tell them? You put hours and hours 
of effort into growing the best natural grass sod possible. 
You connect with your customers to determine the grass 
that will perform most effectively for the activities planned 
for their specific site. You arrange the harvest and delivery 
details with precision. You coordinate the logistics of 
delivery, getting that grass where it needs to be when it 
needs to be there. And often, you oversee the process when 
that grass is installed, either by your crews or by a trusted 
team of contracted installers. And, because you have done 
all of that successfully, that natural grass performs its role in 
providing an incredibly resilient surface for the activities it 
will support—all while delivering multiple environmental 
and social benefits. 

So tell your story! On Facebook; on Twitter; on Instagram; 
in press releases; through direct contact with local, 
regional, and national media personnel. Not sure how 
to do that? Take a look at what other TPI members are 
doing. Danielle Scardino, director of marketing and 
communications for West Coast Turf, is a wizard at telling 
the natural grass story.

The Ups
Danielle shared video clips of this West Coast Turf rooftop 
project on Facebook. (See the screen shots captured from those 
videos.)

WEST COAST TURF  
TELLS THE NATURAL GRASS STORY

The Downs
The story of installation of West Coast Turf sod on the 
rebuilt Matt Winn Turf Course at Churchill Downs (home 
of the Kentucky Derby) was covered by many media outlets. 
Danielle featured many of those stories on West Coast social 
media platforms with links to the original story. 

Here’s an excerpt from one of them. On April 30, 2022, 
Gregory A. Hall posted the article, “New Turf Course 
Debuts at Churchill Downs,” on https://www.bloodhorse.
com/horse-racing/articles/258398/new-turf-course-debuts-
at-churchill-downs. That article began with this, “Racing 
not only returned to Churchill Downs April 30, so did turf 
racing. The track's new $10 million lawn debuted after 
its construction meant no turf racing for the most recent 
September and fall meets. Like television's $6 Million 
Man, the new Matt Winn Turf Course is rebuilt to be 
better and stronger than its former version.” The article 
included this, "From the outriders' first gallops over the 
track to the first exercise rider and jockey gallops over the 
track, to the first turf works that we've seen, we're thrilled 
with the progress," said track general manager Mike 
Ziegler. And, it had this quote from a jockey who rode in 
the first two races on the rebuilt course, “I just couldn't 
believe how well it rode; it really did ride like a carpet," said 
Adam Beschizza. (See a couple of the photos by Rick Samuels 
that were posted with that story.)
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INFLATION BUSTERS— 
PROTECTING PROFITS AS COSTS RISE 

Inflation has taken root. Businesses everywhere are dealing 
with annualized cost increases of  7 percent or more—the 
fastest pace in 40 years and significantly higher than the 1.8 
percent average of the past decade. The resulting upticks in 
operating costs can cause serious damage to the bottom line.

“We're in a very unfortunate situation now,” said Bill 
Conerly, principal of his own consulting firm in Lake 
Oswego, Oregon (conerlyconsulting.com). “Businesses that 
have always devoted their efforts to serving customers and 
being productive must also start worrying about covering 
their costs in the most effective way. That means they 
need to shift some of their focus to coping with inflation.” 
The challenge is all the greater for its unfamiliarity: It’s 
been 30 years since inflation was much of a player in 
company planning.

Experts don’t see relief any time soon. They point to a 
number of root causes, one of which is energy. “With the 
cost of oil baked into so many things, it seems we are going 
to see more significant inflation in the months ahead,” 
said John McQuaig, managing partner of McQuaig & 
Welk, the Wenatchee, Washington, based management 
consulting firm (mcqw.com). He points to a continuing 

global disruption in the delivery of goods and services 
as yet another cause. “Supply chain issues tend to create 
opportunities to raise prices because of the effect of supply 
and demand. When the former is crunched, prices go up by 
the nature of the market.” 

And there’s yet a third driver of higher costs: a wage spiral 
resulting from the pandemic’s softening effect on the 
labor supply.

Forecasting Cashflow
Of all the steps businesses can take to mitigate the bottom-
line effects of inflation, the most important is better 
management of cashflow. Inflation tends to accelerate the 
drain of money from company coffers, and throttle the flow 
that comes in. If left unaddressed, these battling trends can 
gut profits and threaten business survival. 

Experts advise looking at the coming months with an 
eye toward estimating what will happen to cash balances. 
“Proactively managing cashflow is critical right now,” said 
Lisa Anderson, president of LMA Consulting Group, 
Claremont, CA (lma-consultinggroup.com). This can be done 

By Phillip M. Perry

Inflation is rising faster than any time in recent memory. 

Businesses must deal with rapid cost increases by managing cashflow 

efficiently and communicating effectively with customers and suppliers. 

The benefits of inventory reduction must be balanced against 

the need to maintain critical stock for top customers.
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by running periodic forecasts. “What I would recommend 
is looking at your demand side and asking, ‘What are we 
really going to need here?’ And then looking at your supply 
side and asking, ‘What will I have to make?’ And then 
determining what the answers mean for cashflow. If it’s 
going to be negative, you better borrow some money.”

Such analysis, of course, involves estimates of future 
revenues—a practice tainted by uncertainty. “Having 
a sales forecast is great, but that doesn't mean you will 
collect all the money you think 
you will,” said Scott Beaver, senior 
product marketing manager at 
Oracle NetSuite. “And even if your 
sales forecast is a hundred percent 
accurate, will the expected timeframe 
be met?” 

What determines cash on hand is 
not sales but collections, and history 
shows that during inflationary times 
customers start paying slower as a 
result of their own cash squeezes. 

Planning must reflect the reality 
of cashflow uncertainty. “Growing 
accounts receivable can put serious 
strain on smaller businesses that may 
not have the cash reserves to absorb 
delays in receipts,” said Beaver. “For 
most companies cashflow forecasts 
are less than 75 percent accurate.” 
One approach to anticipating likely 
variables is to look at historical 
performance. What percentage of 
receivables is usually collected during 
slower seasons? That figure can be 
applied to open receivables to help 
estimate the likely pace of receipts. 

Faster Receipts
Historic data, of course, may provide 
a less than reliable foundation 
for future forecasts. Whatever 
the estimates for what lies ahead, 
businesses can obviate cash squeezes 

by accelerating accounts receivable and stretching accounts 
payable. For the former, experts advise running regular 
aging reports. How much do customers owe in increments 
of two weeks, 30 days, and 60 days? Any growth in the 
numbers of extending payment intervals over time might 
indicate a steady deterioration of cashflow.

Keeping in close touch with customers can also help 
accelerate receipts by providing opportunities to request 
timely payments and helping spot nascent issues that may 
grow into future roadblocks. “Maintain a good handle on 
what customers are doing,” said Anderson. “What are their 
future sales activities? Are they encountering problems that 
may affect operations?”

Not all customers are of equal importance, and it’s smart 
to concentrate efforts on the most profitable. Account 
reviews can identify which customers should receive the 
most attention. “So much of the important information 
required to monitor cashflow is tied to a selling cycle which 

“What determines cash on hand is not sales 
but collections, and history shows that 

during inflationary times customers start 
paying slower as a result of their own 

cash squeezes.”
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varies by customer,” said Frank Cespedes, senior lecturer 
at Harvard Business School. “Some buyers say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
when you make a call; others require multiple iterations 
of  proposals. Some buy what you have in inventory; others 
require customized items. Those things affect the time to 
receive cash and the cost to fulfill orders. Good account 
reviews unearth that information.”

Companies might also explore requiring bigger deposits 
from customers, said McQuaig. Sweeten the increase by 
emphasizing customer benefits. Maybe you already have 
some needed material in inventory that the customer can 
actually come and see. Or offer free early delivery so the 
customer can maintain the material on site. Emphasize that 
earlier payment helps the customer avoid higher prices later.

As for the outward flow of cash, a tried-and-true tactic is 
delaying the payment of monies owed. “Good financial 
management on the buy side has always stretched out 
payables,” said Cespedes. “This is particularly so in an 
inflationary environment where businesses must pay a lot 
more attention to the payment cycle.”

Stretching payables can, of course, backfire. For starters, it 
can mean the loss of the 5 percent or 10 percent discounts 
many companies offer customers that pay before their 
due dates. It can also result in higher prices for goods and 
services. “Extending too far makes you more of a risk,” 
said Beaver. “And suppliers tend to give better prices to 
customers that are less risky.” 

And there’s also dependability of deliveries to consider: 
Ongoing supply chain disruptions will cause vendors to favor 
deliveries to customers that pay on time or early. The cost of 
not having essential materials can be greater than the interest 
cost required to borrow money to bridge cash gaps. 

Mitigating Costs
In an inflationary environment, suppliers of goods and 
services tend to raise their prices. And higher rates of 
inflation tend to make the increases bigger. “When 
inflation is 2 percent, everything tends to increase by that 
amount, plus or minus a little bit,” said Conerly. “But at 7 
percent inflation, say, prices tend to increase by that amount 
plus or minus a lot.”

Businesses should try to get readings on anticipated future 
increases and shortages. This can be done by maintaining 
close contacts with vendors. “Work closely with suppliers 
and develop good relationships with them,” said McQuaig. 
“What do they see ahead in terms of product availability 
and price?”

There’s another advantage to close contact, notes McQuaig. 
The suppliers may give you a little more favorable 
treatment. For example, you might leverage any significant 
volume you’re doing by asking the vendor to hold inventory 

you would normally keep in stock. You can also ask if a 
price commitment now will remain firm for the duration of 
the season. 

Another cost-saving move is to pursue less expensive 
alternatives to pricier goods and services. “Domestic inflation 
has been higher than in most of the world,” said Conerly. 
“Some businesses are shifting sourcing to other countries.” 

Finally, dig deeper into the reasons for suppliers’ price 
hikes. “Are goods and delivery cost increases in line with 
inflation?” poses Beaver. “Or are suppliers trying to pad 
their own margins a little bit, just because they see inflation 
as an opportunity? That sometimes happens.”

Trimming Inventory
Before inflation appeared on the horizon, businesses 
responded to supply chain disruptions by purchasing and 
holding whatever they could get their hands on. Any step 
to avoid running out of product seemed like a good thing.

Times have changed. Now too many warehouse goods can 
tie up cash just at a time when company treasuries need 
more liquidity. “Businesses need to be thinking about how 
to manage their inventory better,” said Anderson. “They 
need to make the right decisions on what, when, how, and 
where to buy it, as well as where to store it. And they need 
to manage their supply chain network to maintain strategic 
inventory stockpiles.”

Also relegated to history is the unmodulated “just in time” 
( JIT) delivery paradigm seen as a strategic hallmark after 
the great recession of 2008. While JIT helped companies 
maintain good cashflow by trimming inventory 
investment, the supply chain debacle highlighted the 
importance of moderation. 

“Businesses have to ask whether it’s better to have too much 
inventory or to run your customers out,” said Anderson. 
Given that neither situation is ideal, Anderson advises 
maintaining sufficient inventory stockpiles to support key 
customers while maintaining JIT stock for others.

Beefing up stock of critical items can be a smart move even 
in these inventory-cutting times, said McQuaig. Given the 
continuing supply chain issues, stocking out of a needed 
item can result in the loss of important customers. 

The decision on overstocking key items must be made on 
a case-by-case basis. “Generally speaking, it's a good idea,” 
said McQuaig. “The danger is the possibility of running 
out of cash if you do not have enough working capital.” 
Companies can obviate such difficulties by running the 
monthly or weekly cashflow forecasts described earlier in 
this article. 
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Raising Prices
Asking more for goods and services is another way to 
adjust cash inflows. “Businesses are very hesitant to raise 
prices when they don't have to,” said Conerly. “And they 
often get push back from their salespeople. But the fact 
is, buyers are accustomed to seeing price increases in 
inflationary times.”

Price changes must be carefully communicated. “Give the 
white glove treatment to tier one customers by reaching 
out and explaining how your costs are rising,” said 
Beaver. “Communicate to them that the price rise is only 
temporary.” One approach is to tell your most important 
customers that you are absorbing 20 percent of the price 
increases and passing along the other 80 percent. Another 
is to separate out any fuel charge increases from the 
delivery costs and explain you are only passing them along. 
“A company will have more leverage to raise prices if it has 
offered great service and maintained inventory.”

Above all, avoid delay. “Businesses are most successful at 
raising prices when they do so quickly,” said Anderson. 
“Customers are more willing to absorb increases during 
inflationary times when they can see it makes sense in the 
marketplace.” Waiting too long risks losing the opportunity, 
especially if inflation leads to a serious economic downturn. 
“No one wants to absorb a price increase during a recession.” 

New Rules
Today’s unexpected return of inflation has changed the 
operating paradigm for businesses large and small. The Great 
Recession of 2008 had sparked the habit of relying too much 
on just-in-time delivery of supplies to trim cash investments. 
Further, the recent willingness of customers to accept price 
increases was exacerbated by supply chain disruptions. 

Now businesses must modify their cashflow management, 
inventory practices, and pricing policies to reflect both rising 
costs and supply chain disruptions. “The booming economy 
of recent times has allowed companies to pay less attention to 
market developments and still be fine,” said Anderson. “But 
now in a time of inflationary price increases, they have to do 
better. The job of managing is tougher than ever before.” 

Nationwide, increases are running lower, due to 
normalization of wages in some industries. “In 2022 
we're looking at 2.6 percent growth in the employment 
cost index, compared with 2.9 percent for 2021 and 2.6 
percent in 2020,” says Hoyt. (Economists consider the 
“employment cost index” as the best measure of actual 
wage rates). Hoyt adds that “any risks to the accuracy of 
those numbers is probably on the upside.” 
Phillip M. Perry is an award‑winning business journalist with over 
20 years of experience under his belt. A three‑time recipient of the 
American Bar Association's "Edge Award" for editorial achievement, 
Perry freelances out of his New York City office. His byline has 
appeared over 3,000 times in the nation’s business press and he 
maintains a web site at www.editorialcalendar.net.
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How Well are You Battling Inflation?
Are you taking the right steps to mitigate the costly effects of 
inflation? Find out by taking this quiz. Score 10 points for each “yes” 
answer. Then total your score and check your rating at the bottom of 
the chart.

Have you instituted the following practices?
1.	 Running periodic cashflow forecasts

2.	 Maintaining accounts receivable aging reports

3.	 Accelerating account collections

4.	 Stretching accounts payable, if appropriate

5.	 Keeping in close touch with customers

6.	 Identifying the most valuable customers

7.	 Increasing productive communications with suppliers

8.	 Ensuring the compliance of any bank loan covenants

9.	 Trimming inventory while bolstering critical items

10.	 Raising prices judiciously

What’s your score? 
80 or more: Congratulations. You have gone a long way toward 
protecting your business from costly inflation. 
Between 60 and 80: It’s time to fine tune your financial management. 

Below 60: Your business is at risk. Take action on the suggestions in 
the article.

Dealing with Banks
By carefully managing cashflow, businesses can alleviate the profit 
erosion caused by inflation. In the accompanying article, experts 
describe how accelerating receivables, delaying payables, raising 
prices, and fine-tuning inventory can help preserve the bottom line. 

Left unattended, a decline in profits can result in a dangerous 
financial condition: a breach of the terms required by loan 
agreements. “Banks look at covenant violations closely, so borrowers 
need to ensure that any squeeze in the relevant ratios—such as 
income to debt—will not create problems,” said John McQuaig, 
managing partner of McQuaig & Welk, the Wenatchee, WA, 
based management consulting firm (mcqw.com). “Sometimes there is 
no quick fix for resolving them.”

It’s smart to be proactive. “If you know you're going to have a 
covenant violation, you're better off informing the bank and 
explaining to them how you're going to work your way out of it,” 
said McQuaig. “On occasion, they might change a ratio on a line of 
credit if you've been in good performance and they can see this is 
not going to remain a problem.”

McQuaig gives an example: Suppose a company experiences an 
increase in interest rates because of inflation. As a result, they 
break even in a year in which they would normally make a profit. 
The company could inform the bank that their inflation-savvy 
customers are now willing to accept price increases. As a result, 
the business can increase its pricing over the coming year to 
resolve the covenant violation.
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It’s not easy being green. As drought continues across 
broad regions of the U.S. (and the world) and heat reaches 
unprecedented levels for ever-longer intervals, green 
becomes a red flag to legislative bodies. Their intent is 
good—seeking to preserve adequate water supplies for 
basic human needs. Their methods, however, are often 
misguided, based on their perception of natural grass solely 
as a water user without consideration of the mitigating 
environmental and societal benefits it provides. Thus, 
natural grass is under attack—again. 

California Metro Cuts Outdoor 
Watering to One Day a Week 
One-third of Southern Californians face new restrictions 
limiting outdoor watering to one day a week under an 
unprecedented action taken by the Metropolitan Water 
District (Metro) on April 26, 2022, to dramatically reduce 
water use in communities most affected by the state’s historic 
drought. The restrictions apply to dozens of cities and 
communities in Los Angeles, Ventura, and San Bernardino 
counties—home to about six million Southern Californians. 
The new restrictions were implemented on June 1, 2022. 

These communities depend on water from Northern 
California, via the State Water Project (SWP). Metro 
declared a drought emergency for the SWP-dependent areas 
in November 2021. Since then, California endured the driest 
January, February, and March in recorded history. Metro has 
cautioned that if enough water isn’t conserved in the coming 
months, or if supply conditions worsen, all outdoor watering 
could be banned in these communities as early as September.  

California Bans Watering 'Non-
Functional' Grass in Some Areas 
And there’s more. On May 24, 2022, California water 
regulators adopted emergency drought rules following an 
executive order issued by Governor Gavin Newsom. Those 
rules increase conservation requirements for water suppliers 
throughout the state and prohibit the watering of grass that 
is purely decorative at businesses and in common areas of 
subdivisions and homeowners associations. The emergency 
regulations are to remain in effect for a year and may be 
extended by the state water board.

The regulations outlaw the use of drinking water for 
irrigating “non-functional” grass at commercial, industrial, 
and institutional properties. The ban doesn’t apply to yards at 
individual homes. There are also exemptions for sports fields, 
grassy areas where people gather, and for watering to keep trees 

DROUGHT BRINGS EXTENSIVE RESTRICTIONS  
FOR NATURAL GRASS

healthy. While the water board considers any part of a golf 
course used for the game of golf, such as greens and fairways, 
as functional, they have directed the water agencies and golf 
courses to evaluate whether other turf on a golf course property 
is functional or not. At all sites, areas that are irrigated with 
recycled wastewater aren’t subject to the grass-watering ban.

Before adopting the regulations, the state water board 
made several revisions to accommodate certain special 
cases. On the bright side, one of those revisions allows 
water agencies to approve a request for watering “non-
functional” grass if the property owner can certify that it’s 
a type of low-water-use turf that requires a fraction of the 
water consumed by standard types of grass. Yet, cities and 
water districts in Southern California still are offering 
customers rebates to help cover the costs of converting 
lawns to drought-tolerant landscaping. 

Colorado Approves $2 Million in 
Cash for Grass Program  
The bill creates a turf replacement program in the 
Department of Natural Resources to assist with the 
replacement of nonessential irrigated turf on residential, 
commercial, institutional, or industrial properties. The 
legislation transfers $2 million from the General Fund to 
a newly created cash fund to implement the program. For 
more information, go to the link that follows. https://leg.
colorado.gov/bills/hb22-1151.  

More Natural Grass Restrictions 
Under Consideration 
In addition, TPI Executive Director Dr. Casey Reynolds reports 
that natural grass reduction and/or replacement programs are 
under consideration by legislative bodies in other areas. The 
Austin, Texas, grass reduction bill is still under consideration 
through 2023 (https://www.speakupaustin.org/water-
forward-2024). A similar program is under consideration in 
Idaho. Broader legislation is under consideration by the North 
Carolina legislature addressing state funds and native plants. 
This bill bans state fund use for planting non-native plants, but 
in its current form, exempts non-native grasses (https://www.
ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2021/S0628).

While the turfgrass industry has faced similar challenges 
previously, the anti-natural grass actions are intensifying—
and erupting on multiple fronts. It’s time to unite to ensure 
the solid, science-based facts are made known not only to 
legislators, but also to the public.

By Suz Trusty

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
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As business owners, operators, and managers, your first 
priority must be the health and safety of your workers. It’s 
not only your government mandated responsibility, but 
also your ethical and moral responsibility. As we hit record 
high temperatures in the summer of 2022, tap into the U.S. 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) 
resources to make sure you are following the government 
guidelines, effectively communicating those standards to 
your employees, and that you—and they—know what to 
do should a heat-related incident occur. (https://www.osha.
gov/heat-exposure/) That website states, “Millions of U.S. 
workers are exposed to heat in their workplaces. Although 
illness from exposure to heat is preventable, every year, 
thousands become sick from occupational heat exposure, 
and some cases are fatal.”  

Prevention 
The prevention section of that OSHA website states: 
Heat-related illnesses can be prevented. Prevention 
requires employers and workers to recognize heat hazards. 
Management should commit to:

• Take extra precautions to protect new workers.

• Train supervisors and workers to control and recognize 
heat hazards.

• Determine, for each worker throughout each workday, 
whether total heat stress is too high, both from the 
conditions of that day and recognizing carryover effect 
possibilities.

• Implement engineering and administrative controls to 
reduce heat stress.

• Provide sufficient rest, shade, and fluids.

You can learn more about these preventive measures by 
exploring the links posted on that webpage.

Be Red Cross Ready
A prime source for heat safety is the American Red Cross. 
A PDF of their document, “Be Red Cross Ready—Heat 
Wave Safety Checklist” is on page 67. Consider posting it 
on a bulletin board in your company’s office or breakroom. 
Or making copies to give to all of your staff members. 
Make some extras to offer to your customers, too. And take 
one home to post for your family as well.

COPING WITH HEAT
Compiled by Suz Trusty

Watch Out for that Artificial Turf 
Many media outlets have warned of the dangerous heat of 
artificial turf. One example, “Playground Safety Tips for 
Extreme Heat” was developed by Brittany Slaughter as the 
top story for WAOW News, Wausau, Wisconsin. You can 
find the complete article and videos for them by name at 
https://www.waow.com/.

If you're eager to get the kids out of the house on a hot day, 
first responders said there's a good chance your kids could 
get burned while out playing. Slides, climbing walls, and 
merry-go-rounds offer plenty of fun in the sun, but also 
run the risk of being dangerously hot.

"Metal can absorb the heat from the sun and can be 
really hot. Make sure you check on any of the surfaces 
before you put any of your children on them," said Kurt 
Riel, engineer for the Wausau Fire Department. Metal 
isn't the only culprit that can burn. When tested with 
a heat thermometer, a plastic slide in Wausau reached a 
temperature of 116 degrees before lunchtime. Metal stairs 
hit 104 degrees, and the AstroTurf hit 132 degrees. 

To keep kids safe, make sure their shoes stay on, avoid 
flip-flops, and try not to expose bare skin to the equipment 
while making liberal use of sunscreen. "It's really important 
to re-apply sunscreen and if you're going to be out when 
it's really hot and you're sweating, reapplying it every 80 
to 90 minutes is really ideal," said Dr. Maggie Moses, 
dermatologist at Marshfield Clinic. The best bet for kids 
is a sunscreen that's mineral based and easy to re-apply. 
"Those contain zinc oxide or titanium dioxide, and studies 
show they're pretty safe in the younger population so for 
children that would be my advice," Moses said. 

Given the choice, on days when the sun is suffocating, 
plan for a trip to the pool instead of the park and avoid 
the hottest hours all 
together. "Keep kids 
indoors, go ahead and 
stay inside, or in the 
shade during the peak 
hours of the sun from 
ten to two. Seek out 
any splash pads, any 
water activity safely," 
Riel said. Whether 
you're going to the 
splash pad or out to the 
park, make sure you 
have plenty of water on 
hand to stay hydrated. 

Suz Trusty is co‑editor of TurfNews.

West Coast Turf captured this 
temperature reading on an artificial turf 
surface in California on a sunny day when 
the air temperature was 75 degrees F. 
Photo courtesy of West Coast Turf.
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Be Red CrossReady 
Heat Wave Safety Checklist 

In recent years, excessive heat has 
caused more deaths than all other 
weather events, including floods. A 
heat wave is a prolonged period of 
excessive heat, often combined with 
excessive humidity. Generally 
temperatures are 10 degrees or more 
above the average high temperature 
for the region during summer months, 
last for a long period of time and occur 
with high humidity as well. 

Know the Difference 

Excessive Heat Watch—Conditions are favorable for an 
excessive heat event to meet or exceed local Excessive Heat 
Warning criteria in the next 24 to 72 hours. 

Excessive Heat Warning—Heat Index values are forecast to 
meet or exceed locally defined warning criteria for at least 2 days 
(daytime highs=105-110° Fahrenheit). 

Heat Advisory—Heat Index values are forecast to meet locally 
defined advisory criteria for 1 to 2 days (daytime highs=100-105° 
Fahrenheit). 

How can I prepare? What should I do Recognize and care for heat-
during a heat wave? related emergencies … 

❏ Listen to local weather forecasts and 
stay aware of upcoming temperature 
changes. 

❏ The heat index is the temperature the 
body feels when the effects of heat and 
humidity are combined. Exposure to 
direct sunlight can increase the heat 
index by as much as 15° F. 

❏ Discuss heat safety precautions with 
members of your household. Have a 
plan for wherever you spend time— 
home, work and school—and prepare 
for the possibility of power outages. 

❏ Check the contents of your emergency 
preparedness kit in case a power outage 
occurs. 

❏ Know those in your neighborhood who 
are elderly, young, sick or overweight. 
They are more likely to become victims 
of excessive heat and may need help. 

❏ If you do not have air conditioning, 
choose places you could go to for relief 
from the heat during the warmest part 
of the day (schools, libraries, theaters, 
malls). 

❏ Be aware that people living in urban 
areas may be at greater risk from the 
effects of a prolonged heat wave than 
are people living in rural areas. 

❏ Get trained in first aid to learn how to 
treat heat-related emergencies. 

❏ Ensure that your animals’ needs for 
water and shade are met. 

❏ Listen to a NOAA Weather Radio for 
critical updates from the National 
Weather Service (NWS). 

❏ Never leave children or pets alone in 
enclosed vehicles. 

❏ Stay hydrated by drinking plenty of 
fluids even if you do not feel thirsty. 
Avoid drinks with caffeine or alcohol. 

❏ Eat small meals and eat more often. 

❏ Avoid extreme temperature changes. 

❏ Wear loose-fitting, lightweight, light-
colored clothing. Avoid dark colors 
because they absorb the sun’s rays. 

❏ Slow down, stay indoors and avoid 
strenuous exercise during the hottest 
part of the day. 

❏ Postpone outdoor games and activities. 

❏ Use a buddy system when working in 
excessive heat. 

❏ Take frequent breaks if you must work 
outdoors. 

❏ Check on family, friends and neighbors 
who do not have air conditioning, who 
spend much of their time alone or who 
are more likely to be affected by the 
heat. 

❏ Check on your animals frequently to 
ensure that they are not suffering from 
the heat. 

Let Your Family Know You’re Safe 
If your community experiences a disaster, register on the American Red Cross Safe and Well 
Web site available through RedCross.org to let your family and friends know about your 
welfare. If you don’t have Internet access, call 1-866-GET-INFO to register yourself and 
your family. 

Heat cramps are muscular pains and 
spasms that usually occur in the legs or 
abdomen caused by exposure to high heat 
and humidity and loss of fluids and 
electrolytes. Heat cramps are often an 
early sign that the body is having trouble 
with the heat. 

Heat exhaustion typically involves the 
loss of body fluids through heavy sweating 
during strenuous exercise or physical labor 
in high heat and humidity. 

❏ Signs of heat exhaustion include cool, 
moist, pale or flushed skin; heavy 
sweating; headache; nausea; dizziness; 
weakness; and exhaustion. 

❏ Move the person to a cooler place. 
Remove or loosen tight clothing and 
apply cool, wet cloths or towels to the 
skin. Fan the person. If the person is 
conscious, give small amounts of cool 
water to drink. Make sure the person 
drinks slowly. Watch for changes in 
condition. 

❏ If the person refuses water, vomits or 
begins to lose consciousness, call 9-1-1 
or the local emergency number. 

Heat stroke (also known as sunstroke) is 
a life-threatening condition in which a 
person’s temperature control system stops 
working and the body is unable to cool 
itself. 

❏ Signs of heat stroke include hot, red skin 
which may be dry or moist; changes in 
consciousness; vomiting; and high body 
temperature. 

❏ Heat stroke is life-threatening. Call 9-1-1 
or the local emergency number 
immediately. 

❏ Move the person to a cooler place. 
Quickly cool the person’s body by giving 
care as you would for heat exhaustion. 
If needed, continue rapid cooling by 
applying ice or cold packs wrapped in a 
cloth to the wrists, ankles, groin, neck 
and armpits. 

For more information on disaster and emergency preparedness, visit RedCross.org. 
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If needed, continue rapid cooling by 
applying ice or cold packs wrapped in a 
cloth to the wrists, ankles, groin, neck 
and armpits. 

For more information on disaster and emergency preparedness, visit RedCross.org. 
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Be Red CrossReady 
Heat Wave Safety Checklist 

In recent years, excessive heat has 
caused more deaths than all other 
weather events, including floods. A 
heat wave is a prolonged period of 
excessive heat, often combined with 
excessive humidity. Generally 
temperatures are 10 degrees or more 
above the average high temperature 
for the region during summer months, 
last for a long period of time and occur 
with high humidity as well. 

Know the Difference 

Excessive Heat Watch—Conditions are favorable for an 
excessive heat event to meet or exceed local Excessive Heat 
Warning criteria in the next 24 to 72 hours. 

Excessive Heat Warning—Heat Index values are forecast to 
meet or exceed locally defined warning criteria for at least 2 days 
(daytime highs=105-110° Fahrenheit). 

Heat Advisory—Heat Index values are forecast to meet locally 
defined advisory criteria for 1 to 2 days (daytime highs=100-105° 
Fahrenheit). 

How can I prepare? What should I do Recognize and care for heat-
during a heat wave? related emergencies … 

❏ Listen to local weather forecasts and 
stay aware of upcoming temperature 
changes. 

❏ The heat index is the temperature the 
body feels when the effects of heat and 
humidity are combined. Exposure to 
direct sunlight can increase the heat 
index by as much as 15° F. 

❏ Discuss heat safety precautions with 
members of your household. Have a 
plan for wherever you spend time— 
home, work and school—and prepare 
for the possibility of power outages. 

❏ Check the contents of your emergency 
preparedness kit in case a power outage 
occurs. 

❏ Know those in your neighborhood who 
are elderly, young, sick or overweight. 
They are more likely to become victims 
of excessive heat and may need help. 

❏ If you do not have air conditioning, 
choose places you could go to for relief 
from the heat during the warmest part 
of the day (schools, libraries, theaters, 
malls). 

❏ Be aware that people living in urban 
areas may be at greater risk from the 
effects of a prolonged heat wave than 
are people living in rural areas. 

❏ Get trained in first aid to learn how to 
treat heat-related emergencies. 

❏ Ensure that your animals’ needs for 
water and shade are met. 

❏ Listen to a NOAA Weather Radio for 
critical updates from the National 
Weather Service (NWS). 

❏ Never leave children or pets alone in 
enclosed vehicles. 

❏ Stay hydrated by drinking plenty of 
fluids even if you do not feel thirsty. 
Avoid drinks with caffeine or alcohol. 

❏ Eat small meals and eat more often. 

❏ Avoid extreme temperature changes. 

❏ Wear loose-fitting, lightweight, light-
colored clothing. Avoid dark colors 
because they absorb the sun’s rays. 

❏ Slow down, stay indoors and avoid 
strenuous exercise during the hottest 
part of the day. 

❏ Postpone outdoor games and activities. 

❏ Use a buddy system when working in 
excessive heat. 

❏ Take frequent breaks if you must work 
outdoors. 

❏ Check on family, friends and neighbors 
who do not have air conditioning, who 
spend much of their time alone or who 
are more likely to be affected by the 
heat. 

❏ Check on your animals frequently to 
ensure that they are not suffering from 
the heat. 

Let Your Family Know You’re Safe 
If your community experiences a disaster, register on the American Red Cross Safe and Well 
Web site available through RedCross.org to let your family and friends know about your 
welfare. If you don’t have Internet access, call 1-866-GET-INFO to register yourself and 
your family. 

Heat cramps are muscular pains and 
spasms that usually occur in the legs or 
abdomen caused by exposure to high heat 
and humidity and loss of fluids and 
electrolytes. Heat cramps are often an 
early sign that the body is having trouble 
with the heat. 

Heat exhaustion typically involves the 
loss of body fluids through heavy sweating 
during strenuous exercise or physical labor 
in high heat and humidity. 

❏ Signs of heat exhaustion include cool, 
moist, pale or flushed skin; heavy 
sweating; headache; nausea; dizziness; 
weakness; and exhaustion. 

❏ Move the person to a cooler place. 
Remove or loosen tight clothing and 
apply cool, wet cloths or towels to the 
skin. Fan the person. If the person is 
conscious, give small amounts of cool 
water to drink. Make sure the person 
drinks slowly. Watch for changes in 
condition. 

❏ If the person refuses water, vomits or 
begins to lose consciousness, call 9-1-1 
or the local emergency number. 

Heat stroke (also known as sunstroke) is 
a life-threatening condition in which a 
person’s temperature control system stops 
working and the body is unable to cool 
itself. 

❏ Signs of heat stroke include hot, red skin 
which may be dry or moist; changes in 
consciousness; vomiting; and high body 
temperature. 

❏ Heat stroke is life-threatening. Call 9-1-1 
or the local emergency number 
immediately. 

❏ Move the person to a cooler place. 
Quickly cool the person’s body by giving 
care as you would for heat exhaustion. 
If needed, continue rapid cooling by 
applying ice or cold packs wrapped in a 
cloth to the wrists, ankles, groin, neck 
and armpits. 

For more information on disaster and emergency preparedness, visit RedCross.org. 
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ROOTED IN RESEARCH

By Mike Fidanza, PhD

In 2005, a journal article was published (Milesi et al., 
2005) that unfortunately is often used to unfairly criticize 
the turfgrass industry. The article had good intentions 
by examining turfgrass ecosystems as a potential carbon 
sink that could contribute to mitigating climate change. 
The authors used complicated statistical and geo-analysis 
methods and models to estimate the total land area of 
turfgrass in the USA, which they ultimately determined as 
40 million acres (16.2 million ha).

Those with an adverse or not-so-friendly attitude toward 
turfgrass, lawns, golf courses, or sod farms often cite the 
Milesi article for this one statement: “The analysis indicates 
that turf grasses, occupying 1.9 percent of the surface of the 
continental United States, would be the single largest irrigated 
crop in the country.” Look very closely at the statement, and 
two words “would be” assumes that 
if every square foot (or meter) of 
turfgrass in the USA was irrigated, 
then turfgrass would be the largest 
irrigated crop in the USA. 

Think about that for a moment 
… is every-square foot (or square 
meter) of turfgrass as lawns, 
parks, athletic fields, golf courses, 
sod farms, roadsides, cemeteries, 
airports, commercial spaces, and 
public spaces, and other various 
patches of turfgrass … actually 
irrigated? Of course, every square 
foot (or square meter) of turfgrass 
in the USA is not irrigated. 
Therefore, the truth is—turfgrass 
IS NOT the single largest 
irrigated crop in the USA.

TURFGRASS AS AN IRRIGATED CROP IN THE 
U.S.—LET’S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT

The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Economic 
Research Service (ERS) reported 91.7 million acres (37.1 
million ha) were planted to corn (maize) in 2019 (https://
www.usda.gov/media/blog/2019/07/29/corn-americas-
largest-crop-2019). So, if all that corn were irrigated, 
wouldn’t that be the single most irrigated crop in the USA?

A 2017 survey (https://www.turfgrasssod.org/2017-usda-
ag-census-for-sod-production/) estimates total land area for 
sod farms in the USA at 339,451 acres (137,371 ha). How 
about golf courses? In the USA, golf courses occupy about 
2.2 million acres (908,000 ha) of land (https://www.gcsaa.
org/docs/default-source/Environment/phase-2-land-use-survey-
full-report.pdf?). About one-third of the total land at a golf 
course is not managed turf (i.e., lakes, forests, parking lots, 
buildings, etc.) and about 24 percent of the managed turf 
is not irrigated (https://www.gcsaa.org/docs/default-source/
Environment/phase-2-water-use-survey-full-report.pdf?).

Figure 1. Distribution of the fractional turfgrass area (percentage) in the continental USA as calculated 
from Milesi et al. (2005).
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Mike Fidanza, PhD, is a professor of Plant and Soil Science at 
Pennsylvania State University, Berks Campus. Cale Bigelow, PhD, 
is a professor of Turfgrass Science and Ecology in the Department 
of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture at Purdue University in 
Indiana. They are teaming to provide a Rooted in Research article 
for each issue of Turf News. 

All graphics courtesy of Mike Fidanza, PhD.

So, how does the 339,451 acres (137.371 ha) of sod farms 
(~ let’s assume every acre or hectare is irrigated), or the 
1.1 million acres (445,000 ha) of irrigated golf course 
turf, compare to the 12 million acres (4.8 million ha) of 
corn that actually is grown under irrigation, or a total of 
58 million acres (23.4 million ha) for all irrigated crops in 
the USA (https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm-practices-
management/irrigation-water-use/)?

Although the Milesi article attempted to scientifically 
measure the total land area of turfgrass, there is not one 
comprehensive acreage and economic impact information 
source for the U.S. turfgrass industry. Therefore, a proposal 
has recently been submitted to the USDA’s Agricultural 
Marketing Service for funding to conduct a “National 
Turfgrass Industry Survey.”  The overall objective is to 
determine the actual turfgrass land acreage and use, and 
to provide a better understanding of the size, scope, and 
economic impact of turfgrass in the USA. These data are 
critical in allocating federal and state funding, and for 
supporting basic and applied research, supporting industry 
marketing and promotion activities, supporting workforce 
and economic development, promoting the environmental 
benefits of turfgrass, and other supporting important 
functions of a vibrant and growing industry/commodity.
The noble intention of the Milesi article was to propose 
that turfgrass ecological communities represent a 
viable opportunity for carbon sequestration. Also, the 
article points to the use of fertilizer and other turfgrass 
management inputs that could possibly offset those 
carbon sequestration benefits. However, the article 
does not consider best turfgrass management practices 

Figure 2. Visual estimation of land in the USA (Merrell, D., and L. Leatherby. 2018. Here’s How America Uses Its Land. https:www.bloomberg.com/
graphics/2018-us-land-us/ ).

(https://www.gcsaa.org/environment/bmp-planning-guide/
best-management-practices/state-bmp-guides) nor does it 
recognize that many turfgrass areas receive little to no 
management inputs. Of course, the Milesi article did not 
intend to be utilized as a tool to support those with a 
negative opinion of turfgrass or the turfgrass industry.

So, let’s set-the-record-straight regarding information in 
the Milesi article that is often misused: (1) turfgrass IS 
NOT the single largest irrigated crop in the USA; (2) 
even if every square foot (or square meter) of turfgrass was 
irrigated, it would not be the single largest irrigated crop 
in the USA; and (3) turfgrass represents many positive 
benefits to the environment, society, and the human race 
(https://www.thelawninstitute.org/%20environmental-
benefits/).

Source:  Milesi, C. et al., 2005. Mapping and modeling the 
biogeochemical cycling of turf grasses in the United States. 
Environmental Management 36:426-438.

Source:  Fidanza, M. 2022. Turfgrass is not the largest 
irrigated crop. Golf Course Management (https://www.
gcmonline.com/research/news/turfgrass-crop-irrigation)
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One of the more common 
questions I get while out on the 
road speaking to sod producers and 
sod associations about the potential 
sod checkoff program is, of course, 
“What does it cost?” One of the 
perspectives that is now emerging 
from many producers is that it 
shouldn’t cost anything. How? 
By invoicing customers for the 
checkoff assessment, sod producers 
become a pass-through. 

The Commodity Promotion 
Research and Information 
Act of 1996 even lays out 
the language for this under 
Subtitle B—Issuance of Orders 
for Promotion, Research, and 
Information Activities Regarding 
Agricultural Commodities. 
It states under section (5); 
Generic promotion, research, 
and information activities for 
agricultural commodities, paid by 
the producers and others in the 
industry who reap the benefits 
of such activities, provide a 
unique opportunity for producers 
to inform consumers about a 
particular agricultural commodity. 

There is no doubt that landscapers, 
athletic field managers, golf course 
superintendents, and others in 
the green industry will benefit 
by having a checkoff program 
promoting natural grass. Many 
of the associations who represent 
these industries have even gone on 

By Casey Reynolds, PhD

SOD CHECKOFF INVOICING

Fax #

Invoice

Invoice #: 00056031

Bill To:
ABC Landscape
789 Yard Way
Metropolis, US 12345

Ship To:
ABC Landscape
456 City Ct
Happy Town, US 12345

Andrea Roger C.O.D. 5/12/2022

Thank you!

Sod Farm Co.
Real Grass, Real Fast

12345 Grass Hwy - Anytown - USA
Phone: (888) 555-1234     Fax: (888) 555-4321
Email: SodFarmCo@email.com
www.SodFarmCo.com

SALESPERSON PO # SHIP VIA TERMS DATE

Qty Item No Description Price Unit Extended Tx

** If payment is not made by due date, a 2% service change will be added to the unpaid balance - retroactive to the date of invoice.
Carrier assumes all liabilities during transport and delivery. Not responsible for accidents to sidewalks, driveways, etc. Purchaser
acknowledges sod is perishable even under the best of conditions and particularly perishable in hot weather or when the purcahser

does not immediately install and water sod. If the sod is defective, purchaser agrees to immediately contact Sod Farm Co. to notify of
the defect. If purchaser makes a payment with a check that is dishonored for any reason, purchaser acknowledges they shall

reimburse Sod Farm Co.'s attorney fees, including litigation, administrative costs and expenses, related to Sod Farm Co.'s efforts to
collect on the check.

SOD IS PERISHABLE - MUST BE INSTALLED SAME DAY

Sale Amount

Sales Tax

Total Amount

Paid Today

BALANCE DUE

Returned checks will be subject to a $30.00 service charge.

6,300 6060 KBG Sod, P/U, W, Tier 1 $0.235 Sq Ft $1,480.50 X
9 5090 Pallet Deposit $15.00 Each $135.00
1 7020 Base Delivery, W $350.00 $350.00 X

6,300 1500 Sod Checkoff $0.001 sq ft $6.30

$109.83

$1,971.80

$2,081.63

$0.00

$2,081.63

Here is the first of two sample invoices  
for potential ways to handle the proposed checkoff:
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Casey Reynolds, PhD, is executive 
director of Turfgrass Producers 
International.

Fax #

Invoice

Invoice #: 00056031

Bill To:
ABC Landscape
789 Yard Way
Metropolis, US 12345

Ship To:
ABC Landscape
456 City Ct
Happy Town, US 12345

Andrea Roger C.O.D. 5/12/2022

Thank you!

Sod Farm Co.
Real Grass, Real Fast

12345 Grass Hwy - Anytown - USA
Phone: (888) 555-1234     Fax: (888) 555-4321
Email: SodFarmCo@email.com
www.SodFarmCo.com

SALESPERSON PO # SHIP VIA TERMS DATE

Qty Item No Description Price Unit Extended Tx

** If payment is not made by due date, a 2% service change will be added to the unpaid balance - retroactive to the date of invoice.
Carrier assumes all liabilities during transport and delivery. Not responsible for accidents to sidewalks, driveways, etc. Purchaser
acknowledges sod is perishable even under the best of conditions and particularly perishable in hot weather or when the purcahser

does not immediately install and water sod. If the sod is defective, purchaser agrees to immediately contact Sod Farm Co. to notify of
the defect. If purchaser makes a payment with a check that is dishonored for any reason, purchaser acknowledges they shall

reimburse Sod Farm Co.'s attorney fees, including litigation, administrative costs and expenses, related to Sod Farm Co.'s efforts to
collect on the check.

SOD IS PERISHABLE - MUST BE INSTALLED SAME DAY
Sale Amount

Sales Tax

Total Amount

Paid Today

BALANCE DUE

Returned checks will be subject to a $30.00 service charge.

Checkoff

6,300 6060 KBG Sod, P/U, W, Tier 1 $0.235 Sq Ft $1,480.50 X
9 5090 Pallet Deposit $15.00 Each $135.00
1 7020 Base Delivery, W $350.00 $350.00 X

$109.83

$1,965.50

$2,081.63

$0.00

$2,081.63

$6.30

record saying they support the sod 
checkoff initiative. 

The National Association of 
Landscape Professionals (NALP), 
the Sports Field Management 
Association (SFMA), the U.S. 
Golf Association (USGA) Green 
Section, the American Farm Bureau, 
and others have stated that they 
understand the need for national and 
local research and promotion efforts 
to protect and promote green space. 

In almost a year of travel now, 
talking about the checkoff with 
sod producers, there are varying 
opinions about the impact of a 
one-tenth of one penny assessment 
to a producer’s bottom line. Some 
producers see it as a small amount 
of money, while other producers 
see it as significant. 

I have even had some producers 
jokingly say that if a customer 
complains about one-tenth of 
one penny per square foot that 
they would just have them call the 
checkoff and complain to them, not 
the producer. The checkoff staff could 
then tell them that the 50 cents per 
pallet assessment they just paid is 
going to ensure that they continue 
to have lawns and other green spaces 
to manage for many years to come. 
As stated above, they certainly would 
reap the benefits of research and 
promotion activities on natural grass. 
We are all in this industry together. 

Here is the second of two sample invoices  
for potential ways to handle the proposed checkoff:
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TPI continues to work on behalf of its members in the 
wide arena of government affairs. The following report 
highlights the most recent activity.

EPA Releases Interim Registration 
Review Decision on Oxadiazon
On April 28, 2022, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) released its Interim Review Decision on 
several pesticides as part of its periodic review of pesticide 
registrations. The Federal Insecticide, Rodenticide, 
and Fungicide Act (FIFRA) mandates the continuous 
review of existing pesticides. All pesticides distributed 
or sold in the United States must be registered by EPA 
based on scientific data showing that they will not cause 
unreasonable risks to human health or to the environment 
when used as directed on product labeling. In 2006, the 
Agency began implementing the registration review 
program. EPA will review each registered pesticide every 
15 years. Through the registration review program, the 
Agency intends to verify that all registered pesticides 
continue to meet the registration standard as the ability 
to assess and reduce risk evolves and as policies and 
practices change. By periodically re-evaluating pesticides 
as science, public policy, and pesticide-use practices 
change, the Agency ensures that the public can continue 
to use products in the marketplace that do not present 
unreasonable adverse effects. 

One active ingredient currently under review that is of key 
interest to sod producers is oxadiazon, a pre-emergence 
herbicide labeled for use on many weed species of annual 
grasses, primarily crabgrass and goosegrass. TPI has been 
working with EPA on this registration review since at least 
August of 2021 when the Proposed Interim Registration 
Review Decision was posted to the EPA’s public document 
in the U.S. Federal Register. As a result, TPI and nine 
individual sod producers submitted comments for EPA’s 
consideration on oxadiazon’s importance in sod farms and 
the potential impacts of this registration review decision on 
those who use it.

Most of the proposed changes to the oxadiazon label 
revolve around rate reductions, limitations on liquid 
applications, post-application irrigation, and others. 
A summary of the Interim Registration Review’s 
recommendations are as follows:

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS UPDATE 

For Sod Farms

• Oxadiazon will be classified as a Restricted Use 
Pesticide (RUP)

• A yearly maximum application rate of 6.0 lbs ai/acre/
year for all use sites

• A single maximum application rate of 3.0 lbs ai/acre, 
reduced from a previous maximum of 4.0 lbs ai/acre

• Up to two liquid applications per year of oxadiazon

• A 60-day re-treatment interval is required between 
applications

• A 10-foot vegetative buffer is required between treated 
areas and surface water

• Thorough post-application irrigation is required as 
soon as possible on the same day of application

For other Turf Sites (golf courses, parks, athletic fields)

• Oxadiazon will be classified as a Restricted Use 
Pesticide (RUP)

• A yearly maximum application rate of 6.0 lbs ai/acre/
year for all use sites

• A single maximum application rate of 3.0 lbs ai/acre, 
reduced from a previous maximum of 4.0 lbs ai/acre.

• Limit of one liquid application per year at a max rate 
of 3 lbs ai/acre

• Golf courses only - Restrict treatment of up to 30 
percent of golf course managed turf with a required 
10-ft vegetative surface water buffer

• Golf courses only - Allow up to two granular 
applications at 4 lbs ai/A in areas of heavy weed 
pressure only

• Prohibit Mechanically Pressurized Handgun (MPHG) 
on all sites except golf course turf

• Restrict liquid backpack applications in turf to spot 
treatments only (1,000 sq ft or less)

By Casey Reynolds, PhD
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TPI also worked with sports field managers to address 
their concerns about losing oxadiazon in sports fields, as 
that was part of the initial recommendation. EPA thanks 
these individuals and institutions working in the athletic 
and sports turf sector for their detailed comments on 
the benefits of oxadiazon use on athletic and sport turf 
and the potential impacts of the proposed terminations 
in the oxadiazon proposed interim decision (PID). EPA 
proposed termination of these use sites to mitigate human 
health post-application risks identified in the draft risk 
assessments under high-contact turf scenarios, which 
would not be mitigated by a reduced application rate 
alone. However, the turf transferable residue (TTR) data 
used to estimate these risks did not use post-application 
irrigation, which is a common and widespread practice 
for oxadiazon applications to both ensure effectiveness by 
binding oxadiazon to the soil surface and prevent injury to 
the desired turf or ornamental vegetation. 

Therefore, EPA has adjusted its mitigation proposal to 
allow use on athletic fields and other non- golf and non-
agricultural turf sites (e.g., parks and other institutional 
or commercial turf ) under additional requirements. To 
mitigate these potential risks, EPA determined that 
thorough post-application irrigation, or watering-in, is 
needed as soon as possible on the same day of application 
for all oxadiazon use sites, and EPA will classify oxadiazon 
as a RUP to ensure only certified applicators, or those 
under the direct supervision of a certified applicator, 
are able to purchase and apply it. Furthermore, EPA is 
requiring new TTR data with watering-in to be submitted 
to allow refinement of these post-application risk estimates 
on turf. EPA has determined that sports/athletic turf and 
other institutional turf sites may remain conditionally 
registered at a maximum rate of 6 lbs a.i./A/year (2 
applications of 3 lbs a.i./A per year) until these TTR data 
are reviewed and EPA is able to revise its risk estimates and 
regulatory decision for oxadiazon’s turf use sites. 

TPI will continue to work with EPA to provide public 
comment on these recommended changes to oxadiazon. 
The entire packet containing all of the information for 
the interim registration review decision on oxadiazon 
can be found at https://www.federalregister.gov/
documents/2022/04/28/2022-09134/pesticide-registration-
review-decisions-and-case-closures-for-several-pesticides-
notice-of. 

As always, we seek and welcome input from sod producers 
on these and other regulatory affairs. Last, but certainly not 
least, thanks to those sod producers, and representatives of 
other industries, who logged on to provide public comment 
on this important product. Thanks also to EPA staff for 
working with our industry on this and addressing many of 
our needs. We thank them for their partnership on this and 
other initiatives. 

USDA To Provide Disaster Relief To 
Specialty Crop Producers 

The USDA announced on May 16, 2022, that commodity 
and specialty crop producers impacted by natural disaster 
events in 2020 and 2021 will soon begin receiving 
emergency relief payments totaling approximately $6 
billion through the Farm Service Agency’s (FSA) new 
Emergency Relief Program (ERP) to offset crop yield and 
value losses.

“For over two years, farmers and ranchers across the 
country have been hard hit by an ongoing pandemic 
coupled with more frequent and catastrophic natural 
disasters,” said Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack. “As 
the agriculture industry deals with new challenges and 
stressors, we at USDA look for opportunities to inject 
financial support back into the rural economy through 
direct payments to producers who bear the brunt of 
circumstances beyond their control. These emergency relief 
payments will help offset the significant crop losses due to 
major weather events in 2020 and 2021 and help ensure 
farming operations are viable this crop year, into the next 
growing season and beyond.”

Click the link that follows to read more about this and 
other USDA programs.

https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2022/05/16/usda-
provide-approximately-6-billion-commodity-and-specialty-crop.

TPI Working With USDA on Crop 
Insurance For Sod 

TPI also is working with the USDA Risk Management 
Agency (RMA) on developing potential crop insurance 
plans specific to sod production. As TPI President Jim 
Keeven says, “We can’t control the weather, but we can try 
to control what happens when the weather attacks. As a 
part of that exploratory committee, I can report that we’ve 
been digging into what is available now and what we’d like 
to work out. As of early June, the committee had held two 
zoom meetings with RMA, and they are listening. They’ve 
proposed a couple programs that were to be on the agenda 
at the mid-June TPI Board meeting.” Look for more 
information to come on this initiative. 

Casey Reynolds, PhD, is executive director of 
Turfgrass Producers International.
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REPRESENTATIVE IRRIGATION PLANFOR NEWLY LAID SOD

Irrigation amounts vary by region, climate, season, etc. but 
a general rule of thumb based on plant evaporation rates 
is to apply 1 inch of water per week during the growing 
season. Only apply water when needed and be sure to cut 
off automatic irrigation systems during periods of rainfall, 
dormancy, or other times that supplemental irrigation is 
not necessary.

WHEN TO WATERFreshly cut sod contains enough moisture in the leaves, 
roots, and soil to keep the grass healthy and alive for 
transport and planting. However, once the sod is laid at the 
site it will continue to transpire water that will need to be 
replaced by either rainfall or supplemental irrigation.
WATERING TIP #1It is essential to begin watering new turfgrass sodimmediately upon establishment. This can be done by

hand-watering with a water hose and nozzle, hose-end
sprinkler, in-ground irrigation system, or any combination
thereof. When watering new sod, make sure that the sod
and the soil layer immediately beneath the sod is moist to
a depth of ½ – 1 inch.

WATERING TIP #2Lifting the corners of random pieces of sod and checking
for moisture is a good way to ensure that the sod is wet.
A screwdriver, pocket-knife, or other sharp implement is
a useful tool to inspect the soil beneath the sod. If the 
implement easily goes into the soil, then it is likelysufficiently wet.

WATERING TIP #3Make certain the entire lawn is receiving water. Corners,
edges, and areas exposed to full sun are particularly prone
to drying out. Also pay particular attention to sod laid
adjacent to hardscapes as these areas can dry out sooner
than others. Turfgrass leaves that are wilted and/orbluish-gray in color often appear in these areas first and
are a sign of drought stress.
WATERING TIP #4During the first few days of establishment, it is important 
to water newly laid sod frequently enough that the sod and
top ½ – 1 inch of soil immediately beneath the sod remain
wet. This may require frequent, light applications of water
applied multiple times per day. This is particularly true on
hot, arid, and/or windy days during the grow-in period.WATERING TIP #5Prevent over-watering by paying attention to runoff on 

sloped areas or standing water on flat areas. This isimportant for water conservation but also for plant health.
Turfgrass roots need oxygen for respiration, andover-irrigation can slow or prevent new roots from emerging and establishing in the soil.
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ETS Field Day 2022 Recap 

After the long-term restrictions 
all over the world, this year we had 
the opportunity to meet in person 
again. On May 17 and 18, 2022, the 
European Turfgrass Society (ETS) 
held its Seventh ETS Field Days in 
Barcelona-Girona, Spain. This site, 
chosen to host the event, is in the 
heart of the Mediterranean region, 
home to beautiful natural scenery and 
the internationally renowned modern 
town. The meeting venue was the 
Hotel Camiral at PGA Catalunya 
Resort in Caldes de Malavella.

Sixty-three delegates attended the 
ETS Field Days from around Europe and from South America. In total, ten different countries were represented at the 
two days of technical tours, with a welcome mix of academics, practitioners, and turfgrass industry delegates.

ETS President Dr. Stefano Macolino gave the opening welcome. The ETS General Assembly was chaired by ETS 
Secretary Dr. Claudia de Bertoldi (Turf Europe) and saw the presentation of 2021 activities, balance, and budget.

Compo Expert (www.compo-expert.com), BION (www.bionint.com), STIGA (www.stiga.com), ICL Everris Ibérica 
Fertilizers (www.icl-sf.com/global-en/), Royalverd (www.royalverd.com/en/), and Semillas Fito (www.semillasfito.com/en/) were 
the Top Sponsors of the ETS Field Days. Their presentations addressed issues and innovations relevant to the turfgrass 
industry and research: irrigation progress, optimal turf nutrition, alternative plants for enhancing of biodiversity in 
extensive turfgrass, no-pesticide management of sport fields, and sustainable approach for green areas.

The tour started with the visit at PGA Catalunya Golf, in Caldes de Malavella, guided by David Batalle, greenkeeper 
of the golf course. Lunch followed at the Hotel Camiral. Royalverd facilities at La Vall D’en Bas (Girona) was the 
second stop of the field tour and, after a warm welcome introducing the history of the Company, participants enjoyed 

the wonderful views of the surroundings while touring the 
well-maintained turfgrasses for the training center and the 
hybrid sod farm. The visit ended with a delicious paella 
dinner served in the beautiful garden.

On the second day, participants visited Semillas Fitó in 
Cabrera de Mar, Barcelona. There they toured the very well 
kept turfgrass trials of cool-season grasses and mixes and 
of warm-season grasses, and the Biotech laboratory. After 
an outdoor lunch at Semillas Fitó facilities, the Field Days 
attendees were welcomed at the Estádio Cornellà-El Prat 
(Espanyol) with an interesting technical visit guided by 
the groundsman Nil Tarres. The technical tour closed with 
a visit to Gran Clariana Garden, a landscape project in 
the center of Barcelona, where turfgrasses are subject to 
the challenges of limited irrigation and heavy traffic. ETS 
President Dr. Stefano Macolino closed the event giving his 
warmest thanks to all attendants for their participation.

Recap and photos provided by ETS Secretary Dr. Claudia de Bertoldi
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REPRESENTATIVE IRRIGATION PLANFOR NEWLY LAID SOD

Irrigation amounts vary by region, climate, season, etc. but 
a general rule of thumb based on plant evaporation rates 
is to apply 1 inch of water per week during the growing 
season. Only apply water when needed and be sure to cut 
off automatic irrigation systems during periods of rainfall, 
dormancy, or other times that supplemental irrigation is 
not necessary.

WHEN TO WATERFreshly cut sod contains enough moisture in the leaves, 
roots, and soil to keep the grass healthy and alive for 
transport and planting. However, once the sod is laid at the 
site it will continue to transpire water that will need to be 
replaced by either rainfall or supplemental irrigation.
WATERING TIP #1It is essential to begin watering new turfgrass sodimmediately upon establishment. This can be done by

hand-watering with a water hose and nozzle, hose-end
sprinkler, in-ground irrigation system, or any combination
thereof. When watering new sod, make sure that the sod
and the soil layer immediately beneath the sod is moist to
a depth of ½ – 1 inch.

WATERING TIP #2Lifting the corners of random pieces of sod and checking
for moisture is a good way to ensure that the sod is wet.
A screwdriver, pocket-knife, or other sharp implement is
a useful tool to inspect the soil beneath the sod. If the 
implement easily goes into the soil, then it is likelysufficiently wet.

WATERING TIP #3Make certain the entire lawn is receiving water. Corners,
edges, and areas exposed to full sun are particularly prone
to drying out. Also pay particular attention to sod laid
adjacent to hardscapes as these areas can dry out sooner
than others. Turfgrass leaves that are wilted and/orbluish-gray in color often appear in these areas first and
are a sign of drought stress.
WATERING TIP #4During the first few days of establishment, it is important 
to water newly laid sod frequently enough that the sod and
top ½ – 1 inch of soil immediately beneath the sod remain
wet. This may require frequent, light applications of water
applied multiple times per day. This is particularly true on
hot, arid, and/or windy days during the grow-in period.WATERING TIP #5Prevent over-watering by paying attention to runoff on 

sloped areas or standing water on flat areas. This isimportant for water conservation but also for plant health.
Turfgrass roots need oxygen for respiration, andover-irrigation can slow or prevent new roots from emerging and establishing in the soil.
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Perennial turfgrasses are some of the most hardy and durable plants often found in urban landscapes. Like any new planting, they require attention and care during installation to ensure successful establishment. This guide contains helpful tips to make sure your newly laid sod remains healthy and ready to enjoy!
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
European Turfgrass Producers (ETP) 2022 Turf Show Expo 
Turfgrass Producers International (TPI) is heading to Germany to support the European Turfgrass Producers (ETP) 2022 Turf Show 
Expo in Pattensen, Germany. The ETP Turf Show Expo will take place on July 7-8, 2022. The TPI July 2022 excursion will take part in 
the ETP Expo and add in farm tours and a look at German culture. 

Host Farm for the ETP 2022 Turf Show Expo, Rasenland Pattensen, lies in the fertile, beautiful, and historic “Calenberger Land” 
only 15 kilometers (9.32 miles) south of Hanover and 30 minutes from the Hanover airport. The farm has been farmed by the current 
owner’s family since the 13th century. Apart from arable crops, currently about 75 hectares (185.33 acres) of turfgrass are grown in one 
block on site. Rasenland Pattensen is part of the Rasenland Group comprising four production sites and several outlets in Germany. 
Since beginning its turfgrass production in 1992, the Rasenland Group has developed into one of the leading suppliers for turfgrass in 
Germany and was the first producer to use automated production technology in Central Europe as early as 2001. 

Rasenland Pattensen, owned by TPI Board of Trustees member Albrecht Freiherr Knigge, is proud to be the host farm for this fantastic 
event. The whole ETP-team is very much looking forward to welcoming attendees!

ITRC 2022 To Be Held July 10-15 in Copenhagen
The ITS Board announces ITRC 2022, the fourteenth International Turfgrass Research Conference. 
This event, arranged by the Scandinavian Turfgrass and Environment Research Foundation (STERF), 
will be held in Copenhagen, Denmark, on July 10-15, 2022. The conference theme is Development & 
Sustainability.

ITRC 2022 is pleased to announce that 181 voluntary papers have been accepted for presentation at 
the conference—the highest number received in ITS history. The full scientific program is available at www.itrc2022.org. The scientific 
program includes two keynote addresses and four talks related to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 
Agenda 2030 at the opening ceremony, more than ten Symposium talks, and more than 15 talks at the one-day practitioner’s seminar, 
along with the graduate student competition session, and an impressive number of cutting-edge oral and poster presentations.

In addition, a full day of technical tours will highlight the extraordinary range of turfgrass venues in the Oresund region (Denmark 
and Sweden). Tour sites include University of Aarhus – Flakkebjerg and the Tystofte, Scanturf testing site; Rosenborg castle garden 
and Horsholm golf course; Fureso golf course and Parken, the Danish national football stadium; CopenHill and Copenhagen golf 
course; Brandby stadium and training facilities and Smorum golf course; and Ljunghusen golf course, Malmo IF stadium, and Capillary 
Concrete AB. All technical tours will end at the DLF Seeds and Science Research Center in Store Heddinge where attendees will 
get an introduction to their breeding program and a tour to experimental facilities, field trials, and demonstration plots. The day will 
conclude with a BBQ dinner at the turf fields hosted by DLF Seeds and Science. And—there is so much more! Visit the website www.
itrc2022.org to find all the details ITRC 2022 has to offer and to register for the event.

Turfgrass Growers Association Demonstration Day 2022
The Turfgrass Growers Association’s (TGA) Turfgrass Summer Show Demonstration Day will take place on Thursday, 
July 28, 2022. Turffit has very kindly offered to host the 2022 event and they are “looking forward to welcoming all the 
members and the turfgrass industry to Kinross, Scotland.” Demonstration Day will showcase host Turffit’s fine turfgrass 
where machinery, seed, and crop protection companies will find a platform upon which to showcase and promote their 
latest technologies. The event also will be registered for both BASIS* and NRoSO** points.

An array of activities will complement this year’s event, including some Scottish Highland Games favorites. Attendees 
can test their strength by Tossing the Caber and Throwing the Hammer. And test their accuracy with the unique 
Glengoyne Malt Challenge (Haggis throwing!). Or try their hand at Scottish Piping! In addition, attendees can take aim 
with environmentally friendly Clay Shooting, join in Football Darts, or try Archery with guidance from an experienced 
instructor. There also will be a fantastic Falconry experience to enjoy! 

To close the 2022 Summer Show, TGA, in partnership with Trimax, will host a celebratory meal at the prestigious 
Cannonball Restaurant in Edinburgh. The historic setting, in the heart of the Old Town, and with fabulous views of 
Edinburgh Castle, is the ideal place to celebrate this turfgrass event with the growers and affiliated industries from across 
the UK and the wider world. It’s an event not to be missed! For more information, email admin@britishgrowers.org or 
visit https://turfgrass.co.uk/tga-summer-show-2022/. 
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
Turf Australia Statistics Results - 
2020/2021 
Turf Australia encouraged all growers to participate in the 
survey for the levy-funded Turf Industry Statistics 2020-
21 to 2024-25 (TU21000), which began in February. As 
Turf Australia stated, “Grower participation in this survey 
generates the data and helps form the insights that assist 
in providing a clear picture of your business and help shape 
the turfgrass industry. Data drives decision making, but 
that data must be robust, reliable, and quantifiable. This 
data will be a catalyst for the industry informing strategic 
decisions and investment priorities. In addition, it equips 
Turf Australia to provide essential data to ensure our voices 
are heard when needs arise or disaster strikes.”

Turf Australia announced the results are now available 
for the Turf Australia 2020/2021 Statistics Project. The 
findings are shared with growers over the five years of the 
project. Growers who completed the survey were provided 
with a username and password for the Turf Statistics 
Benchmarking tool via an email from Craig Stuchbury of 
Taverner Research company. That platform is accessible 
only to businesses participating in the annual survey. 
Growers who have completed the survey will be able to 
compare their performance over the next five-year period to 
both industry benchmarks and historical data. Participating 
growers also were given access to an online user guide for 
the Benchmarking tool. Those needing assistance were 
directed to contact Turf Australia at admin@turfaustralia.
com or 0420300056. 

The platform was developed and customized by Taverner 
Research for the turf production industry. 

Taverner Research will manage the platform throughout 
the project to ensure that grower data remains confidential 
and updated, and to assess improvements.

Turf Australia Turf Industry 2020/21 
Snapshot Report 
The Snapshot Report provides a summary of turf 
production and grower sentiment for the Australian 
turf industry for the 2020/21 financial year based on the 
research conducted by Taverner Research. The research was 
conducted in March and April of 2022. Overall, 65 out of 
a total of 255 Australian turf growers completed the survey 
online. To review the 2020/21 Snapshot Report, please 
click on the link that follows. Turf_Industry_Snapshot_
Report_20_21_Final.pdf (mcusercontent.com) 

Total Australia turfgrass production volume and value 
reported on the first two pages of the report were 
estimated by extrapolating from mean turf volume and 
value at the state and quantity level from data provided by 
survey respondents. The additional results report industry 
aggregate benchmarks directly from the survey data. The 
graphic below shows the Volume and Value by turfgrass 
species from page 2 of the Snapshot report. 
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What if ? 

What if we not only accelerated the development of 
drought tolerant turfgrasses through the collaborative 
network of university turfgrass researchers, breeders, and 
geneticists, but also incorporated a focus to identify the 
specific physiological components that give these newly 
developed grasses this great drought tolerance response?

That “what if ” is happening now! 

"Funding for this project was provided by a Specialty Crop 
Research Initiative Grant (#: 2019-51181-30472) from 
the USDA National Institute for Food and Agriculture." 
As well as digging deeper into turfgrass physiology, it 
funds a continuation of a multi-university group’s work 
producing drought-tolerant warm-season turfgrasses. The 
team (representing five universities—North Carolina State 
University, Texas A&M University, University of Florida, 
University of Georgia, and Oklahoma State University) 
has collaborated for ten years with a rotating leadership 
structure. For the five-year grant that began in 2020, the 
team decided to expand the evaluations out west and 
invited the University of California Riverside, led by Dr. 
Jim Baird, to join in the collaboration. NC State’s Dr. 
Susana Milla-Lewis, professor of Turfgrass Breeding and 
Genetics, is at the helm in their new phase of study. 

Illuminating what this 
depth of research brings 
to the turfgrass industry 
are two members of that 
extensive research team. 
Dr. David Jespersen is 
assistant professor of 
Turfgrass Physiology at 
the University of Georgia 
Griffin Campus College 
of Agricultural and 
Environmental Sciences. 
Dr. Grady Miller is 
professor and extension 
turfgrass specialist in the 
Crop & Soil Sciences 
Department of North 
Carolina State University. 
The primary study is based 
on discovering the most 
drought tolerant cultivars 

working with the best germplasm from the breeders, yet it 
goes far beyond that. As Dr. Miller explains, “This is not 
the typical turfgrass research environment that ran into the 
2000s, where each program worked independently focused 

SCRI DROUGHT STUDY DIGS DEEPER  
By Suz Trusty

on developing marketable 
cultivars. Now multiple 
programs are working 
together with multiple 
disciplines across the 
scope of research digging 
deeper to not only develop 
drought tolerant grasses 
but also to discover the 
mechanisms that make 
them drought tolerant.” 
Dr. Jespersen adds, “It’s a 
really strong collaboration. 
Work we are doing within 
our own research team is 
replicated by the teams 
at the other participating 
universities and the 
findings are shared across 
that network. The whole 
is greater than the sum of 

the parts for the physiology, the breeding, the genetics, all 
helping to advance turfgrass science.”

Why It Matters
With drought conditions reaching the crisis point across 
much of the United States and throughout the world, 
it’s even more important that we learn more about the 
capabilities of turfgrasses to perform well with less water 
so they can continue their beneficial contributions to a 
struggling environment. 

The team of turfgrass researchers’ work has focused on 
selecting and testing drought-tolerant cultivars of four of the 
most economically important warm-season turfgrass species 
in the southern U.S.—bermudagrass, St. Augustinegrass, 
zoysiagrass, and seashore paspalum. Plant breeding is an 
intensive, long-term project, taking an average of 10 to 
15 years to introduce a new cultivar to the marketplace. 
By exchanging plant materials and data among university 
breeders, promising turfgrass cultivars are tested under many 
climatic conditions, and the results accumulate quickly. 

Within its first ten years of collaboration, the group 
evaluated over 2,500 potential varieties. That resulted in the 
release of several new drought-tolerant cultivars including 
two bermudagrasses, ‘TifTuf ’’ and ‘Tahoma 31’, two St. 
Augustine grasses, ‘TamStar’ and ‘CitraBlue’, and the 
zoysiagrass cultivar, ‘Lobo’. More new cultivars are in the 
pipeline for release soon.

Part of the Drought Study research 
team is Dr. Grady Miller, a 
professor and extension turfgrass 
specialist in the Crop & Soil 
Sciences Department of North 
Carolina State University. 

Another research team member is 
Dr. David Jespersen, an assistant 
professor of Turfgrass Physiology 
at the University of Georgia Griffin 
Campus College of Agricultural 
and Environmental Sciences. Photo 
courtesy of Dr. David Jespersen
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 “Our 2010 and 2015 projects were crucial in the 
development of drought-tolerant turfgrass cultivars. The 
levels of improvement of these grasses are promising and 
validate the need to promote adoption, continue cultivar 
research, and develop tools that facilitate the breeding 
process,” Milla-Lewis said.

The grant title provides a glimpse into the scope of this 
phase of research: “Improving Drought Tolerance and 
Sustainability of Turfgrasses used in Southern Landscapes 
Through the Integration of Breeding, Genetics, Physiology, 
Economics, and Outreach.” 

As stated in the Non-Technical Summery of the current 
grant, “The implementation of sustainable landscapes 
should be a goal in all regions of the country; however, 
severe droughts and limited water in the southern and 
western U.S. are dictating changes to the use of specific 
plant materials and irrigation in landscapes. There is a 
critical need for turfgrasses that provide functional surfaces 
tolerant to drought, reduced irrigation, and irrigation with 
reclaimed water. Failure to address these challenges will 
result in loss of turfgrass areas, along with their economic, 
environmental, and social benefits.”

And the summary later states, “Significant opportunities 
remain to advance drought and salinity tolerant turfgrasses 
with innovations in genomics that leverage the successful 
economic impacts of our previous work with evolving 
industry needs and societal preferences. The levels of 
improvement of our released cultivars are promising and 
substantiate the need for continued quantification of 
their reduced water use. Implementing education and 
outreach efforts to increase their adoption will maximize 
the economic and environmental impact of these grasses. 
Advancing our successful research relationship will increase 
the efficiency of cultivar development through use of new 
screening tools and technologies, and dissemination of 

information to stakeholders and end-users. Ultimately, 
these efforts will facilitate our long-term goal of reducing 
water consumptions in landscapes through the continued 
development and increased utilization of drought tolerant 
turfgrasses.”

“Continuing research on warm-season perennial turfgrasses 
through this grant focuses on the knowledge areas (111) 
Conservation and Efficient Use of Water, and (201) Plant 
Genome, Genetics, and Genetic Mechanisms. The new 
component incorporated into this grant is the knowledge 
area (203) Plant Biological Efficiency and Abiotic Stresses 
Affecting Plants.”

How It Works
The process is complex and multifaceted. Consider just 
one of the interrelated objectives as stated in the project 
Goals and Objectives, “Identify candidate genes through 
an integrated analysis that combines gene expression with 
metabolic information.” And in just one line item of the 
Project Methods section, “MetaboAnalyst software will be 
used for multivariate analysis of metabolomics data as well 
as integrated pathways using differences in gene expression 
from transcriptome data sets.”

Miller and Jespersen explain the heart of the process in 
less technical terminology. Miller says, “The project is like 
an onion with all the layers. My staff and those of other 
similar groups across the team are working in the field 
trying to better quantify how the plant functions at varied 
levels of drought. We’re not looking at the genetics; we’re 
trying to figure out how little water each cultivar needs to 
maintain quality and how that compares to the needs of 
older cultivars.” Jespersen says, “My lab, along with groups 
at other collaborating universities, are also performing 
growth chamber work in a very controlled, extremely 
uniform environment looking more at the mechanisms 

Rainout shelters allow researchers to control the amount of water 
test grasses receive. The multiple turfgrass plots under evaluation 
within this rainout shelter are part of the broader drought study. Photo 
courtesy of Dr. David Jespersen

This photo shows the rainout shelter structure, with sides that can be 
rolled up or down to better control weather conditions. Equipment is 
in place to begin determining water use of the test grasses grown in 
lysimeters. Photo courtesy of Dr. Grady Miller
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within the plant, trying to identify how they change and 
‘why’ they perform as they do in drought situations.”

 Planting materials to work on this grant started in the fall 
of 2019, but with the Covid protocols that kicked in soon 
afterward, it was a little slow to get started. Miller says, 
“Initially, we did some preliminary studies concentrating 
specifically on Bermudagrasses. We were able to identify 
those drought tolerant cultivars that had some percent 
greater ability to regulate water use while developing our 
research methods. We were excited about being able to 
refine those techniques with just one species. After all our 
plant material was grown-in we began looking at multiple 
species and at cultivars within a species to determine if 
they could regulate the water loss. Like someone who just 
sweats to the point of severe dehydration, some of the 
plants couldn’t regulate.”

Jespersen adds, “Now that the field plots are established 
and healthy and the greenhouse trials are going, we’re at 
the phase where the researchers are replicating some initial 
experiments as well as going broader to quantify how much 
better some cultivars perform and how much less water 
they use. We’re working with the details they provide to dig 
deeper into understanding the mechanisms that facilitate 
less water use.”

Miller reports, “During the field research trials, we’re 
monitoring the plants during the ambient conditions 
of the summer, focusing on how they handle water 
when it is freely available. We can measure the canopy 
temperatures of the individual plots. We know the potential 
evapotranspiration (ET) rate and using lysimeters placed 
within the soil, we get daily weights to see how much 
water the plants have lost. By monitoring their water use 
when water is readily available, we can calculate how they 
transpire to develop crop coefficients.

“Then we’re studying how the different plant materials 
handle water during the drought stress cycle. Over the 

summer, from June to August or September, using rainout 
shelters, we can control the water the plants receive. We 
can dry them down to see the stress and keep them there, 
adding smaller amounts of water to keep them just above 
the stress level, documenting when these plants are at 
what degree of water deficiency. We’re trying to determine 
how little water they need to maintain quality and how 
that compares to older, commonly-used cultivars. We’re 
detailing how much water they are using during drought 
periods and when they are using it.” 

 How do they osmo-regulate but still maintain plant 
quality? Jespersen says, “Just like a well-trained athlete does 
not use water in the same way as the average person, these 
plants function differently. Our research is digging into 
the why of that. I’d say we know approximately one-third 
of the performance factors, so we’re researching the other 
aspects of why a plant is better—what mechanisms they 
use, how they use them, if those mechanisms do or don’t 
interrelate, and if so, why.”

Within the controlled environments, as water becomes 
limited, Jespersen’s team is studying how the plants react. 
He says, “Some shut down. Others adapt prior to cells 
being severely damaged by drought, maintaining quality, 
and keeping their metabolism going when exposed to 
the water deficit. There are a lot of factors to consider, 
many of which are interrelated. Do they have a finer root 
system? Do the stomates stay open or close sooner? Do 
they produce sugars more efficiently? Do they accumulate 
different compounds? We discovered some surprising 
things while looking at seashore paspalum during one of 
the controlled environment studies, including a high level 
of plasticity within the plant that reacts to drought, giving 
the plant improved performance.”

Test grasses grown in lysimeters under a rainout shelter in Raleigh, 
NC, for determining daily water use. Photo courtesy of Dr. Grady Miller

Test grasses are shown in this growth chamber, which Dr. Jespersen 
defines as “a very controlled, extremely uniform environment.” Photo 
courtesy of Dr. David Jespersen
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Goals and Objectives
As reported in the Goals and Objectives section of the grant, 
“Approximately 58 percent of the efforts funded by this grant will 
focus on research in plant breeding, genetic, genomics and other 
methods to improve crop characteristics. This will include supplying 
genotypes into a robust pipeline for multi-location evaluations in 
nurseries that differ in the type and intensity of abiotic and biotic 
stresses according to environmental conditions at each location to 
exploit genotype action/response to environmental effects. Evaluate 
advanced lines under long-term drought conditions and conduct 
ancillary trials for shade and salinity tolerance, pest responses, 
and sod tensile strength. Identify and validate quantitative trait 
loci associated with drought and salinity tolerance to implement 
marker-assisted selection. Identify candidate genes through an 
integrated analysis that combines gene expression with metabolic 
information. Generate high quality reference genomes for African 
bermudagrass, St. Augustinegrass, and zoysiagrass.

Approximately eight percent of the effort will be in the areas of 
new innovations and technology. This area of research will focus on 
evaluating emerging UAS (unmanned aerial systems) technologies 
for their potential to facilitate high-throughput phenotyping to 
improve data collection on drought tolerance associated with traits. 
And on efforts to improve production efficiency, productivity, and 
profitability over the long-term.

Approximately 34 percent of the effort will focus on quantifying 
the water required to maintain acceptable quality in advanced lines 
generated from this program to develop water saving maintenance 
protocols for new cultivars. And conducting surveys to evaluate 
tradeoffs between drought tolerance and aesthetics. This will 
lead to producing extension-outreach programs to help extension 
experts, stakeholders, and consumers to understand the long-term 
impact of drought tolerant turfgrass selection and conservation 
of water. (Watch for a future Turf News article focusing on the 
communication segment of the grant.) 

Suz Trusty is co‑editor of Turf News.

What Comes Next? 
While drought is the central focus of this segment of the 
project, they also are looking at the salinity factor. Miller 
reports, “Within this same grant, other research teams are 
looking at shade tolerance, and there’s a sod study which is 
digging into establishment speed, production timing, and 
sod tensile strength.”  

As their current research produces more data, Miller and 
Jespersen foresee multiple ways it could be used. Jespersen 
says, “Knowing how much water specific turfgrass cultivars 
use when they are not under stress and when they are under 
stress could be combined with data from the other segments 
of the research to develop precision irrigation programs.”

Miller says, “A different part of the team is researching 
consumer preferences, delving into how turfgrasses 
are perceived, selected, and maintained, and what 
avenues are most effective in delivering information 
that addresses all those components. The last mile in 
developing drought tolerant cultivars is getting them on 
people’s lawns and maintained effectively and efficiently.” 
(See the Goals and Objectives Sidebar for even more 
details on the research segments.) 

Their wish list for the future? More labor, time, and space. 
Miller says, “We have the field plots replicated at the 
different universities, but in an ideal scenario we’d have 
even more places.” Jespersen adds, “Developing seeded 
cultivars of warm-season turfgrasses that incorporate the 
list of positive characteristics would be great, too.” 

Just like with that onion, research comes in “layers.” 
Jespersen says, “As we dig deeper, our findings open up 
even more areas to explore and new places to dig. Studying 
the nuances of how the plants operate with the complex 
interactions that take place is fascinating for me. There are 
so many questions to answer and so many opportunities for 
research in the future, I’m like a kid in a candy store as to 
what to dig into next.”

Editor’s Note: "Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or 
recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the 
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture."

As a plant physiologist, Dr. Jespersen is part of the research team 
“looking more at the mechanisms within the plant, trying to identify 
how they change and ‘why’ they perform as they do in drought 
situations.” Photo courtesy of Dr. David Jespersen and the University of 
Georgia Gallery 
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WEATHER WATCH

The map above shows the Land Surface Temperature for the month of May of 2022. Maps also are available for intervals 
of eight days and of one day. These maps are made using data collected during the daytime by the Moderate Resolutions 
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), an instrument on NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. Please note that the type 
of “surface” MODIS measures varies as a function of the location. In some places, the measurement represents the skin 
temperature of the bare land surface. In other places, the temperature represents the skin temperature of whatever is 
on the land—including snow and ice, or the leafy canopy of forests and crop fields, or human-made structures such as 
pavement and building rooftops. So, these maps should not be confused with the surface air temperature values that are 
given in typical weather reports.

Scientists monitor land surface temperature because the warmth rising off Earth’s landscapes influence our world’s 
weather and climate patterns. Likewise, land surface temperature also is influenced by changes in weather and climate 
patterns. So scientists routinely produce such maps to better understand the relationships between land surface 
temperature and changing weather and climate patterns. In particular, scientists want to monitor how the increase in 
atmospheric greenhouse gases impacts land surface temperature. 

Commercial farmers also may use land surface temperature maps like these to evaluate water requirements for their crops 
during the summer when they are prone to heat stress. Conversely, in winter such maps can help farmers determine  
where and when their crops were exposed to damaging cold. For more information on the land surface temperature, or  
to see the most recent map, use the link that follows. 
https://neo.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=MOD_LSTD_M

MODIS MAP Land Surface Temperature Barometer
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HAPPENINGS
Load Lifter Manufacturing’s Founder Turns 90
Founder and President of Load Lifter Manufacturing, Hedley 
Thomas, celebrated his 90th birthday on March 9. 2022 also 
marks his 60th year of being in business. After moving to 
Canada in the late 50s from England, Hedley worked as a 
mechanic with various firms until he decided to start his 
own business in 1962. Hedley began the business, Stanmore 
Equipment, primarily serving the local lawn and garden 
market selling lawn mowers and small tractors. Hedley and 
his wife Mercedes worked together building the business 
and operated it as a true family operation. Stanmore would 
eventually become an Allis Chalmers dealer and that lead 
Hedley into the forklift business and his dealings with the 
local turf industry in Ontario. One of his early customers was 
Fred Zander, the father of Past TPI President Claus Zander. 
Zander Sod was one of many local farms where Hedley 
grew his knowledge of equipment being used in the turfgrass 
industry and laid the foundation for the future with the Load 
Lifter brand.

In the mid-70s, Hedley decided to build his own forklifts and the 
Load Lifter brand was born. Load Lifter began selling machines 
for the turfgrass industry across North America and also 
developed special fork carriage designs for growers to handle big 
rolls. Near the end of the 90s, Load Lifter developed the Twin 
Pak Dual Pallet System which enabled the growers to carry two 
pallets of sod at the same time. 

Although Load Lifter manufactures many other Rough 
Terrain forklifts for other industries, the Turf Industry 
remains one of Hedley’s favorite business activities. Attending 
TPI field days, visiting farms across the USA and Canada, 
and meeting the people involved in the business remains one 
of his most loved things to do. The family tradition continues 
within Load Lifter with Hedley’s three sons, Paul, David, and 
Donald, and Load Lifter’s dedication to the turfgrass industry.    

STEC Founder Celebrates 20 Years in America 
A recent article in the STEC Newsletter tells the story of 
David Taylor and how his start in Shropshire, England, led to 
him eventually relocating in America. Taylor, founder, president, 
and CEO of STEC Equipment, located in Sandy Springs, SC, 
is celebrating 20 years in America. His interest in horticulture 
led to  his interest in machinery. That led to his attending a 
technical college focusing on Ag Engineering. That led to a job 
with a local New Holland dealership. Taylor came to America 
in 2002 for a business venture with BLEC, USA. Taylor worked 
with BLEC to design, engineer, and build several of their well-
known machines that are still used and sold by BLEC today. 
After several years, he met and married his wife, Robyn. They 
now have two children; Allie and Will. Taylor’s roots in the U.S. 
grew even deeper. When BLEC sold their American operations 
in 2008, Taylor decided to start his own company and STEC 
Equipment was born. The name says it all, SPECIALIZED 
TURF EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

Taylor, his employees, and his family have been involved in several 
community projects, including helping with cleanup after a EF-3 
tornado in a neighboring town and renovation of a local recreation 
department’s baseball fields. Taylor and STEC have also donated 
equipment to high school Ag Mechanics programs, and provided 
scholarships for winners of agricultural competitions.

Sarah Nolte Presented With 2022 Brouwer Female Leader 
Award 

The Brouwer Female Leader Award honors a woman 
who shows a commitment and passion not only to the 
turfgrass industry, but also to the education of others and 
the proliferation of the industry as a whole. This individual 
represents the core—and often familial—values held by the 
community and provides overwhelming value and richness 
to the turfgrass farming collective. The 2022 recipient is 
Sarah Nolte, the business manager of Blue Grass Enterprises, 
Inc., located in Alburnett, Iowa, near Cedar Rapids. She is a 
third-generation sod farmer who now runs and manages her 
family’s 400-acre farm. The in-person presentation took place 
in May at the Blue Grass Enterprises farm. The award was 
delivered by Bubba Simons of Brouwer Kesmac, pictured with 
Sarah Nolte in the photo. The article announcing the award 
appeared in the May/June issue of Turf News.

Standing left to right - Donald Thomas, Operations Manager, Dave 
Tughan, Paul Thomas; Seated left to right - David Thomas, Hedley Thomas
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HAPPENINGS
Inventor of Center Pivot Irrigation Inducted Into NIHF
The following article was excerpted from the Irrigation Association’s 
IrrigationToday.com May 1 edition. Valley Irrigation is a TPI 
Supplier member.
The National Inventors Hall of Fame, Canton, Ohio, 
posthumously inducted Frank Zybach into its 2022 class of 
inductees for his invention of center pivot irrigation. Zybach joins 
26 other inductees of the National Inventors Hall of Fame class 
of 2022, who were all celebrated in “The Greatest Celebration of 
American Innovation” May 4-5. More about the NIHF can be 
found at https://www.invent.org.
Born July 10, 1894, Zybach, a Nebraska farmer, invented center 
pivot irrigation in the mid-twentieth century. In 1954, Valley 
Manufacturing, a small manufacturer of farm equipment, acquired 
the patent rights from Zybach, and its engineers improved the 
machine’s efficiency and dependability. Today, the Omaha-based 
company, since renamed Valmont Industries Inc., is a global leader 
for center pivot systems and other agricultural products. 
By 2013, center pivots irrigated nearly 28 million acres on 
57,000 U.S. farms, making it the most widely used irrigation 
technology in the country.
Zybach was presented with the Irrigation Association’s Industry 
Achievement Award in 1973. He passed away on Aug. 19, 1980.
“Innovation drives the worldwide economy forward and 
improves our quality of life,” says Michael Oister, NIHF CEO. 
“This is especially apparent given what we have experienced over 
the past 18 months. It’s why at the National Inventors Hall of 
Fame we are privileged to honor our country’s most significant 
inventors, who are giving the next generation the inspiration to 
innovate, create, and solve current and future problems.”
A majority of the 2022 class was inducted in 2020 but is being 
inducted this year instead.

NG Turf Uses Twitter to Thank a Customer 
NG Turf@NGTurf posted the following tweet on May 3, 2002, 
to thank one of their customers: 
Farm fresh sod on the big screen! Greenscape Select, Inc. rolled 
out a field of sod at Atlantic Station for the Purina Pro Plan 
Dog Challenge. 
Thank you to Greenscape Select, Inc. for your continued 
business. Repeat customers like you have kept us in business for 
nearly 40 years. 

Hundreds of Industry Professionals Volunteer for Renewal & 
Remembrance 
On Monday, July 18, hundreds of landscape and lawn care 
professionals will convene at Arlington National Cemetery and 
on the National Mall to offer their specialized skills to install 
plants, protect the historic trees, enhance the turfgrass, and 
improve irrigation systems.  
Renewal & Remembrance, organized by the National Association 
of Landscape Professionals (NALP), is a special event for members, 
many of whom have been attending for more than 20 years. 

“Renewal & Remembrance is a wonderful opportunity for 
members to give back and to showcase the skills our industry uses 

every day to care for these important spaces for our nation,” said 
NALP CEO Britt Wood. 
During this years’ service project on the National Mall, 
volunteers will create landscape beds around the existing plants 
that surround the Lincoln Memorial. The location of this year’s 
volunteer project on the Mall is significant, as 2022 marks the 
100th anniversary of the dedication of the Lincoln Memorial.   
The projects at Arlington National Cemetery include top dressing 
turfgrass, renovating irrigation zones, installing lightning protection 
on designated trees, and installing new plants.   
In addition, NALP will once again host the popular Children’s 
Program at both Arlington National Cemetery and the 
Lincoln Memorial.   
Renewal & Remembrance is supported by many industry 
partners who donate equipment and team member support, 
including lead partners Caterpillar and John Deere with 
additional support from TPI Member, SiteOne.   
For more information, visit www.landscapeprofessionals.org/RR.

Sod Production Services Wins TOCA Awards 
Sod Production Services Tahoma 31 Marketing Campaigns Won 
three National Awards at the Turf & Ornamental Communicators 
Association (TOCA) Annual Meeting, held in Kansas City, the 
first week in May. 
First Place: Writing a Feature Article (MARCOM) – The article, 
“Grass Selection with a Purpose,” published in By Design magazine. 
First Place: Copywriting for a Display Ad – Commercial 
Publications – The campaign, “Swiss Army Knife.” 
The campaign also won the Gardner Award, “BEST IN 
SHOW” Writing – Marketing. 
TOCA is comprised of editors, writers, publishers, 
photographers, public relations/advertising practitioners, 
industry association leaders, manufacturers, and others involved 
in green industry communications. 

Turf News Again Receives a First Place TOCA Award 
Also, during the TOCA Awards Ceremony in Kansas City your 
Turf News was presented with awards in three categories. 

First Place Award: Best use of photography, judging three 
issues of a magazine on their use of all types of photos to 
communicate and illustrate – Turf News January/February, 
March/April, and May/June 2021 issues.  

Merit Award: Coverage of a Special Event – Turf News May/
June 2021 issue TPI Growing Forward, TPI’s 2021 Virtual 
Meeting Recap.

Merit Award: Best Single Issue – (One issue that overall is 
graded on design/writing/photography/overall content)  
Turf News November/December 2021 Annual Equipment and  
Buyer’s Guide issue.

Your co-editors would like to thank all those who contribute to and  
support our efforts to assist with the TPI Mission. Special thanks to our 
amazing art director, Jane Tomlinson, who makes it all look so good.
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MSU Releases 2 New Bermudagrass Cultivars for Putting Greens
Mississippi State University announced on May 6, 2022, that it 
has developed two new hybrid Bermudagrass cultivars that are 
unrelated to the commonly used “Tifgreen.”
“The superior performance of these two grasses provides 
stakeholders with new options in the putting green market,” said 
Assistant Professor Hongxu Dong, who specializes in turfgrass 
breeding and genetics. “These two grasses are adding novel genetic 
diversity to the Bermuda grass cultivars, especially to the ones used 
on putting greens.”
He noted that “MSB-264” and “MSB-285” have a more upright 
leaf orientation than traditional Bermudagrass putting green 
cultivars. While these are visually similar, they have different 
genetic compositions. Both are propagated vegetatively and are 
sterile triploid genotypes, meaning that they do not produce 
seeds.
“This has the potential to allow truer putting and to hold golf 
shots better than existing ultra-dwarf Bermudagrass cultivars,” 
Dong said.
Developed by MAFES scientists in MSU’s Department of Plant 
and Soil Sciences, the cultivars have proven successful during 
their growing seasons.
Both grasses are available for licensing. To learn more about 
licensing, contact Jim Mitchell, licensing associate in MSU’s 
Office of Technology Management, via email at jfm93@msstate.
edu or call 662-325-8223.

OSU Announces Two New Turfgrass Varieties
According to a May 19 Press Release, Oklahoma State University 
is unveiling two new turfgrass varieties.
OKC1876 and OKC3920 are crosses between common 
bermudagrass and African bermudagrass. According to Dr. Yanqi 
Wu, OSU plant and soil sciences professor and plant breeder, 
the two new varieties have unique genetic identities due to being 
crossbred from two different types of bermudagrass families.
OKC1876 exhibits high turfgrass quality, improves drought 
resistance, retains excellent fall color, reduces seedheads, and has 
wide adaptation in southern states. It also demonstrates excellent 
establishment characteristics, fine texture, high turf density, 
dark green color, good traffic tolerance and sufficient sod tensile 
strength for reliable commercial production. It is recommended 
for use on golf courses, lawns, and other areas.
OKC3920, targeted for use on putting greens, shows improved 
freeze tolerance that is significantly better than ultradwarf putting 
green bermudagrasses, and it demonstrates high turfgrass quality 
comparable to ultradwarf cultivars—the current industry standard 
for warm-season greens-type turfgrass.
The cultivar also shows sufficient establishment characteristics, 
fine texture, early spring green up, dark green color and ball roll 
distance approaching that of an ultradwarf bermudagrass. 
OKC3920 and OKC1876 reproduce vegetatively. 
The next step is achieving licensing with sod producers to 
distribute the product. The expected initial market availability for 
the two varieties is in the 2023 growing season, with widespread 
availability expected around 2025. The complete release can be 

found at:
https://agresearch.okstate.edu/news/articles/2022/osu-announces-
two-new-turfgrass-varieties.html

BIMINI®️ Territory Grows 
Bethel Farms’ BIMINI® Bermuda has expanded into five 
additional states and territories including California, North 
Carolina, Texas, Georgia, and Kurdistan. This is in addition 
to established BIMINI fields in Florida. BIMINI has been 
recognized in University Trials and by Golf Superintendents as 
one of the leading Bermuda varieties. For more information on 
BIMINI Bermuda or in growing this resilient Bermudagrass, 
please contact Jonathan Brown at jbrown@bethelfarms.com. 

U.S. Women’s Open Welcomes an All-Female Crew
The 2022 U.S. Women’s Open had an all-female groundskeeping 
crew again this year! TPI members that participated were Jessica 
Lenihan (Green Valley Turf ) and Kelly Lynch (PureSeed). The 
event was held June 2 to 5 at Pine Needles Lodge & Golf Club 
in Southern Pines, NC.

Celebrate 25 Years at SiteOne’s Annual Women in the Green 
Industry Conference
 SiteOne® Landscape Supply is hosting its 25th annual 
Women in the Green Industry Conference (WIGI) Oct. 
6-9, 2022, at The Westin Riverwalk in San Antonio, 
Texas. Registration is now open for the four-day 
professional development event focused on helping women 
in the green industry flourish.
SiteOne founded the original Women in The Green 
Industry (WIGI) Conference 25 years ago. Since 
then, WIGI has been dedicated to the development of 
professional women in the green industry. The annual 
conference is a once-a-year getaway to bond, swap stories, 
and build a lifetime of industry support.
The women-only event is ideal for business owners, office 
managers, purchasing agents, installers, field workers, or anyone in 
the green industry who desires to grow their business and expand 
their personal horizons.
“The industry is navigating many more challenges than years 
previous,” said Christina Moore, Sr. Events Manager at SiteOne. 
“Finding qualified labor for work, navigating rising prices, 
allocating products to complete jobs—it’s time we pause to help 
each other flourish despite these dynamic times. It’s important we 
celebrate and encourage the role women play in the future of the 
green industry.” 
WIGI is proud to welcome five dynamic speakers to the stage 
to cover critical topics in the industry. Attendees will walk 
away with a variety of lessons, including how to shed one’s 
self-limiting beliefs, how to identify key players in the market 
to grow a business, and the foundations of wellness practices 
to support ones intellectual, occupational, emotional, spiritual, 
environmental, physical, and social wellbeing.
Attendees will also have the opportunity to learn from guest 
speakers, sponsors, and each other by attending any of the 17 
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breakout sessions focused on a variety of topics.
WIGI is made possible thanks to Platinum Sponsors: Hunter 
and FX Luminaire; Gold Sponsors: Belgard and Techniseal. 
Additional sponsors include Bayer, LMN, NDS, Nufarm, Paige 
Electric, Syngenta, The Grow Group, and Turf Care Supply.
SiteOne customers can apply 75,000 Partners Points to cover the 
registration fee of $999, or 95,000 Partners Points for a registration 
package of $1,299, including roundtrip airfare, hotel, ground 
transportation, group meals, classes, and keynote sessions. 
Register for Women in the Green Industry at www.SiteOne.com/
WIGI2022.

SiteOne® Launches Marketing Toolkit to Help Landscape 
Customers Grow Business 
Business owners have a new time-saving benefit from 
SiteOne® Landscape Supply with SiteOne’s Marketing Toolkit. The 
turnkey online program gives customers the ability to quickly create, 
customize, and print marketing assets to promote their business in 
their community. The Marketing Toolkit is exclusively for Partners 
Program members.
“We know our customers are busy running their businesses 
and it can be challenging to find time to spread the word about 
their services,” said Allison Flynn, Senior Director of Integrated 
Marketing at SiteOne. “That’s why our Marketing Toolkit is the 
ultimate online resource where customers can easily create and 
print their customized assets. We’re delighted to be able to help 
save time so customers can remain focused on their growth.”
The online portal is stocked with pre-designed professional 
templates to choose from, including business cards, door hangers, 
flyers, truck magnets and yard signs that can be customized with 
a customer’s unique logo, business name, and contact information. 
Users can simply edit the template of their choice and make their 
desired changes. Materials can be professionally printed and 
shipped or downloaded instantly to print for free.
Members can get started by logging into the online portal and 
creating a username and password. Contact your local SiteOne 
branch to become a Partners Program member to gain access 
to the Marketing Toolkit and Business Solutions, and to 
start earning points with every qualified purchase.

Jonathan Green Offered a Green Option for Mother’s Day 
Gifting
TPI supplier member Jonathan Green used the company’s email 
outreach to wish recipients “Happy Mother's Day!” with this 
innovative suggestion: “Forget flowers this year! Why give her 
a bouquet when you could give her an entire lawn? Spoil your 
Mom by giving her a space to play and enjoy quality time with 
the family.” 
This was followed by a link to “Find a retailer near you.”

Industry Partners Fund Extension Soccer Field and Research 
Golf Green at UGA
Editor’s note: The following was excerpted from an article on Athletic 
Turf Online, May 20, 2022
Bayer Environmental Science, Green Tee Golf, Sports Turf 
Company, NG Turf, and Pike Creek Turf provided financial 
support for an Extension soccer field and a new research golf 
green at the University of Georgia (UGA).
According to Alfredo Martinez-Espinoza, UGA plant pathology 
professor and Extension Specialist, “The industry partners 
involved and the university both benefit from this. With us using 
the state-of-the-art facilities, it allows us to collaborate with them 
and use their products for research,” 
UGA installed a 22,000-square-foot sports-field research and 
education area built as a soccer field with primary funding by 
Sports Turf Company. The area used UGA-developed Tifway 
bermudagrass.
The soccer field allows faculty and students to perform research and 
Extension activities as well as hands-on learning. Martinez-Espinoza 
noted that this is a way to translate work from the lab and academics 
to the field, serving as experiential learning for students. The field is 
also used by the campus and local community several times a week 
for pickup games.
The partners also funded the construction of a 9,000-square-
foot research golf green using UGA-developed TifEagle for the 
putting surface.

Record Job Openings Posted
As 1440 Daily Digest reported, Employers posted 11.5 million 
job openings in March, while 4.5 million Americans voluntarily 
quit their jobs, according to government data. Both figures are 
the highest on record and reflect a tight labor market that has 
encouraged workers to seek better opportunities and higher pay. 
The total number of separations—including quits, layoffs, and 
discharges—was at 6.3 million, up from 6.1 million in February. 
Altogether, the data show there are two job openings for every 
unemployed person. Analysts say employers could continue to 
raise wages to draw in workers, fueling rising inflation. Wages and 
salaries have increased 4.7 percent in the 12-month period 
ending in March, while inflation hit 8.5 percent for the 
same period. 
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S16
2
0
2
3

One click gives you up-to-date information from TPI!
Visit www.TurfgrassSod.orgVisit www.TurfGrassSod.org

Be sure to check out TPI TV to view 
videos from our past events.

TURFGRASS INDUSTRY NEWS
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FOR SALE: 2007 Trebro AutoStack 1, Always stored inside 
in the winter and often stored inside during the season; 
New conveyor mat; Very well maintained; just serviced 
and is field ready. Current hours are 7,240 (may go up 
once our season starts). Always had same operator since 
purchased in 2012. Everything works as should. Located 
in Minnesota.  Asking $90,000 OBO. 
Please contact Shelly at 612-685-1132.

FOR SALE: 2012 Trebro AutoStack II; Serial #121, 4559 
hours, large parts inventory included, meticulously 
maintained, stored inside. Asking $150,000 OBO. 
Please contact Green Velvet Sod, Dayton, OH; Randy 
Tischer at 937-974-0397 or randy@greenvelvet.com.

FOR SALE: 2005 Trebro AutoStack Serial #92, 8389 hours, 
large parts inventory included, meticulously maintained, 
stored inside. Asking $125,000 OBO. Motivated to sell! 
Please contact Green Velvet Sod, Dayton, OH; Randy 
Tischer at 937-974-0397 or randy@greenvelvet.com.

WANTED: Looking for Shattuck mower parts. 
Please contact Macky Banns at 604-830-1634 or email: 
highlandturfshop@gmail.com.

WELCOME 
NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Teresa Smith
KTS Sod Farms Ltd.
94 Tenth Conc.
Burford, ON N0E 1A0 
CANADA
548-328-2384
ktssodfarms@outlook.com

Austin & Jeana Bingaman
Seed2Crop Premium Sod
63344 Halley Rd.
La Grande, OR
541-786-3395
jeana@seed2crop.com

Ross Braun, PhD
Kansas State University
2021 Throckmorton PSC
1712 Claflin Road
Manhattan, KS 66506
701-350-1940
rossbraun@ksu.edu

Yanqi Wu, PhD
Oklahoma State University
Dept. of Plant &  
Soil Sciences
368 Agricultural Hall
Stillwater, OK 74078
405-744-9627 
yanqi.wu@okstate.edu

CLASSIFIED ADS Visit TurfGrassSod.org to view the advertiser's 
photos or click on the camera icon in the electronic
version of this page. 

TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—TARGETED 
TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE

TPI Member: FREE / Non-Member:  $50
Rates are determined in one-inch vertical 
increments. 

Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch.  
Photos are limited to the website and no more than 
two photographs        per ad. 

View full details at:  
www.TurfGrassSod.org/classifieds

Deadline:  
30-days prior to Turf News issue date  
(e.g., September/October Turf News issue, ad is due 
by August 1). 

Upload your classified ad at: 
www.TurfGrassSod.org/classifieds 
or send to Geri Hannah via email: 
ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org 

Fax: 847-649-5678

Mail:  
Turfgrass Producers International 
444 E. Roosevelt Road #346 | Lombard, IL 60148 
U.S.A

All classified ads are subject to review; TPI does not  
endorse any ad and reserves the right to edit or 
decline any ad. 

Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, 
or looking for employees or employment 
opportunities?

TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your 
target market with a free or low cost classified ad in 
Turf News magazine and on the TPI website at 
www.TurfGrassSod.org.

The classified ad section is the first place many TPI 
members look when they receive the most recent 
issue of Turf News magazine and the most viewed 
area on the TPI website.

All classified ads are posted to the TPI website within 24 
hours of approval and featured in the next issue of 
Turf News!
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Whoda thunk that something so positive could have a 
dark side? That’s right. Optimism, the feel-good feeling, 
the basis for the entire self-help industry, the underlying 
principle of the smiley face—can be harmful. 
  
Now, I’m not having “a case of the Mondays,” cuz it’s 
Thursday. I ask only that you consider the evidence. 

Would Optimism Please Take the Stand 
We’ll dispense with the pleasantries, Optimism. Is it not 
true that you? 

• Conspire to make people think their next meeting is 
just five minutes away?

• Encourage people to do one more thing before heading 
out?

• Convince people that traffic is never bad this time of day?

Guilty on all counts!

Staying Optimistic about Optimism 
How then, you ask, do we get to meetings on time, stop 
leaving the office late, and always anticipate traffic delays? 
The answer is to dispense with the vague notion of the 
perfect day and focus on the realities of the day-to-day. 

THE DARK SIDE OF OPTIMISM— 
IT'S WHY WE'RE LATE 
By Paul H. Burton Yup, it’s tough love for optimism. 

• Start timing how long it takes to get to meetings… 
with an actual watch.

• Consider the real costs of leaving late in the name of 
one last email.

• Bank on bad traffic; it’s a zoo out there!

From the Ashes Rises a Phoenix, 
or Maybe a Tucson 
Once, a long time ago, in a place far, far away, the perfect day 
did come. Meetings were only five minutes away, one last 
thing only took ten seconds, and traffic was nonexistent. It 
was a good day. It was the day optimism was born. 
 
That day may come again, and if it does, imagine how 
much free time you'll have!

Paul H. Burton is a recovering corporate finance attorney who helps 
people regain command of their day. As a nationally recognized 
time management expert, he regularly speaks to professional 
audiences about getting more done and enjoying greater 
personal and professional satisfaction. Paul is the author of six 
books on individual and leadership productivity. You can learn 
more about Paul and his practice at www.quietspacing.com.
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 Up to 38750 ft² per hour
 Modulair cutting head
 3 x 16 inch or 2 x 24 inch
 Proven Van Vuuren technology
 Easy to maintain

The NEWNEW
TurfTick 3500 series

www.vuuren.com info@vuuren.com +31(0)306661348

Double or Triple Stacker
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 Modulair cutting head
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Double or Triple Stacker

 Up to 38750 ft² per hour
 Modulair cutting head
 3 x 16 inch or 2 x 24 inch
 Proven Van Vuuren technology
 Easy to maintain

The NEWNEW
TurfTick 3500 series

www.vuuren.com info@vuuren.com +31(0)306661348

Double or Triple Stacker

TURFGRASS INDUSTRY CALENDAR

2022 
JULY
July 7-8 - Rescheduled from September 2021
ETP (European Turfgrass Producers} Turf Show Expo & Field Day
Pattensen, Germany
info@turfgrassproducers.eu

July 10-15 - Rescheduled from July 11-16, 2021 
ITRC 14th International Turfgrass Research Conference
Copenhagen, Denmark
https://itrc2022.org/

July 24-26
Texas Turfgrass Association Summer Conference
Lake Conroe - Houston, Texas
https://texasturf.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/58549-TTA-Save-the-
Dates-Flyer.pdf

July 28
TGA Summer Show 
Kincross, Scotland - UK
https://turfgrass.co.uk

AUGUST
August 10
NCSU Lake Wheeler Turfgrass Field Day
Raleigh, NC
https://www.turffiles.ncsu.edu/2022/04/field-day-field-day-golf-tourney/

SEPTEMBER
September 18-21
NALP ELEVATE Conference and Expo 
Orlando, FL
https://www.landscapeprofessionals.org/ELEVATE

September 22
Mississippi State Turfgrass Research Field Day 
Starkville, MS
www.pss.msstate.edu/workshops/turf/registration.php

OCTOBER
October 6-9
SiteOne Annual Women in the Green Industry Conference (WIGI)
San Antonio, TX
www.SiteOne.com/WIGI2022

October 18-21
equip EXPOSITION - Formerly GIE+EXPO
Louisville, KY
https://www.equipexposition.com

October 24-27
Deep South Turf Expo
Biloxi, MS
http://www.deepsouthturfexpo.org

If you are planning an industry event of interest to our readers please send the information to: 
creynolds@TurfGrassSod.org and put “Industry Calendar” in the subject line.

October 26
NCSU Bruneau Golf Tourney and Scholarship Fundraiser
https://www.turffiles.ncsu.edu/2022/04/field-day-field-day-golf-tourney/

NOVEMBER 
November 14-17
Carolinas Golf Course Superintendents Assoc. Conference
Myrtle Beach, SC 
https://www.carolinasgcsa.org/Education-Conference/Conference-and-Show

November 16 
SC Sod Producers Association Meeting
Myrtle Beach, SC

2023
DECEMBER
December 5-9
Irrigation Association Show and Education Week
December 7-8
Irrigation Association Trade Show
Las Vegas, NV
www.irrigationshow.org

December 13-14
Texas Turfgrass Association Winter Conference
Denton, TX
https://texasturf.com/index.php/winter-2022/
 
JANUARY
January 16-19
Sports Field Management Association Conference
Salt Lake City, UT
https://www.sportsfieldmanagement.org/conference/

FEBRUARY
February 6-9
GCSAA Conference 
Orlando, FL 
https://www.gcsaaconference.com/future-dates 

February 20-22 
TPI International Education Conference 
Nashville, TN 
https://www.TurfGrassSod.org/events/

JULY
July 24-28
TPI Summer Convention & Field Day
Detroit, MI
https://www.TurfGrassSod.org/events/

Editor’s note: The following information was up to date as of June 1, 2022. Please check the websites listed for the most current information as 
you do your planning.

INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION
CONFERENCE  

GAYLORD OPRYLAND RESORT
     CONVENTION CENTER 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE  

MUSIC CITY U.S.A.

20
23

FEBRUARY 
20TH - 22ND 
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We’ve Got

Seed Down To A Science.

To learn more about our current TPS sod seed blends for sports, lawn and landscaping 
applications, contact Larry Humphreys at larry@turfproducersselect.com.

landmarkseed.com

At Landmark Seed, we spend a lot of time thinking about sod 

seeds. And it shows. With a dedication to quality assurance, 

our Turf Producers’ Select™ (TPS) seed blends combine superior 

genetics with top-performing, complementary seed varieties proven to 

produce pristine sod quality. We work with each grower to prescribe blends 

that perform beautifully for their customers’ specific region, environment or 

application. Backed by hours of performance testing—and proven by satisfied 

sod growers everywhere—so you can Seed With Confidence™.
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